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Summary

We present an efficient algorithm for estimating hidden state sequences in imprecise
hidden Markov models (iHMMs), based on observed output sequences. The main
difference with classical hidden Markov models (HMMs) is that the local models of
an iHMM are not represented by a single mass function, but rather by a set of mass
functions. We consider as estimates for the hidden state sequence those sequences
that are maximal. In this way, we generalize the problem of finding a state sequence
with highest posterior probability, as is commonly considered in HMMs, and solved
efficiently by the Viterbi algorithm. An important feature of our approach is that
there may be multiple maximal state sequences, typically for iHMMs that are highly
imprecise. We show experimentally that our algorithm has a complexity that is
more or less linear in this number of maximal sequences, and investigate how this
number depends on the local models.
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Abstract— We present an efficient algorithm for estimating hidden
state sequences in imprecise hidden Markov models, based on observed
output sequences. We consider as estimates for the hidden state se-
quence those sequences that are maximal. In this way, we generalize
the problem of finding a state sequence with highest posterior proba-
bility, as is commonly considered in hidden Markov models, and solved
efficiently by the Viterbi algorithm. We show experimentally that our
algorithm has a complexity that is more or less linear in this number of
maximal sequences, and investigate how this number depends on the
local models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE use of hidden Markov models (HMMs) is widespread
in a lot of applications, such as speech recognition and

digital coding. In order to specify an HMM, one has to quan-
tify its local probability mass functions exactly. If limited data
and/or expert knowledge is available, this is clearly an un-
realistic requirement. By enforcing precision nevertheless,
the resulting model and the inferences it produces, are, al-
though precise, not guaranteed to be supported by the evi-
dence, thereby creating a false sense of correctness.

In order to avoid this problem, one can allow for local
models that are represented by a compact set of mass func-
tions instead of a single one, thereby obtaining a so-called
imprecise hidden Markov model (iHMM). We explain how the
problem of finding a state sequence with maximal posterior
probability can be generalized to this framework, and present
an algorithm that is capable of solving this new version of the
problem in an efficient manner. In this way, we obtain a more
robust alternative to the Viterbi algorithm [1].

II. HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS

An HMM is a probabilistic graphical model that has a graph-
ical structure of the form depicted in Figure 1. It consists of 2n
random variables that can be categorized into n hidden state
variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn and n observable output variables O1,
O2, . . . , On. For any given k in {1, . . . , n}, the variables Xk and
Ok take values in their respective possibility space Xk and Ok.
We assume that every possibility space is finite.

For the first state variable X1, we have an initial model that
can be characterized by a probability mass function p1 on X1.
For the subsequent state variables Xk, with k in {2, . . . , n}, we
have a transition model pk conditioned on the value of Xk−1.
Finally, for every output variable Ok, with k in {1, . . . , n}, we
have an emission model qk conditioned on the value of Xk. The

joint model is given by

p(x1:n, o1:n) =
n∏

k=1

pk(xk|xk−1)qk(ok|xk),

where x1:n is in X1:n ¬×n
k=1Xk and o1:n in O1:n ¬×n

k=1 Ok.
Here we assume that X0 is an artificial hidden state that can
only take one value x0. In a stationary HMM the spaces Xk
are equal for all k in {1, . . . , n}, and we only have one initial,
one transition and one emission model.

X1 X2 . . . Xk . . . Xn

O1 O2 Ok On

Fig. 1: Graphical structure of a hidden Markov model.

A. The Viterbi algorithm

One of the most important problems in an HMM is to try
and estimate the unknown hidden state sequence based on
an observed output sequence o1:n in O1:n. This is commonly
done by choosing a state sequence x1:n that maximizes the
posterior probability p(x1:n | o1:n) through Bayes’s rule as
argmaxx1:n∈X1:n

p(x1:n, o1:n).
A well-known method for finding an arbitrary element of

this set is to apply the Viterbi algorithm [1]; see Ref. [2] for
a good introduction. By proceeding in a recursive fashion,
this algorithm manages to be very efficient: its computational
complexity is only O

�
nm2

�
, where m is the size of the largest

possibility space for the states: m¬max{|Xk|: k ∈ {1, . . . , n}}.
The Viterbi algorithm can easily be extended so that it returns
the k most likely sequences, in which case we call it the k-best
Viterbi algorithm.

III. COMMON IMPRECISE MODELS

In classical HMMs the local uncertainty models are mass
functions, which have to be quantified exactly with arbitrary
precision. The crucial difference between iHMMs and HMMs
is that their local models are not required to consist of a
single mass function. Instead, a set of mass functions may be
used. The only restriction we impose is that this set should be
compact. In that case the set is called a credal set, denoted by
M .

The perhaps simplest way to obtain such an imprecise local
model is to ε-contaminate a mass function p in ΣX , where



ΣX represents the set of all possible mass functions on X and
is called the simplex. For any ε in [0,1], the corresponding
ε-contaminated model is defined as

M ε
p ¬

�
(1− ε)p+ εq : q ∈ ΣX

	
.

It is a closed, bounded and therefore also compact subset of
ΣX . For ε = 0, we find that M 0

p = {p}, thereby recover-
ing the precise-probabilistic case. As ε increases, additional
mass functions are added. For ε = 1, M 1

p is equal to ΣX ,
representing complete model uncertainty.

We can associate a so-called lower pε (x) and upper proba-
bility p

ε
(x) with any x in X and the setM ε

p . For example, if
|X | ≥ 2, then for any singleton x in X , we find that

pε (x)¬max
n

p̃(x): p̃ ∈M ε
p

o
= (1− ε)p(x) + ε, (1)

p
ε
(x)¬min

n
p̃(x): p̃ ∈M ε

p

o
= (1− ε)p(x) . (2)

Consider for example a ternary sample space X = {a, b, c}.
Then any probability mass function p on X can be identified
with a point in an equilateral triangle with height one, which
represents the simplex ΣX ; see Figure 2. The ε-contaminated
model M ε

p is represented by an equilateral triangle with
height ε, which ‘grows’ around p as ε increases.

a

b

c

ΣX M ε
p

p
ε

p
ε
(b)

pε (b)

p(b)

1

Fig. 2: Constructing a credal set by means of ε-contamination.

Besides ε-contamination, another popular method for con-
structing imprecise local models is to derive them from data
by means of Walley’s IDM [4]. An IDM is an ε-contaminated
model with ε¬ s/n+s, where s > 0 is a parameter of the IDM
that can be interpreted as a degree of cautiousness and n is
the total number of observed data points.

IV. IMPRECISE HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS

We will now try to generalize the notion of finding the most
likely hidden state sequence in common HMMs to the impre-
cise case. The credal set of joint probability mass functions in
an iHMM is defined as

M ¬
n n∏

k=1

pk(xk|xk−1)qk(ok|xk):

(∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}) pk(·|Xk−1) ∈MXk |Xk−1
,

qk(·|Xk) ∈MOk |Xk

o
.

HereMXk |Xk−1
is defined as the credal set of the mass functions

pk(Xk | Xk−1) andMOk |Xk
as the credal of the mass functions

qk(Ok | Xk). The setM is a compact set.

A. Optimality

Since we are now working with a setM of joint mass func-
tions rather than a single mass function p, the concept of
‘maximizing posterior probability’ is no longer well-defined.
We therefore need a new notion of optimality. The approach
that we will use here is to adopt the decision criterion of maxi-
mality [3]. The idea is to introduce a strict preference relation
� between state sequences. For any two state sequences x1:n
and x̂1:n inX1:n, we say that x1:n is better than x̂1:n, and write
x1:n � x̂1:n, if

(∀p ∈M ) p(x1:n | o1:n)> p( x̂1:n | o1:n). (3)

This preference relation induces a strict partial order on the
set of all state sequences X1:n, and we call a sequence x̂1:n
maximal if it is undominated in this partial order or, equiva-
lently, if no other sequence is better. This leads us to consider
as optimal sequences the elements of

optmax(X1:n | o1:n)¬�
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n :

�∀x1:n ∈ X1:n
�

x1:n � x̂1:n
	
. (4)

When we use Equation (3), we arrive at the following charac-
terization of the set of optimal sequences:

optmax(X1:n | o1:n) =
�
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n :

�∀x1:n ∈ X1:n
�

(∃p ∈M ) p(x1:n | o1:n)≤ p( x̂1:n | o1:n)
	
. (5)

That is, there is at least one p in M such that no sequence
x1:n is better than x̂1:n.

V. MAXIHMM

The MaxiHMM algorithm will efficiently calculate the set
optmax(X1:n | o1:n). The search space is after all equal to X1:n
or X n for a stationary iHMM, which is exponential in n. The
idea of the algorithm is to build a search tree, in order to
rule out multiple sequences at once. An example of such a
search tree is given in Figure 3 for a simple binary model. For

�
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Fig. 3: Example of a search tree for binary sequences with
length 4.

every initial segment x̂∗1:k of length k we can verify if there
is no single maximal hidden sequence that starts with x̂∗1:k.
We check this in node x̂∗k at depth k in the tree. If our check
fails, it means there could be – but need not be – maximal
hidden sequences starting with x̂∗1:k. Our check is thus only a
necessary condition for maximality. After that we immediately
descend to nodes at depth k + 1 which are children of x̂∗k.
That way we traverse the tree depth-first. If our check on the



other hand returns a positive answer, then we are sure there
are no hidden sequences starting with x̂∗1:k, so that we can
cut off the tree and go explore another branch. If we arrive
at the leaves of the tree, and our check fails, we can now be
sure that we have found a maximal hidden sequence, so that
MaxiHMM always finds all maximal hidden sequences, and
not a sequence more or less.

For example in Figure 3 MaxiHMM assumes there are max-
imal hidden sequences starting with ‘010’, so we descend
to the children of the node 0 we were investigating. At the
leaves however it turns out that neither ‘0100’ nor ‘0101’ is
a maximal hidden sequence. So we did more work than we
actually should have done, which is a small disadvantage of
the MaxiHMM algorithm.

Also in Figure 3 MaxiHMM finds that there are no hidden
sequences starting with ‘00’. We can trust MaxiHMM on this,
so we can cut off the tree at this point and we can go explore
the initial segment ‘01’. This way we have eliminated a lot of
branches in the tree, and the complexity is reduced.

A. Computational complexity

The computational complexity of the MaxiHMM algorithm
depends on a number of factors. First of all, we have to take
into account the size S of the set optmax(X1:n | o1:n) we are
looking for. After all, if all state sequences inX1:n are maximal,
then no single branch can be pruned from the search tree. In
that case, the complete tree has to be traversed, which clearly
has a computational complexity that is exponential in n.

In general, our algorithm is linear in the number of times
our check fails; for ease of reference, let us denote this number
by C . For example, in Figure 3, C is the number of 3-signs.
Our algorithm turns out to have a complexity of O

�
Cm2

�
.

Let us now assume that each negative evaluation of our
check can be associated with a node of the search three that
corresponds to X1:n and, by this assumption, these nodes
all correspond to an element of one of the maximal state
sequences. Hence, in that case, C is bounded above by Sn and
therefore, the computational complexity of our algorithm is
now O

�
Snm2

�
. Interestingly, this is linear in the number of

maximal sequences S. It is also comparable to the complexity
of the Viterbi algorithm, since in that particular case, S = 1.

Of course our check is only a necessary condition for there
to be a maximal hidden sequence and thus, from a theoretical
point of view, the aforementioned complexity cannot be guar-
anteed. For example, it might that C > Sn; in Figure 3, we
see that 13= C > Sn= 12. Hence, the complexity O

�
Snm2

�
should be regarded as an approximation. Nevertheless, it
turns out that in practice, the complexity of our algorithm is
more or less linear in S, which suggest that the complexity
O
�

Snm2
�

serves as a rather good approximation of reality.
We will illustrate this in the next section.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We consider a simple, binary, stationary iHMM, whose local
models are obtained by ε-contamination. Hence, for all k
in {1, . . . , n}: Xk = Ok ¬ {0,1}. The local mass functions
that we will use to construct our imprecise ε-contaminated
local models are therefore completely characterized by five

numbers: q(0|0) = 0.9, q(0|1) = 0.1, p1(0) = 0.5, l ¬ p(0|0)
and m¬ p(0|1).
A. Computational complexity verification

Figure 4 illustrates the correlation between the execution
time of the algorithm and the number of maximal sequences it
produces. For these experiments, we have chosen l = 0.9 and
m = 0.1. The grey dots correspond to 760 randomly generated
output sequence of length n= 100, with values of ε ranging
from 0.01 to 0.1. We can clearly distinguish some kind of
cone, which already suggest that the execution time depends
more or less linearly on the number of maximal sequences. In
black, we have plotted the results for three additional random
but fixed sequences, for different values of ε; experiments that
correspond to the same output sequence have been connected.
This time, the observed linearity is rather striking.
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Fig. 4: Scatter plot of 760+ 10 complexity experiments.

B. Number of solutions

We will now visualize the number of maximal sequences
as a function of the transition probabilities l and m in four
heat plots, each of which corresponds to a different value for
ε. The output sequence is ‘1100110011’, with n = 10. The
results are depicted in Figure 5. White corresponds to a single
maximal sequences, whereas pitch black corresponds to 200
sequences being maximal.

As expected, the number of maximal state sequences in-
creases with ε. That is, the regions that correspond to a higher
number of maximal sequences become wider as ε increases.
The maximum number of maximal sequences that can be ob-
served in these plots is about 160 – for ε = 0.15, the tiny
black dot near the upper left corner of the heat plot (l = 0.1
and m = 0.9). Note that this is only 16% of the maximum
number possible, which is 210 = 1024. The large, dark gray
regions correspond to 77 maximal sequences. Finally, and this
is rather remarkable, we observe that there are fairly large re-
gions in which – even for ε = 0.15 – there is only one maximal
state sequence.

VII. AN APPLICATION – OCR

We have developed a toy application where we use the Max-
iHMM algorithm to correct mistakes that were made by the
OCR software. For this purpose we have artificially corrupted
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(d) ε= 0.15

Fig. 5: Number of maximal state sequences, for different local
models.

the letters in the original text by replacing them with other
letters that resemble them. We use the first lines of the me-
dieval Dutch text ‘Van den vos Reynaerde’. The models in the
iHMM are created using the IDM with s = 1. We compare the
results of MaxiHMM with the 3-best Viterbi solutions.

We will now discuss some results. A first word BEWAENT
was corrupted by the OCR application to BEWAEHT, and both
Viterbi as MaxiHMM suggested the correct solution. Max-
iHMM only returned one solution, and was thus robustly
confident about it.

In another example the word UP is corrupted to UF. Max-
iHMM returned 21 solutions, among which the correct one,
and only the third-best Viterbi solution was correct. We see
that in this case, the Viterbi solution was incorrect, which is
reflected through the number of solutions MaxiHMM returned.

The final example is very interesting. In this the word COMT
was not corrupted, but none of the Viterbi solutions were able
to retrieve the word. That is because, during training, the tran-
sition from M to T had not been observed, so it got probability
zero. In our imprecise model, however, the transition has a
positive upper probability! That is why MaxiHMM is able to
return the correct solution among 5 maximal solutions. In
this example we clearly see the benefits of using imprecision
coming forth.

However, in the final example, MaxiHMM returned words
such as CQQT and QQQT. That is because the lower probability
of the transition from Q to Q is zero, but the upper probability
of the transition from Q to Q is positive, as we have not
observed this kind of transition during training. A simple
remedy to counteract these type of solutions, is to manually
set the upper probability for the Q-Q transition to zero. We
showed that in this case our algorithm keeps working as it
should.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed an algorithm based on the maximality
criterion, baptized MaxiHMM, that estimates the optimal hid-
den sequences in an imprecise Hidden Markov model, thereby
generalizing and robustifying the Viterbi algorithm. Our al-
gorithm generally tends to find more than one solution, and
turns out to be a tool in a sensitivity analysis of the Viterbi
algorithm, as we experimentally showed. The complexity of
the algorithm turns out to be close to linear in the number of
maximal sequences in reality.
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Abstract— We ontwikkelen een efficiënt algoritme voor het schatten
van verborgen toestandssequenties in imprecieze hidden Markov model-
len, gebaseerd op geobserveerde outputsequenties. Als schatting voor
de verborgen toestandssequenties nemen we deze die maximaal zijn.
Op die manier kunnen we het probleem van het vinden van een toe-
standssequentie met hoogste a posteriori waarschijnlijkheid veralgeme-
nen, zoals meestal wordt opgelost met behulp van het Viterbi-algoritme
in traditionele hidden Markov modellen. We tonen experimenteel aan
dat de complexiteit min of meer lineair is in het aantal maximale sequen-
ties, en we onderzoeken hoe dit aantal afhangt van de lokale modellen.

Keywords— imprecies hidden Markov model, Viterbi-algoritme, maxi-
maliteit, verborgen toestandssequentie, robuustheid

I. INLEIDING

HET gebruik van hidden Markov modellen (HMMs) is wijd-
verspreid in vele toepassingen, zoals spraakherkenning

en digitale codering. Een HMM wordt doorgaans gekenmerkt
door lokale (precieze) massafuncties. Als echter weinig data
of expertkennis voorhanden is, is dit een onrealistische ver-
eiste. Als we in dit geval precisie opleggen, zullen het model
en de resultaten die het produceert wel precies zijn, maar ze
zullen een vals gevoel van juistheid creëren.

Om dit probleem uit de weg te gaan, kunnen we de lo-
kale modellen bijvoorbeeld voorstellen door een compacte
verzameling van massafuncties, in plaats van slechts één. Op
die manier krijgen we een imprecies hidden Markov model
(iHMM). We zullen nagaan hoe we het probleem van het
zoeken naar toestandssequenties met maximale a posteriori
waarschijnlijkheid kunnen vertalen naar dit concept, en we
onwikkelen een algoritme dat dit probleem efficiënt kan op-
lossen. Zo bekomen we een robuuster alternatief voor het
traditionele Viterbi-algoritme [1].

II. HIDDEN MARKOV MODELLEN

Een HMM is een probabilistisch grafisch model dat een
structuur heeft zoals in Figuur 1. Het bestaat uit 2n toevallige
veranderlijken die kunnen worden opgedeeld in n verborgen
toestandsveranderlijken X1, X2, . . . , Xn en n geobserveerde
outputveranderlijken O1, O2, . . . , On. Voor elke k in {1, . . . , n}
nemen de variabelen Xk en Ok waarden aan in de mogelijkhe-
denruimte Xk resp. Ok. We nemen aan dat elke mogelijkhe-
denruimte eindig is.

Voor de eerste toestandsveranderlijke X1 beschouwen we
een initieel model dat gekarakteriseerd wordt door een massa-
functie p1 opX1. Voor de daarop volgende toestandsverander-
lijken Xk, met k in {2, . . . , n}, hebben we een transitiemodel pk
geconditioneerd op de waarde van Xk−1. Tot slot is er voor
elke outputvariabele Ok, met k in {1, . . . , n}, een emissiemodel

qk geconditioneerd op de waarde van Xk. Het gemeenschap-
pelijk model is gegeven door

p(x1:n, o1:n) =
n∏

k=1

pk(xk | xk−1)qk(ok | xk),

waarbij x1:n in X1:n ¬×n
k=1Xk is en o1:n in O1:n ¬×n

k=1 Ok.
We nemen hierbij aan dat X0 een artificiële verborgen toestand
is die enkel de waarde x0 aanneemt. In een stationair HMM
zijn de ruimtes Xk gelijk voor alle k in {1, . . . , n}, en hebben
we slechts één initieel, een transitie- en één emissiemodel.

X1 X2 . . . Xk . . . Xn

O1 O2 Ok On

Fig. 1: Grafische structuur van een hidden Markov model.

A. Het Viterbi-algoritme

Eén van de belangrijkste vraagstukken in een HMM is het
zoeken naar een verborgen toestandssequentie gegeven de
geobserveerde sequentie o1:n in O1:n. Dit wordt standaard
opgelost door het kiezen van deze toestandssequentie x1:n die
de a posteriori waarschijnlijkheid p(x1:n | o1:n) maximaliseert.
Door toepassen van de regel van Bayes lossen we dus op:
argmaxx1:n∈X1:n

p(x1:n, o1:n).
Een gekende methode voor het vinden van een element uit

deze oplossingenverzameling is het Viterbi-algoritme [1]; zie
Ref. [2] voor een goede introductie. Het algoritme gaat recur-
sief te werk en heeft een complexiteit van O

�
nm2

�
, waarbij

m de kardinaliteit van de grootste mogelijkhedenruimte is:
m ¬ max{|Xk|: k ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. We kunnen het standaard
Viterbi-algoritme makkelijk uitbreiden naar het k-best Viterbi-
algoritme dat de k meest waarschijnlijke sequenties zoekt.

III. VEELVOORKOMENDE IMPRECIEZE MODELLEN

In klassieke HMMs zijn de lokale onzekerheidsmodellen
massafuncties, die exact moeten worden gekwantificeerd met
arbitraire precisie. Het cruciale verschil tussen HMMs en
iHMMs is dat de lokale modellen van een iHMM niet uit één
enkele massafunctie dienen te bestaan. In plaats daarvan
wordt een verzameling van massafuncties gebruikt. De enige
voorwaarde die we opleggen, is dat deze verzameling compact
is. In dat geval spreken we ook van een credale verzameling,
genoteerd alsM .



De waarschijnlijk eenvoudigste manier om een imprecies
lokaal model te bekomen, bestaat erin een massafunctie in
ΣX te contamineren met een ε, waarbij ΣX de verzameling
van alle mogelijke massafuncties op X voorstelt en de sim-
plex wordt genoemd. Voor eender welke ε in [0,1] is het
corresponderende ε-contaminated model gedefinieerd als

M ε
p ¬

�
(1− ε)p+ εq : q ∈ ΣX

	
.

Het is een gesloten, begrensde en dus compacte deelverzame-
ling van ΣX . Voor ε = 0 vinden we datM 0

p = {p}, waarbij we
dus uitkomen op het precieze geval. Als ε toeneemt, worden
bijkomende massafuncties toegevoegd. Voor ε = 1 is M 1

p
gelijk aan ΣX . Dit stelt volledige onzekerheid voor.

We kunnen nu een zogenaamde onder- pε (x) en boven-
waarschijnlijkheid p

ε
(x) associëren met elke x in X en de

verzameling M ε
p . Bijvoorbeeld indien |X | ≥ 2, dan vinden

we voor elk singelton x in X dat

pε (x)¬max
n

p̃(x): p̃ ∈M ε
p

o
= (1− ε)p(x) + ε, (1)

p
ε
(x)¬min

n
p̃(x): p̃ ∈M ε

p

o
= (1− ε)p(x) . (2)

Beschouw bijvoorbeeld een ternaire mogelijkhedenruimte
X = {a, b, c}. Eender welke massafunctie p op X kan dan
voorgesteld worden als een punt in een gelijkzijdige driehoek
met hoogte 1 die de simplex ΣX voorstel; zie Figuur 2. Het
ε-contaminated modelM ε

p wordt voorgesteld als een gelijk-
zijdige driehoek met hoogte ε, die ‘groeit’ rond p naarmate ε
toeneemt.

a

b

c

ΣX M ε
p

p
ε

p
ε
(b)

pε (b)

p(b)

1

Fig. 2: Het bouwen van een credale verzamelign door ε-
contaminatie.

Naast ε-contaminatie is Walley’s IDM ook een populaire
methode voor het construeren van imprecieze lokale model-
len uit data [3]. Een IDM is een speciaal geval van een ε-
contaminated model met ε ¬ s/n+s, waarbij s > 0 een para-
meter van het IDM is die geïnterpreteerd kan worden als een
graad van ‘omzichtigheid’ en waarbij n het aantal datapunten
voorstelt.

IV. IMPRECIEZE HIDDEN MARKOV MODELLEN

We zullen nu de notie van het vinden van de meest waar-
schijnlijke verborgen toestandssequentie in een traditioneel
HMM veralgemenen naar het imprecieze geval. De credale

verzameling van gemeenschappelijke massafuncties in een
iHMM is gedefinieerd als

M ¬
n n∏

k=1

pk(xk|xk−1)qk(ok|xk):

(∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}) pk(·|Xk−1) ∈MXk |Xk−1
,

qk(·|Xk) ∈MOk |Xk

o
.

Hierbij is MXk |Xk−1
gedefinieerd als de credale verzameling

van de conditionele massafuncties pk(Xk | Xk−1) enMOk |Xk
als

de credale verzameling van de massafuncties qk(Ok | Xk). We
kunnen aantonen datM compact is.

A. Optimaliteit

Aangezien we nu werken met credale verzamelingen in
plaats van massafuncties, is het concept van ‘maximale a pos-
teriori probabiliteit’ niet langer goed gedefinieerd. We hebben
dus nood aan een nieuwe vorm van optimaliteit. We zullen
hiervoor het beslissingscriterium maximaliteit gebruiken [4].
Het idee is om een strike voorkeursrelatie � tussen toestands-
sequenties in te voeren. Voor elke twee toestandssequenties
x1:n en x̂1:n in X1:n zeggen we dat x1:n beter is dan x̂1:n, en
we schrijven x1:n � x̂1:n, als

(∀p ∈M ) p(x1:n | o1:n)> p( x̂1:n | o1:n). (3)

Deze voorkeursrelatie induceert een strikte partiële orderela-
tie op de verzameling van alle toestandssequenties X1:n, en
we noemen een sequentie x̂1:n maximaal indien ze ongedomi-
neerd wordt volgens deze partiële orde of, equivalent, indien
geen enkele andere sequentie beter is. Dit leidt tot de definitie
van optimale sequenties van elementen als

optmax(X1:n | o1:n)¬�
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n :

�∀x1:n ∈ X1:n
�

x1:n � x̂1:n
	
. (4)

Indien we Vergelijking (3) gebruiken, komen we tot volgende
karakterisatie van de set van optimale sequenties:

optmax(X1:n | o1:n) =
�
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n :

�∀x1:n ∈ X1:n
�

(∃p ∈M ) p(x1:n | o1:n)≤ p( x̂1:n | o1:n)
	
. (5)

Dit wil zeggen dat er tenminste één p inM is waarvoor geen
enkele sequentie x1:n beter is dan x̂1:n.

V. MAXIHMM

Het MaxiHMM algoritme zal op efficiënte wijze de verzame-
ling optmax(X1:n | o1:n) berekenen. De zoekruimte is immers
gelijk aanX1:n ofX n voor een stationair iHMM, wat exponen-
tieel groot is in n. De idee achter het algoritme bestaat erin
een zoekboom op te bouwen om ineens meerdere toestandsse-
quenties te kunnen elimineren uit de oplossingsverzameling.
Een voorbeeld van zo een zoekboom is gegeven in Figuur
3 voor een eenvoudig binair model. Voor elk initieel seg-
ment x̂∗1:k met lengte k kunnen we nagaan of er geen enkele
maximale toestandssequentie bestaat die begint met x̂∗1:k. We
controleren dit in knoop x̂∗k op diepte k in de boom. Als
onze controle faalt, betekent dit dat er maximale toestands-
sequenties beginnende met x̂∗1:k zouden kunnen zijn – maar
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Fig. 3: Voorbeeld van een binaire zoekboom voor sequenties
met lengte 4.

niet noodzakelijk zijn. De controle is dus slechts een nodige
voorwaarde voor het maximaal zijn. We zakken hierna onmid-
dellijk af naar de kindknopen op diepte k+ 1. Op die manier
doorlopen we de boom diepte-eerst. Als onze controle echter
een positief antwoord geeft, dan zijn we zeker dat er geen en-
kele maximale toestandssequentie bestaat die begint met x̂∗1:k,
zodat we de boom kunnen afbreken en andere takken kunnen
gaan onderzoeken. Als we aan de bladeren van de boom ko-
men, en onze controle faalt, zijn we dit keer echter zeker dat
we een maximale toestandssequentie hebben gevonden, zodat
MaxiHMM altijd alle maximale toestandssequenties vindt, en
geen sequentie meer of minder.

Bijvoorbeeld in Figuur 3 denkt MaxiHMM dat er maximale
toestandssequenties zijn die beginnen met ‘010’, zodat we af-
dalen naar de kinderen van de knoop 0 die we op dat moment
onderzoeken. In de bladeren blijkt echter dat ‘0100’ noch
‘0101’ een maximale sequentie is. We hebben dus meer werk
verricht dan strikt noodzakelijk, wat een klein nadeel is van
het MaxiHMM algoritme.

Eveneens in Figuur 3 vindt MaxiHMM dat er geen enkele
maximale toestandssequentie bestaat die begint met ‘00’. Deze
keer zijn we zeker, zodat we de boom kunnen afbreken op dit
punt en we het initieel segment ‘01’ kunnen onderzoeken. Op
deze manier hebben we veel takken uit de boom geëlimineerd,
zodat de complexiteit gereduceerd is.

A. Computationele complexiteit

De complexiteit van het MaxiHMM algoritme hangt af van
een aantal factoren. Eerst en vooral moeten we de grootte S
van de verzameling optmax(X1:n | o1:n) beschouwen. Immers
indien all toestandssequenties in X1:n maximaal zijn, moet de
hele boom doorzocht worden, wat duidelijk een exponentiële
complexiteit in n inhoudt.

In het algemene geval is MaxiHMM lineair in het aantal keer
onze controle faalt; we noteren dit aantal als C . In Figuur 3
bijvoorbeeld is C gelijk aan het aantal 3-tekens. Het algoritme
blijkt dan een complexiteit te hebben gelijk aan O

�
Cm2

�
.

We nemen nu aan dat elke faling van onze controle ge-
associeerd kan worden met een knoop in de zoekboom en
dat al deze knopen corresponderen met een element van één
van de maximale toestandssequenties. In dat geval is C naar
boven begrensd door Sn en bijgevolg is de complexiteit van
ons algoritme gelijk aan O

�
Snm2

�
. Dit blijkt lineair te zijn in

het aantal maximale sequenties. Het is eveneens vergelijkbaar
met de complexiteit van het Viterbi-algoritme, aangezien in

dat geval S = 1.
Natuurlijk is onze controle slechts een nodige voorwaarde

opdat er maximale toestandssequenties zouden bestaan en
dus, vanuit een theoretisch standpunt, is die hiervoor ge-
noemde complexiteit niet gegarandeerd. Het zou bijvoorbeeld
kunnen dat C > Sn; in Figuur 3 zien we dat 13 = C > Sn = 12.
Vandaar is de complexiteit van O

�
Snm2

�
slechts een benade-

ring. Desalniettemin blijkt dat in de praktijk de complexiteit
van MaxiHMM min of meer lineair is in S, wat suggereert dat
O
�

Snm2
�

als een goede benadering van de werkelijke com-
plexiteit kan gelden. We zullen dit aantonen in de volgende
sectie.

VI. EXPERIMENTEN

We beschouwen een eenvoudig, binair en stationair iHMM
waarvan de lokale modellen bekomen werden door ε-
contaminatie: voor alle k in {1, . . . , n}: Xk = Ok ¬ {0,1}.
De lokale massafuncties die we gebruiken zijn bijgevolg ge-
kenmerkt door vijf getallen: q(0|0) = 0.9, q(0|1) = 0.1,
p1(0) = 0.5, l ¬ p(0|0) and m¬ p(0|1).
A. Verificatie van de complexiteit

Figuur 4 illustreert de correlatie tussen de uitvoeringstijd
van het algoritme en het aantal maximale sequenties dat dat
het berekent. Hierbij kozen we l = 0.9 and m = 0.1. De grijze
markeringen corresponderen met 760 random gegenereerde
outputsequenties van lengte n= 100, waarbij we ε variëren
van 0.01 tot 0.1. We herkennen duidelijk een soort kegelvorm,
wat reeds een lineaire uitvoeringstijd suggereert. We geven
ook resultaten weer van drie bijkomende lukrake maar vaste
sequenties in het zwart. Experimenten die corresponderen met
dezelfde outputsequentie werden verbonden. De lineariteit is
nu duidelijk op te merken.
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Fig. 4: Scatter plot van 760+ 10 complexiteitsexperimenten.

B. Aantal oplossingen

We visualiseren het aantal maximale sequenties in functie
van l en m in vier zgn. heat plots, die elk corresponderen met
een andere waarde van ε. De outputsequentie is ‘1100110011’,
met n = 10. De resultaten zijn weergegeven in Figuur 5.
Een witte kleur correspondeert met één enkele maximale
sequentie, en zwart met 200 maximale sequenties.

Zoals verwacht stijgt het aantal maximale sequenties met ε.
De zones die corresponderen met een groot aantal oplossingen



worden immers breder met toenemende ε. Het maximum
aantal sequenties in deze plots is 160 – voor ε = 0.15, het
kleine zwarte puntje in het punt l = 0.1 en m = 0.9. Dit
is echter slechts 16% van het maximum aantal oplossingen,
zijnde 210 = 1024. De grote grijze regio’s corresponderen met
77 maximale oplossingen. Tot slot willen we nog bemerken
dat, zelfs voor ε = 0.15, er nog relatief grote zones in de
figuur bestaan waar er slechts één maximale sequentie is.
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Fig. 5: Aantal maximale sequenties, voor verschillende lokale
modellen.

VII. EEN TOEPASSING – OCR

We ontwikkelen een speelse toepassing waarin we
MaxiHMM gebruiken om fouten te verbeteren die gemaakt
werden door OCR software. Hiervoor gaan we artificieel let-
ters corrumperen in de originele tekst door deze te vervangen
door andere gelijkende letters. We gebruiken de eerste lijnen
van de middeleeuwse Nederlandse tekst ‘Van den vos Rey-
naerde’. De lokale modellen in het iHMM werden gecreëerd
via een IDM met s = 1. We vergelijken de resultaten van
MaxiHMM met de 3 beste Viterbi-oplossingen.

We bespreken nu enkele resultaten. Een eerste woord
BEWAENT werd ingelezen als BEWAEHT, en zowel Viterbi als
MaxiHMM konden het correcte woord achterhalen. MaxiHMM
gaf slechts één oplossing terug, en was dus zeer overtuigd van
deze oplossing.

Het woord UP werd gecorrumpeerd tot UF. MaxiHMM gaf
21 resultaten terug, waartussen het correcte woord. Enkel de
3de beste Viterbi-oplossing was correct. We zien dat in dit ge-
val het standaard Viterbi-algoritme mis was, wat gereflecteerd
werd door het hoge aantal oplossingen van MaxiHMM.

Het laatste voorbeeld is interessant. Het woord COMT werd
juist ingelezen, maar geen enkele Viterbi-oplossing was cor-
rect. De reden hiervoor is dat de transitie van M naar T niet
werd waargenomen tijdens het opstellen van het model, en
heeft dus een waarschijnlijkheid nul. In ons imprecies model
heeft deze transitie een positieve bovenwaarschijnlijkheid!

MaxiHMM is dus wel in staat om het juiste woord terug te
geven, tussen vijf andere oplossingen. Hier zien we duidelijk
het voordeel van imprecisie naar voor komen.

In het laatste voorbeeld gaf MaxiHMM woorden terug als
CQQT en QQQT. Dit komt omdat de onderwaarschijnlijkheid
van de transitie Q-Q nul is, maar de bovenwaarschijnlijkheid
zeer groot, aangezien we deze transitie nooit hebben gezien
tijdens training. Een simpele remedie is om de bovenwaar-
schijnlijkheid van deze transitie ook op nul te zetten. We
hebben aangetoond dat in dit geval ons algoritme blijft wer-
ken zoals het hoort.

VIII. CONCLUSIES

We ontwikkelden een algoritme gebaseerd op het maxima-
liteitscriterium, dat we MaxiHMM noemden, dat optimale
verborgen toestandssequenties schat in een iHMM. Hierbij ver-
algemenen we het traditionele Viterbi-algoritme en maken we
het meer robuust. Ons algoritme vindt doorgaans meer dan
één oplossing, en blijkt een handig hulpmiddel in de sensitivi-
teitsanalyse van het Viterbi-algoritme, zoals we aantoonden.
De complexiteit van het algoritme lijkt in realiteit dicht bij
lineair te zijn in het aantal maximale sequenties.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

“Stealing from one author is plagiarism; from many authors, research.”
– Walter Moers in The City of Dreaming Books

1.1 Motivation

Hidden Markov models have been around for decades in lots of application domains:
digital coding, speech recognition, bioinformatics, time series analysis and many
more. In the majority of these applications one is given a series of data points
that have been observed, for example a coded bit sequence. The task is then to
predict the most likely underlying or ‘hidden’ data sequence, for example the true
bit sequence before it was coded.

In 1967 Andrew J. Viterbi devised an algorithm, appropriately called the Viterbi
algorithm, that is able to solve this kind of problems [1]. It was originally developed
as a solution method to decode convolutional codes; these codes are used in digital
communication over noisy channels, for example in deep space communication and
in IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN [2, 3].

Of course one needs a (probabilistic) model that describes the real nature or
mechanisms of the application in order to be able to solve this problem. All the
applications we mentioned currently assume a precise probabilistic model, which
is specified with arbitrary precision. If this model was constructed based on a lot
of relevant data and expertise, then this can be justified. However often we do not
have enough data or knowledge available in order to precisely model the nature
of the application. In these cases it could be beneficial to assume an imprecise
probabilistic model rather than a precise one – in the next chapters we will specify
what we mean by ‘imprecise’. An adapted version of the Viterbi algorithm could
then take this model uncertainty into account to produce more robust results than
in the precise case. In this master dissertation we will try to create such an algorithm
to estimate hidden state sequences in imprecise hidden Markov models.

1
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1.2 Overview

In Chapter 2 we will recapitulate the most important definitions and concepts from
the traditional or ‘precise’ probability theory. After that we will give an introduction
to the world of imprecise probability theory. This will be the groundwork for the
subsequent chapters.

After this rather theoretical chapter we will tell you what a hidden Markov model
looks like and how it is modeled in Chapter 3. We will formulate the Viterbi
algorithm and a simple extension of it, namely the k-best Viterbi algorithm.

The core chapter of this master dissertation is definitely Chapter 4. Here we will
combine imprecise probability theory with the concepts of a standard hidden
Markov model to arrive at an imprecise hidden Markov model. We will generalize
the problem of finding the most likely hidden state sequence to the imprecise case,
after which we will formulate an imprecise brother for the Viterbi algorithm, that
we will baptize MaxiHMM.

In Chapter 5 we will conduct some experiments using our newly devised algorithm.
The theoretical computational complexity will be verified, and we will develop a
toy OCR application of which we will discuss the results extensively.

Finally, Chapter 6 will round up our findings in this master dissertation and we will
formulate a short conclusion.



Chapter 2
Probability theory

“We demand rigidly defined areas of doubt and uncertainty!”
– Douglas Adams in The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy

2.1 Introduction

Probabilities allow us to represent and manipulate uncertainty. Many definitions
and interpretations of this concept have arisen during the last centuries. According
to tradition, Blaise Pascal and Pierre de Fermat laid the first foundations in the 17th

century, when they solved the age-old Problem of points. Christiaan Huygens was
the first to work with expected values, a deterministic number that is equivalent with
an uncertain outcome. Later, Jacob Bernoulli proved the ‘law of large numbers’,
which states that the frequency of an event will approach its probability when the
experiment is repeated a large number of times. In the 18th century Thomas Bayes
invented conditional probabilities and the famous Bayes’s theorem adopts an inverse
reasoning from effect to cause. Later on, Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss and John
Venn attacked the Bayesian treatment of probability theory [4]. In the 20th century
Bruno de Finetti defended the interpretation of probabilities as a representation of
personal – often subjective – knowledge in his ‘Theory of Probability’, as opposed to
the frequentist interpretations by Laplace and Venn. Bruno de Finetti was also the
first one to talk about previsions instead of expected values [5].

In the early nineties Peter Walley introduced the concept of imprecise probabilities
in his book Statistical Reasoning with Imprecise probabilities [6]. The underlying
thought of introducing this new kind of probability theory is that in many models
and applications we act as if we know the given probability values for sure. But
many times this is not the case, e.g. when they are based on very little data points,
or if an expert in the field assesses them. Incorporating imprecision will often yield
more robust algorithms and applications in these cases.

In the next sections we will treat both the ‘traditional’ and imprecise probability
theory, to lay the foundations for the next chapters.

3
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2.2 Traditional probability theory

2.2.1 Events and random variables

Suppose we roll a die and want to know if the outcome is either 1 or 5. We can
associate a random variable X with this experiment, which stands for the number
of pips we threw. It is called a ‘random’ variable, because we do not know its value
for certain. The variable X takes values in the set X = {1, 2,3, 4,5, 6}, which we
call the sample space. After executing an experiment, we know the ‘true’ value of
X , denoted x ∈ X .

Often we will not be not interested in the value itself of X , but rather whether this
value belongs to a particular subset of X . We define an event A as a subset of X :
A⊆X . We say that the event A occurs if and only if x ∈ A. The impossible event ;
does never occur and the certain event X always occurs.

Example
If we want to know whether the outcome of our dice experiment is either 1 or 5, we
define an event A= {1,5} and a random variable X , i.e. the number of pips thrown.
Then we execute our experiment. If x, the true value of X , is equal to 4, then we say
that x /∈ A, and thus the event A did not occur. If on the other hand x were 5, then
x ∈ A and thus the event did occur.

2.2.2 Probability measures

Now we want to associate some real number with an event which will stand for the
probability of that event occurring.

Definition 2.1
A probability measure P is a function which associates a real number P(A) to any
event A⊆X , and is subject to the following three axioms:

1. P(A)≥ 0 for every event A
2. P(X ) = 1
3. (∀A, B ⊆X such that A∩ B = ;) P(A∪ B) = P(A) + P(B)

The third axiom is often replaced by a more general one (‘countable additivity’):

3opt. (∀An ⊆X , n ∈ N) P
�⋃

n An

�
=
∑

n P
�
An
�

if all An are mutually exclusive

Example
Let’s define a ‘fair’ die if and only if P({1}) = P({2}) = P({3}) = P({4}) = P({5}) =
P({6}) = 1/6, so every outcome is just as probable. Since these events are all mutually
exclusive, we get that P({1} ∪ {2} ∪ {3} ∪ {4} ∪ {5} ∪ {6}) = P(1) + P(2) + P(3) +
P(4) + P(5) + P(6) = 1 (axiom 3). Indeed, P({1} ∪ {2} ∪ {3} ∪ {4} ∪ {5} ∪ {6}) =
P({1, 2,3, 4,5, 6}) = P(X ) = 1 (axiom 2).
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A probability measure can also be defined using multiple random variables which
take values in different sample spaces.

Now we can derive some propositions using these axioms. We will give two useful
examples.

Proposition 2.1
For any arbitrary events A and B:

A⊆ B⇒ P (A)≤ P (B)

Proof. From set theory, we get that A and B ∩ Ac are disjoint. Ac stands herein for
the complementary set of A. Further, B = A∪ (B ∩ Ac). From axiom 3 we thus obtain

P (B) = P (A) + P (B ∩ Ac)

Now, since P (B ∩ Ac)≥ 0 (axiom 1), we get that P (A)≤ P (B).

Proposition 2.2
For any arbitrary event A:

0≤ P (A)≤ 1

Proof. Axiom 1 learns us that P (A) ≥ 0. Next to that, we know that A⊆ X , so
that P (A)≤ P (X ) = 1 (Theorem 2.1 and axiom 2).

2.2.3 Conditional probability measures

Suppose, as in the previous section, that we conduct an experiment associated with
a random variabl X of which the outcome x is in the sample space X . We also
defined a probability measure P (A) for every event A ⊆ X . But now we receive
new information, namely that event B has occurred. So now we know that x ∈ B,
but we are still not sure about the true value of X . To represent this new altered
uncertainty, we define a new probability measure P (· | B), which we call the updated
or conditional probability. We now formulate one of the most fundamental rules
in probability theory.

Definition 2.2
For any arbitrary events A and B, we define Bayes’s rule as follows:

P (A | B)¬ P (A∩ B)
P (B)

if P (B)> 0

We call P (A | B) the ‘probability of A given B’.
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Example
Someone rolls a fair dice and tells us that the number of pips E is three or more. What
is the probability then that the number of pips is five? We define the events B as E ≥ 3
and A as E being 5, such that A= {5} and B = {3, 4,5, 6}. Then we can apply Bayes’s
rule as follows:

P (B) =
1

6
+

1

6
+

1

6
+

1

6
=

2

3

P (A∩ B) =
1

6

⇒ P (A | B) =
1/6

2/3
=

1

4

So indeed the probability that E is 5 has increased, knowing now that E is three or
more. The actual result is logical, since only four equally probable options (3, 4, 5 or
6) for E remain after this observation.

We can also condition on more than one event. So suppose we know that events
B1 and B2 have occurred (of course B1 ∩ B2 6= ;), what is then the new updated
probability that event A occurred? We will write this probability as P

�
A | B1 ∩ B2

�
.

Note that the order in which we condition does not matter (without proof).

2.2.4 Mass functions

Suppose our random variable X can only take a limited number of values, i.e. the
sample space X = �x1, x2, . . . , xn

	
is finite. We now define a function which asso-

ciates every singleton event with a real number, which is the probability of that
event.

Definition 2.3
The mass function associated with the random variable X , denoted by p(X ) or pX , is
a function defined as follows:

pX : X → R: x 7→ P ({x}) .

This way we have that pX(x) = P ({x}), the probability that event {x} occurs, and
thus that X equals x . If there is no risk of ambiguity, we will remove the subscript
from the notation and write p(x) instead of pX (x).

Proposition 2.3
The mass function p(X ) : X → R satisfies:

(∀x ∈ X ) pX(x)≥ 0 and
∑
x∈X

pX(x) = 1.
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Proof. Axiom 1 proves the first property. The second property can be written as∑
x∈X pX(x) =

∑
x∈X P ({x}) = P

�⋃
x∈X {x}

�
= P (X ) = 1, where we used axioms

3 and 2.

Proposition 2.4
For any event A⊆X the following holds:

P (A) =
∑
x∈A

pX(x) .

Proof. This is a direct consequence of axiom 3.

These two theorems show that probability measures and mass functions in fact
represent the same information and are thus equivalent, at least if the sample space
is finite.

Example
In our example of the fair die we can define associated mass function as follows:
(∀x ∈ X ) pX(x) = 1/6. We can also define an ‘unfair’ die, which has a higher probability
of rolling a six, as follows:

pX(x) =

(
1
10

if x ∈ {1, 2,3, 4,5}
1
2

if x = 6.

Joint mass functions

Sometimes we want to define mass functions not only over a single random variable,
but over multiple random variables. This is called a joint mass function over the
considered random variables. The following definition only considers two random
variables, but it can easily be extended to many more.

Definition 2.4
Consider two random variables, X which takes values in the sample space X and
Y with values in Y , and a probability measure P defined over these two random
variables. We define the joint mass function of these two random variables as:

pX ,Y : X ×Y → R: (x , y) 7→ P
��
(x , y)

	�
.

Marginal mass functions

Suppose now that we want to derive the mass function of X , going from the joint
mass function. This mass function will then be called the marginal mass function.

Definition 2.5
Consider the joint mass function pX ,Y defined over the random variables X and Y . We
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arrive at the marginal mass function of the random variable X by summing out the
values of Y from the joint mass function:

pX (x) =
∑
y∈Y

pX ,Y
�

x , y
�

.

Conditional mass functions

Last but not least we also define conditional mass functions. That is, a mass function
defined over a random variable X , conditional on the value y of another random
variable Y . According to Definition 2.2 we define it as the joint mass function
divided by the marginal mass function of Y :

Definition 2.6
Consider two random variables X and Y . If pY

�
y
�
> 0, then the conditional mass

function pX |Y
�

x | y
�

or p
�
X | y

�
is defined as:

pX |Y
�

x | y
�
¬

pX ,Y
�

x , y
�

pY
�

y
� .

If pY
�

y
�
= 0, it depends on the application how the conditional mass function is

defined.

Independence

In some cases the knowledge of the true value of a random variable does not learn
anything new about another random variable. In this situation the two random
variables are called independent.

Definition 2.7
Consider two random variables X and Y with state spaces X and Y . Then X and Y
are independent if and only if pX |Y

�
x | y

�
= pX (x) and pY |X

�
y | x�= pY

�
y
�
.

We now arrive at an important result concerning independence.

Proposition 2.5
Two random variables X and Y are independent if and only if pX ,Y

�
x , y
�
= pX (x) pY

�
y
�
.

For this pY
�

y
�

needs to be different from 0.

Proof. Using Definitions 2.6 and 2.7 we can write:

pX |Y
�

x | y
�
= pX (x) =

pX ,Y
�

x , y
�

pY
�

y
�

⇔ pX ,Y
�

x , y
�
= pX (x) pY

�
y
�

.

In most of the times independence is an assessment, since it is used to model
something, and not to check. We mostly impose it because it simplifies models.
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2.2.5 Expected values

We begin with the definition of a gamble.

Definition 2.8
A gamble is a function from the state space X of a random variable X to the real
numbers: f : X → R. The set of all gambles on X is denoted by G (X ) or L (X ),
since it is a linear space.

An important example of a gamble is the so-called indicator function. If an event A
happens, it will return 1, and if not, it will return 0.

Definition 2.9
Consider an event A⊆ X and an outcome of an experiment x ∈ X . The indicator
function IA(x): X → {0,1} is then defined as:

IA(x)¬
¨

1 if x ∈ A
0 if x /∈ A.

With every mass function and every gamble we can associate a so-called expected
value or expectation. Using expected values instead of mass functions or probability
measures is a different way of reasoning about uncertainty, but they are in fact
equivalent, as we will show later on.

Definition 2.10
Consider a real-valued random variable X and a mass function pX associated with it.
The expected value or expectation E(X ) of X is defined as:

E(X )¬
∑
x∈X

x pX (x) .

The operator E(·) is called the expectation operator. Sometimes we also write Ep(·).

Example
Consider again rolling a fair die. The expected value of its outcome is equal to:

E(X ) =
∑
x∈X

x pX (x) =
6∑

x=1

x
1

6
=

1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6

6
=

7

2
.

In a frequentist interpretation of probability theory the expected value is the average
outcome of many repetitions of the same experiment. This average value need not
be an element of X , as shown in the example.

An expectation E(·) is what we call a functional. We can apply the expectation to
any gamble g : X → R, which will return a real number.
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Result 2.1
Consider a random variable X , that takes values in the sample spacesX , and a gamble
g : X → R. Then we can calculate the expected value E

�
g(x)

�
, or simply E(g), as

follows:

E(g) =
∑
x∈X

g(x)pX (x) .

Example
Consider the gamble g : X → R given by

g(X ) =

¨
1 if x ∈ {1,2, 3,4}
2 if x ∈ {5,6}.

The expected value E(g) is then, according to Result 2.1:

E(g) =
∑
x∈X

g(x)pX (x)

= 1 · 1
6
+ 1 · 1

6
+ 1 · 1

6
+ 1 · 1

6
+ 2 · 1

6
+ 2 · 1

6

=
4

3
.

The expectation operator E(·) is a linear operator, as is shown in the following
proposition.

Property 2.1
Consider the set L (X ) of all gambles f : X → R. The expectation operator E(·)
satisfies the following properties:

E1. (∀ f , g ∈ L (X )) E( f + g) = E( f ) + E(g),
E2. (∀a ∈ R, f ∈ L (X )) E(a f ) = aE( f ).

This makes E(·) a linear operator.

Proof. 1. Since ( f + g)(X )¬ f (X ) + g(X ), we can write the following:

E( f + g) =
∑
x∈X
( f + g)(x)pX (x)

=
∑
x∈X
( f (x) + g(x))pX (x)

=
∑
x∈X

f (x)pX (x) +
∑
x∈X

g(x)pX (x)

= E( f ) + E(g).
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2. Since (a f )(X )¬ a f (X ), we can write the following:

E(a f ) =
∑
x∈X
(a f )(x)pX (x)

=
∑
x∈X

a f (x)pX (x)

= a
∑
x∈X

f (x)pX (x)

= aE( f ).

We mentioned before that reasoning with expected values instead of mass functions
or probability measures is equivalent. We have already discussed how to go from a
mass function to an expected value, which is through the use of Definition 2.10. To
go from an expectation to a the corresponding probability measure, we will need
the indicator function from Definition 2.9. For an event A⊆X , we can write the
following:

E
�
IA
�
=
∑
x∈X

IA(x)pX (x)

=
∑
x∈A

pX (x)

= P (A) .

If the event is a singleton, for example {u} ⊆ X , then we have:

E
�
I{u}
�
=
∑
x∈{u}

pX (x)

= pX (u) .

The expected value is not of great importance in the context of this master disser-
tation, but it will allow us to easily make a bridge towards imprecise probability
theory in the next section.

2.2.6 Decision making

In traditional decision making we want to decide upon the action we have to
take. Consider for example a random variable X that takes values in X . Every
possible action is represented by a gamble on X . Suppose we have a set of n
gambles F =

�
f1, f2, . . . , fn

	
. To decide upon which gamble f ∗ we should choose,

we calculate the expected value for each of the gambles and take the maximum
one:

f ∗ =max

¨
f ∈ F : f ∈ arg max

f̃ ∈F
E
�

f̃
�«

.
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Now suppose that the sample spaceX associated with a random variable X is equal
to
�

x1, x2, . . . , xn
	

and that f1 = I{x1}, f2 = I{x2}, . . . , fn = I{xn}. That is, every
gamble is an indicator function for a different value of X . The actions are now
represented by outcomes of the experiment, and we choose the outcome x∗ with
the highest probability of occurrence:

x∗ =
§

x ∈ X : x ∈ arg max
x̃∈X

p( x̃)
ª

.

2.3 Imprecise probability theory

‘A day at the races’ – Once upon a time there were three wealthy men who liked
to spend their spare time at the hippodrome. Next to the networking and a lot of
how-d’ye-do-ing, the men found themselves being fervid horse-betters. As you know
– or may not know – there’s a lot of money to be won, and the three men were
looking to feed their wallets. Since they wanted to maximize their profits, of course,
the men agreed to gather as much information and opinions as they could. So they
started to question the regular audience, the stable boys, the horse owners etc.

An hour before the actual race began, they met at the betting office. It was almost
immediately clear that the horse called Dragonfly had the highest probability of
winning the race. The probability that he would win was higher than 30%, but
lower than 40%. The horse Wind Chaser has a probability of him winning between
25 and 35%. Finally, Huckleberry had a probability between 0 and 10% to win the
race. The three men averaged all probabilities and calculated some expected values
of their bets by choosing different portions of money to bet on the horses. The
portion giving the highest expectation value would be their final bet. They would
be the greatest winners that day!

At least, that’s what the three men thought. Their high school knowledge of statistics
had taught them to do it in this way. But what if the actual probability of Dragonfly
winning were only 30%, and the probability that Wind Chaser would win amounted
to 35% ? Can we do better than the three men by taking this uncertainty into
account?

In this section, we will figure out the added value of taking into account imprecision
or uncertainty in probability models. For that purpose we will dive into the theory
of so-called ‘imprecise probabilities’.

Often we do not know for sure what the probability of a certain event is, in which
case it would be far from beneficial to assume that this probability is the ground
truth. If we allow our models to be imprecise from the beginning, we can get more
robust applications and algorithms that can often express the confidence they have
in the results they produce.
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2.3.1 Sets of desirable gambles

We defined a gamble before in Definition 2.8. A gamble f (X ) represents a ‘reward’
that depends on the value of the random variable X . We can ask ourselves the
question now in what situation we would accept a gamble. We will do this through
the use of an example.

Example
We flip a coin with two sides: heads (H) and tails (T), thus X = {H, T}. We will
certainly accept a gamble f on X if f (H) > 0 and f (T) > 0, and we will certainly
reject the gamble if f (H) < 0 and f (T) < 0. We can illustrate this graphically in
Figure 2.1. There we have drawn the space G (X ) and indicated two gambles with a
dot in this space. The top right gamble is accepted and the bottom left one is rejected.

H

T

accepted gamble

rejected gamble

?

?

Figure 2.1: Example of an accepted and rejected gamble.

But what do we do in the case our gamble falls within the second or fourth quadrant?
In fact, in the case of a ‘fair coin’ when we are equally certain of H and T – i.e. both
probabilities of occurring are equal – then we will accept all gambles which strictly lie
to the right of the sloping line in Figure 2.2. In that region the expected value of the
gamble will be greater than zero.

H

T

accept

reject

Figure 2.2: Example of a region of accepted and rejected gambles.

Definition 2.11
A set of desirable gambles D is the set of all gambles that are strictly preferred to
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zero.

Definition 2.12
A coherent set of desirable gambles D is subject to the following axioms:

D1. 0 /∈ D,
D2. f > 0⇒ f ∈ D,
D3. f , g ∈ D ⇒ f + g ∈ D,
D4. λ > 0, f ∈ D ⇒ λ f ∈ D.

We note that a function f is strictly greater than 0 if and only if f ≥ 0 and f 6= 0;
f ≥ 0 if and only if (∀x ∈ X ) f (x)≥ 0.

Proposition 2.6
Consider a gamble f on X and a set of desirable gambles D. Then:

f ≤ 0⇒ f /∈ D.

Proof. We will prove this by contradiction. Suppose f ∈ D. Then:

f 6= 0⇒ f < 0⇒− f > 0⇒− f ∈ D.

Now we have that 0= f + (− f ) ∈ D, which is impossible.

Example
Consider again the heads and tails example. Figure 2.3 draws the region in G (X )
where no gamble can be accepted and the region where all gambles are certainly
accepted. Note that the origin is excluded from the ‘accept’ region.

H

T

accept

reject

Figure 2.3: Example of a set of desirable gambles (coloured) and rejected samples
(shaded).

From axioms D3 and D4 we can conclude that a coherent set of desirable gambles
D is a convex cone. Or put differently: (∀ f , g ∈ D,λ ∈ [0,1]) λ f + (1−λ)g ∈ D,
which describes the existence of a line segment inside D and axiom D4 describes
the conical shape of D. The smallest possible cone is the so-called vacuous model
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DV . This is the set of all gambles that are certainly accepted, or for which there are
no commitments that are not obvious. In Figure 2.3 this is the region colored grey.
Since D is always a cone, we cannot stretch its sides further than a straight line,
in two dimensions, or a hyperplane, in multiple dimensions. This straight line is
indicated in Figure 2.2.

When we consider a hyperplane we can draw a normal to this plane from the origin
into the accepted region. This is show in Figure 2.4. This normal represents a mass
function p : X → R. Inside the accepted region we can write:

∑
x∈X

f (x)p(x)> 0,

which is in fact the expectation E( f ). Precise probability functions thus correspond
to hyperplanes, which constitute the border of the largest possible cone, and mass
functions represent normals to these planes.

H

T

p

Figure 2.4: Example of a mass function as a normal.

2.3.2 Lower and upper previsions

We will now define some new quantities that will allow us to represent indecision.
They will be the generalization of expectations from the traditional probability
theory. We will notice that precise probability theory is in fact a special case of the
imprecise one.

Definition 2.13
Consider a gamble f on X . We define the lower prevision P

�
f
�

: G (X )→ R as:

P
�

f
�
¬ sup

�
α ∈ R: f −α ∈ D	 ,

. . . which represents the ‘supremum acceptable buying price’. The upper prevision
P
�

f
�

: G (X )→ R is defined as:

P
�

f
�
¬ inf

�
α ∈ R: α− f ∈ D	 ,

. . . which is also called the ‘infimum acceptable selling price’.
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We can immediately prove the next property:

Property 2.2
Consider a gamble f on X . Then P

�
f
�
= −P

�− f
�
. This is called the ‘conjugacy’

property.

Proof. We prove that −P
�− f

�
= P

�
f
�
, which is equivalent.

−P
�− f

�
=− sup

�
α ∈ R: (− f )−α ∈ D	

= inf
�−α ∈ R: (− f )−α ∈ D	

= inf
�
β ∈ R: β − f ∈ D	= P

�
f
�

.

Property 2.3
Consider the gambles f , g on X and a real number λ ∈ R≥0. Then the following three
properties hold:

C1. P
�

f
�≥min f and P

�
f
�≤max f ,

C2. P
�

f + g
�≥ P

�
f
�
+ P

�
g
�

‘super-additivity’,
C3. P

�
λ f
�
= λP

�
f
�

‘non-negative homogeneity’.

Proof.

C1. We can write sup
�
α ∈ R: f −α ∈ D	≥ sup

�
α ∈ R: f −α > 0

	
since DV ⊆

D. And sup
�
α ∈ R: f −α > 0

	
is equal to min f . Using Property 2.2 we

immediately also have that −P
�− f

� ≤ −min(− f ) = max f and thus
P
�

f
�≤max f .

C2. Consider any ε > 0. Take α = P
�

f
�−ε = sup

�
γ ∈ R: f − γ > 0

	−ε. There-
fore ∃γ≥ α: f −γ ∈ D. Now take β = P

�
g
�−ε = sup

�
δ ∈ R: g −δ > 0

	−
ε. Therefore ∃δ ≥ β : g −δ ∈ D. Through axiom D3 we get:

( f + g)− (γ+δ) ∈ D ⇒ P
�

f + g
�≥ γ+δ ≥ α+ β = P

�
f
�
+ P

�
g
�− 2ε

Since this expression is valid for any ε > 0, we arrive at P
�

f + g
�≥ P

�
f
�
+

P
�

g
�
.

C3. Suppose λ > 0. Then:

P
�
λ f
�
= sup

�
α ∈ R: λ f −α ∈ D	

= λ
�
sup α/λ ∈ R: f − α/λ ∈ D	

= λ
�
supβ ∈ R: f − β ∈ D	

= λP
�

f
�

.

Now if λ = 0, then P
�
λ f
�
= P

�
0 f
�
= sup

�
α ∈ R: 0 f −α ∈ D	 = 0 =

0P
�

f
�
.
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Since these properties hold for any coherent set of desirable gambles D, we call
a lower prevision that satisfies the previous properties also a coherent lower
prevision. In the following we will always assume coherent lower and upper
previsions, even if we do not mention it specifically. Before we give a visualization
of lower and upper previsions, we need to prove one more property:

Property 2.4
Consider a gamble f on X . Then: P

�
f
�≥ P

�
f
�
.

Proof. We will prove that P
�

f
�− P

�
f
� ≤ 0. This is equivalent to proving that

P
�

f
�
+P
�− f

�≤ 0 according to Property 2.2. We can now write: P
�

f
�
+P
�− f

�≤
P
�

f + (− f )
�
= P (0) = 0.

We can now give a graphical interpretation for the lower and upper prevision in
Figure 2.5. We see that P

�
f
�

is indeed smaller than P
�

f
�

according to Property
2.4. To the left of P

�
f
�

is the so-called ‘buying region’. Inside this region we
have indicated a point σ. We thus know that σ < sup

�
α ∈ R: f −α ∈ D	, so

∃α ∈ R: f − α ∈ D and α > σ. Or −α ≤ −σ so that f − α ≤ f − σ ∈ D. We
are willing to buy f for σ since σ < α, which is the supremum buying price; we
therefore have to pay less for f than the supremum buying price, which is beneficial.

To the right of P
�

f
�

we have the ‘selling region’, where we also indicated a point
s. So we know s > inf

�
β ∈ R: β − f ∈ D	, and thus ∃β ∈ R: β < s and β − f ∈ D

and therefore also s− f ∈ D. That is, we are willing to sell f for s because in that
case we can get more than the infimum selling price β , which is a good deal.

In between P
�

f
�

and P
�

f
�

there is indecision, where we are undecided between
buying or selling. This is something we cannot model with precise probability theory.
If P

�
f
�
= P

�
f
�
, then there is no indecision.

Definition 2.14
Consider a gamble f on X for which P

�
f
�
= P

�
f
�
. We then define the prevision or

‘fair price’ P
�

f
�

of f as:

P
�

f
�
¬ P

�
f
�
= P

�
f
�

.

This prevision corresponds to the expectation from Definition 2.10 in the precise
case. So the upper and lower prevision are in fact a generalization of the expected
value we introduced before.

Thanks to Property 2.3 and Definition 2.14 we immediately arrive at the following
properties:

Property 2.5
Consider the gambles f , g on X and a real number λ ∈ R≥0. Then the following three
properties hold:
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indecisionbuying region selling region

P
�

f
�

P
�

f
�σ s

Figure 2.5: Visualization of lower and upper previsions.

P1. min f ≤ P
�

f
�≤max f ,

P2. P
�

f + g
�
= P

�
f
�
+ P

�
g
�
,

P3. P
�
λ f
�
= λP

�
f
�
.

Proof. Trivial.

Note that Properties P2 and P3 are totally equivalent to the ones in Property 2.1 of
expected values, but now we arrived at them through the properties of upper and
lower previsions, which again shows the generalizing nature of imprecise probability
theory.

2.3.3 Credal sets

Let’s head back for a moment to mass functions. Thus far we have talked about
upper and lower previsions in the context of sets of desirable gambles. We will now
introduce the concept of credal sets, and we will show that lower previsions can
also be defined in this context.

Definition 2.15
The simplex ΣX associated with a sample space X is the set of all possible mass
functions over X :

ΣX ¬
(
�

p : X → R
�

:
∑
x∈X

p(x) = 1 and (∀x ∈ X ) p(x)≥ 0

)
.

Example
Suppose |X |= 3, for example X = {a, b, c}. We can represent these three outcomes
in an equilateral triangle with height 1, representing the simplex ΣX , as shown in
Figure 2.6. A mass function p can then be represented as a point inside this triangle.
The distance from a base of the triangle to this point is then the mass function value of
the considered outcome, as shown in the figure. Note that, if |X |= 4 for example, we
would represent the outcomes in a tetrahedron, and for higher dimensions a regular
graphical representation becomes impractical.

Now we have defined the simplex, we can take subsets and consider all mass
functions in this set. In practical applications these subsets will often be closed,
bounded – and therefore compact – and convex, and in these cases we call such
sets of mass functions credal sets.
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a

b

c

ΣX

p(b)

p(c)p(c)
p(a)

1

Figure 2.6: Graphical representation of a simplex.

Definition 2.16
Consider a finite state space X . The setM ⊆ ΣX is a credal set if and only if this set
is closed and bounded – and therefore compact – and convex.

A credal set can be seen as a generalization of a mass function to the imprecise case.
If the credal set is extensive, we are dealing with a lot of imprecision concerning
the random variable we are considering; we do not know for sure its probability
distribution. If the credal set is rather small, then we know almost for sure the
nature of the random variable; there is little imprecision. The two extremes are of
course the whole simplex, which represents total uncertainty, and a single point,
which stands for total certainty about the mass function of the random variable.

The compact and convex requirements are not that restrictive. Convex means that, if
we have two mass functions p, q ∈M , then (∀λ ∈ [0, 1]) λp+ (1−λ)q ∈M . This
means that the mass distribution of a random variable can be any mass function p
inM , any mass function q inM , or any in between p and q. Compact means that
for every sequence of mass functions (pn), such that all the sequence elements are
inM and the sequence converges to a mass function p, then p is also inM .

Example
Consider again the example in which X = {a, b, c}. We can now set maximum and
minimum values for the probabilities of the different outcomes. In this case we set:

0.3≤ p(a)≤ 0.5,

0.3≤ p(b)≤ 0.5,

0.1≤ p(c)≤ 0.3.

These borders are drawn in dashed lines in Figure 2.7. These lines define a region
inside the simplex. We have just created manually a credal setM of mass functions for
this experiment, coloured in grey in the figure.
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a

b

c

M

Figure 2.7: Graphical representation of a credal set.

For a convex set S we can define the extreme points as the vertices of the polyhe-
dron that represents this set. They are the points in S which do not lie in any open
line segment joining two points of S [7]. For example, in Figure 2.7 the credal set
is a convex hexagon, which has six extreme points.

In the context of credal sets we can define two more quantities that will become
very useful in this master dissertation and of which we will make extensive use.

Definition 2.17
Consider a credal setM associated with a random variable X with state space X . The
lower probability p (x) is defined as:

p (x)¬min
�

p(x) : p ∈M	 ,∀x ∈ X .

The upper probability p (x) is defined as:

p (x)¬max
�

p(x) : p ∈M	 ,∀x ∈ X .

Example
In the previous example we set boundaries for the probabilities of the different outcomes.
We therefore have that:

p (a) = 0.3, p (a) = 0.5,

p (b) = 0.3, p (b) = 0.5,

p (c) = 0.1, p (c) = 0.3.

We can also visualize the lower and upper probabilities, for example in Figure 2.8.
There we have indicated p (b) and p (b) as the minimum resp. maximum probability
of b according to the credal setM .

Lower and upper probabilities, together with credal sets, are perhaps the most
intuitive quantities to reason about imprecision. If there is anything you, as a reader
of this thesis, need to remember about imprecise probability theory, it will be this.
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a

b

c

M

p (b)
p (b)

Figure 2.8: Graphical representation of a lower and upper probability.

2.3.4 From lower previsions to lower probabilities

In traditional probability theory there is a link between expected values and proba-
bility measures or mass functions. That is, they hold equivalent information about
the considered model. However in imprecise probability theory, lower (upper) pre-
visions and lower (upper) probabilities are not equivalent, but we can arrive at
lower probabilities going from lower previsions. To show this, we need to redefine
lower previsions in terms of credal sets instead of sets of desirable gambles.

Definition 2.18
Consider a gamble f on X and a credal setM associated with X . The lower prevision
P
�

f
�

: G (X )→ R is defined as:

P
�

f
�
¬min

¦
Ep( f ): p ∈M

©
.

The upper prevision P
�

f
�

: G (X )→ R is defined as:

P
�

f
�
¬max

¦
Ep( f ): p ∈M

©
.

According to this definition we calculate the expectation for every mass function
p in M , and the minimum and maximum of these expectations are the lower
respectively upper prevision. Now, defining lower previsions in terms of credal sets
and in terms of sets of desirable gambles is in fact equivalent [6]. Proving this is
however out of the scope of this master dissertation.

We can prove all properties of coherent lower previsions again using Definition 2.18.
For example, we will now prove the conjugacy property.

Property 2.6
Consider a gamble f on X . Then, using Definition 2.18, P

�
f
�
=−P

�− f
�
.
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Proof. We prove that −P
�− f

�
= P

�
f
�
:

−P
�− f

�
=−max

¦
Ep(− f ): p ∈M

©

=−max
¦
−Ep( f ): p ∈M

©

=min
¦

Ep( f ): p ∈M
©
= P

�
f
�

.

Property 2.3 can also be proven with the use of Definition 2.18, but we leave it as
an exercise for the reader. We can however still point out that the vacuous model
DV in the context of sets of desirable gambles is equivalent to considering the
complete simplex ΣX , as these are both models where there is total imprecision
and everything is possible. The terms are therefore exchangeable, and we will use
both terms alternately whenever it suits us.

Now it is easy establish a link between lower previsions and lower probabilities. We
again consider the indicator function for the event {x} , x ∈ X . We then have:

P
�
I{x}
�
=min

¦
Ep(I{x}): p ∈M

©

=min
�

p(x) : p ∈M	

= p (x) .

We can do the same for the upper prevision and upper probability.

2.3.5 Conditioning

Consider a credal set M of joint mass functions on X and Y . We would like to
derive fromM the credal set of mass functions which are conditioned on the value
y of Y , denoted byM|y . Through Bayes’s rule we have that

p
�
X | Y = y

�
=

p
�
X , Y = y

�
p
�
Y = y

� .

When p
�

y
�
> 0 we can immediately arrive at an intuitive definition ofM|y. In

that caseM|y is made up of all the conditional mass functions p
�
X | Y = y

�
for

which the corresponding joint mass function p(X , Y ) is inM :

M|y ¬ �p
�
X | Y = y

�
: p(X , Y ) ∈M	 , if p

�
y
�
> 0.

If p
�

y
�
= 0 we cannot just apply this definition. We will present two common

paradigms which handle this case.

Definition 2.19
Consider two random variables X and Y and the credal setM of joint mass functions
p(X , Y ). We define the natural extension as follows: if p

�
y
�
= 0, then M|y, the

credal set of mass functions p
�
X | Y = y

�
conditioned on the value y of Y , is the

vacuous model ΣX .
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Definition 2.20
Consider two random variables X and Y the credal set M of joint mass functions
p(X , Y ). We define the regular extension as follows:

• if p
�

y
�
= 0, thenM|y, the credal set of mass functions p

�
X | Y = y

�
condi-

tioned on the value y of Y , is the vacuous model ΣX ,
• if 0< p

�
y
�
, thenM|y = �p

�
X | Y = y

�
: p(X , Y ) ∈M ∧ p

�
Y = y

�
> 0
	
.

The first case in the regular extension is the same as for the natural extension, but
the second one is different. There we only consider the conditional mass functions
for which p(y) > 0, which is justified if we look again at Bayes’s rule where the
denominator cannot be zero.

Which paradigm you use is completely up to you. Some applications benefit from
using the natural extension while others require regular extension.

Conditioning can also be defined using sets of desirable gambles and lower pre-
visions, but this will lead us too far and is of no use in the rest of this master
dissertation.

2.3.6 Independence

Consider two random variables X and Y and the credal sets associated with them:
MX ⊆ ΣX and MY ⊆ ΣY . Suppose now that X and Y are independent. We can
then try to construct the credal set of the joint mass functions, which we will denote
byMX ⊗MY :

MX ⊗MY =
�

pX · pY : pX ∈MX and pY ∈MY
	

.

This approach is called complete independence. A problem with this is that the
credal setMX ⊗MY will generally not be convex. For example, consider an α ∈
[0,1], then

αp1
X p1

Y + (1−α)p2
X p2

Y .

can generally not be written in the form

p3
X p3

Y ∈MX ⊗MY ,

so that αp1
X p1

Y + (1−α)p2
X p2

Y is in general no element ofMX ⊗MY .

A solution is to take the smallest compact and convex set which includesMX ⊗MY .
This is the so-called convex hull, denoted by CH(·). We then have:

MX ⊗MY = CH
��

pX · pY : pX ∈MX and pY ∈MY
	�

.

In this situation the independence is called strong independence. In practice, to
construct the joint credal set, we take mass functions pX , mass functions pY , we
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multiply them and take the convex combination. A problem with this approach
is this is generally a computationally infeasible approach. So, when using strong
independence, we have to find clever methods to deal with this complexity. It is
however the most commonly used form of independence.

Another type of independence is called epistemic irrelevance. This implies that
the true value of a random variable Y does not change anything we know about a
random variable X . In the context of lower previsions we have for example a lower
prevision P

�
f
�

through which we can derive a lower prevision P
�

f |y�, for all
gambles f on X and all y ∈ Y .

In the context of this master dissertation we will only use complete independence.
Note that, in the precise case, the forms of independence we introduced here are
all equivalent [6].

2.3.7 Decision making

In Section 2.2.6 we discussed decision making using precise probability theory.
The techniques introduced there are however not applicable in the imprecise case,
where we have to deal with a credal set of mass functions, and not just one mass
function. We cannot just say that, for example, an outcome of an experiment is
more likely to occur than any other based on a simple maximum calculation of the
probabilities. Nevertheless, several paradigms have been devised to make decisions
in the imprecise case [8]. We will discuss three of them here.

E-admissibility

A first technique is called ‘E-admissibility’, which is probably the most intuitive, as
it bears the closest resemblance to the precise case. We will solve the problem for
every mass function p in the credal setM .

Definition 2.21
The set of optimal values of X with sample space X using E-admissibility is defined
as:

x∗E ¬
§

x ∈ X : (∃p ∈M ) x ∈ arg max
x̃∈X

p( x̃)
ª
=
⋃

p∈M
arg max

x̃∈X
p( x̃) .

Thus x∗E is the set of all x in X for which p(x) has the highest probability for at
least one mass function p in the credal setM .

Γ-maximin

A second technique is generally known as ‘Γ-maximin’. In this method we are
looking for the largest pessimistic value, i.e. the value x ∈ X for which the lower
probability p (x) is the largest.
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Definition 2.22
The set of optimal values of X with sample space X using Γ-maximin is defined as:

x∗Γ ¬
§

x ∈ X : x ∈ arg max
x̃∈X

p ( x̃)
ª
= argmax

x̃∈X
p ( x̃) .

This technique will however only return one single value. If this is what you want
in the context of your application, then go for Γ-maximin.

Maximality

A final technique is simply called ‘maximality’. Before we define this principle, let’s
first introduce an ‘is better than’-relation between two values of a random variable.

Definition 2.23
We say that a value x of a random variable X is better than a value x̃, and we write
x � x̃ , if

(∀p ∈M ) p(x)> p( x̃) .

We say that a value x of a random variable X is not better than a value x̃, and we
write x � x̃ , if

(∃p ∈M ) p(x)≤ p( x̃) .

The relation between x and x̃ is undecided, and we write x ∼ x̃ , if

(∃p1, p2 ∈M ) p1(x)> p1( x̃) and p2(x)≤ p2( x̃).

Example
Suppose a � c, b � c and a ∼ b, than both a and b are better than c, but the relation
between a and b is undecided.

Now let’s define the maximality principle.

Definition 2.24
The set of optimal values of X with sample space X using maximality is defined as:

x∗max ¬ {x ∈ X : (∀ x̃ ∈ X ) x̃ � x}

This principle will turn out to be very useful in the context of this master dissertation.
But more on that in Chapter 4.
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2.3.8 Creating imprecise models

In the theory we devised so far we have made extensive use of credal sets. But we
haven’t spoken a word about how we create credal sets tailored to the problem we
have to solve or the application we have to develop. A straightforward approach
consists in manually creating a credal set by means of an expert’s advice or through
your own experience. The expert can set bounds on the probabilities of the different
possibilities, thus creating a credal set. Figure 2.7 shows such an operation in a
simplex, where we have three possible outcomes a, b and c. By restricting the
probabilities by which these outcomes can occur, we create a credal set of possible
mass functions, as we did before.

In another approach one takes a precise model as a basis for the creation of the
imprecise model. The idea is that we grow a credal set around the point that
represents the precise mass function. The more imprecision, the farther we expand
the credal set. We will discuss two methods here.

Perhaps the simplest way to obtain an imprecise model is to ε-contaminate a mass
function p in ΣX . For any ε in [0, 1], the corresponding ε-contaminated model is
defined as

M ε
p ¬

�
(1− ε)p+ εq : q ∈ ΣX

	
.

It is a closed, bounded and therefore also compact subset of ΣX . For ε= 0, we find
thatM 0

p = {p}, thereby recovering the precise-probabilistic case. As ε increases,
additional mass functions are added. For ε = 1, M 1

p is equal to ΣX , thereby
representing complete model uncertainty.

The corresponding lower and upper probabilities are easily calculated. For example,
if |X | ≥ 2, then for any singleton x ∈ X , we find that

pε (x)¬max
n

p̃(x): p̃ ∈M ε
p

o
= (1− ε)p(x) + ε, (2.1)

p
ε
(x)¬min

n
p̃(x): p̃ ∈M ε

p

o
= (1− ε)p(x) . (2.2)

Example
Consider a ternary sample space X = {a, b, c}. Then any probability mass function
p on X can be identified with a point in an equilateral triangle with height one,
which represents the simplex ΣX ; see Figure 2.9. The ε-contaminated modelM ε

p is
represented by an equilateral triangle with height ε, which ‘grows’ around p as ε
increases. Note that ε is equal to the difference between pε(x) and p

ε
(x), for x in X .

Example
Suppose that p(x) = 0.3 and that ε = 0.15. Then we can construct an imprecise model
by using the ε-contaminated model. We obtain: p

ε
(x) = (1− ε)p(x) = 0.85 · 0.3=

0.255 and pε(x) = (1− ε)p(x) + ε = 0.255+ 0.15 = 0.405. The imprecision value ε
is equal to pε(x)− p

ε
(x) = 0.405− 0.255= 0.15 indeed.
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a

b

c

ΣX M ε
p

p
ε

p (b)

p (b)

p(b)

1

Figure 2.9: Graphical representation an ε-contaminated model.

A second way to construct an imprecise model is through the use of the so-called
IDM or Imprecise Dirichlet Model. This method does not start from the precise
model, as was the case with the ε-contaminated model. In fact we now use the
training data as a basis. Let’s start with the precise case. Suppose we conduct an
experiment in which the different outcomes are a, b, . . . in X . When we construct
our precise model, we would count the occurrences of a, b, . . . and divide this
number by the total number of times we conducted the experiment. For example, if
the number of occurrences of a is equal to na, then

p(a) =
na∑

x∈X nx
.

In the precise case however the resulting model does not depend on the number of
experiments we did. If we only did two experiments, for example, then the resulting
model would be far from reliable. That’s where the IDM shows up. By introducing
imprecision we obtain a model which is very imprecise if we have little training
data, but which becomes more and more precise as long as we keep conducting the
experiment. The IDM is defined as follows:

Definition 2.25
Consider a series of n experiments in which the outcomes are in X , |X | ≥ 2. The
number of times we observe x ∈ X is denoted as nx and the total number of experiments
is n. Let s be a positive real number ∈ R≥0. Then the lower probability of the Imprecise
Dirichlet Model or IDM is defined by:

p
IDM
(x)¬

nx

n+ s

. . . and the upper probability is defined as:

pIDM(x)¬
nx + s

n+ s
.
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Or in terms of previsions, in which f : X 7→ R is a gamble:

P IDM( f )¬
n

n+ s
P
�

f
�
+

s

n+ s
min f

. . . and:

P IDM( f )¬
n

n+ s
P
�

f
�
+

s

n+ s
max f

The number s in this definition represents the degree of ‘cautiousness’ for our model.
Often a value for s equal to 1 or 2 is chosen [6]. Note that the IDM is a special case
of an ε-contaminated model with ε= s/n+s.

Example
Suppose that nx = 3 and that

∑
z∈X nz = 6; we take s = 2 in our IDM. Then we get

the following lower and upper probabilities:

p
IDM
(x) =

3

6+ 2
= 0.375 pIDM(x) =

3+ 2

6+ 2
= 0.625.

Now suppose that nx = 50 and that
∑

z∈X = 100; we again take s = 2 in our IDM, for
which we get:

p
IDM
(x) =

50

100+ 2
= 0.4902 pIDM(x) =

50+ 2

100+ 2
= 0.5098.

We clearly see that in the first case the IDM is very imprecise, while in the second case
it is already a lot more precise. This is due to the larger amount of train data. Note
that we would have p(x) = 1/2 in both cases if we would construct a precise model.



Chapter 3
Hidden Markov Models

“It turns out that an eerie type of chaos can lurk just behind a facade of order - and
yet, deep inside the chaos lurks an even eerier type of order.”

– Douglas R. Hofstadter in Metamagical Themas: Questing for the Essence of Mind and Pattern

3.1 Introduction

Suppose you find yourself seated on a chair in a room. There’s nothing else in
this room, except for a conveyor belt. Suddenly, in comes a genie through a door
that leads to a neighboring room. He puts you to a challenge. In the room next
door there are two bowls, a black and a white one. They are filled with a known
mixture of red and green table tennis balls. Every five seconds the genie will choose
a bowl and draw a ball from it, which he puts onto the conveyor belt. You only get
to observe the balls as they pass into your room. The genie also tells you that his
current choice of the bowl only depends on his last choice. For example he will
choose a black bowl with 20% probability if he last chose a black bowl too.

Here comes your task. You can only observe the table tennis balls as they pass by;
now you have to guess the sequence in which the genie chose the bowls. In fact,
it should be the most likely sequence. After all there are many orders in which the
genie could have chosen the bowls, but only one of them will be the most likely.

The concept I introduced here, is known as a Hidden Markov Model. It relies on a
mathematical system called a Markov chain, but extended with observations. I will
define and elaborate these concepts in the next few sections. Thereafter I will show
the reader how he can solve the genie’s challenge by means of one of the most
famous algorithms in this application domain, the Viterbi algorithm.

3.2 Bayesian networks

Bayesian networks are directed graphical models. In essence it is the graphical
representation of a probability distribution through a graph. They are an important

29
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and also natural tool for dealing with uncertainty and complexity.

The key components in a Bayesian network are the nodes or vertices and the edges
or links. A node represents a random variable, or sometimes a group of random
variables. An edge between two nodes denotes conditioning or a dependency
between them. We will only consider directed edges here. To indicate that we know
the value of a random variable – i.e. it has been observed – we can shade the node.

Example
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a Bayesian network. We have three random variables A,
B and C which are all represented by a node. The edges indicate that random variable
C is conditioned on the values of A and B. The value of B has been observed, and that
is why the node has been shaded.

A

B

C

Figure 3.1: Example of a Bayesian network.

From a Bayesian network we can derive the joint mass function of the different
random variables. For that purpose we just multiply the marginal and conditional
mass functions starting from the structure of the graphical model. The abscence of
edges denotes independence and can yield very simple and powerful descriptions
of the joint mass function.

Example
To derive the joint distribution of the random variables in Figure 3.1, we have to
multiply pA(a), pB(b) and pC |A,B(c | a, b) to arrive at:

pA,B,C(a, b, c) = pA(a) pB(b) pC |A,B(c | a, b) .

We can now formally define a Bayesian network.

Definition 3.1
A general Bayesian network consists of a set of random variables U =

�
X1, . . . , Xn

	
and a set of directed edges between the variable nodes. The nodes and edges define
an acyclic graph. For each random variables X i with parent nodes pai we require

knowledge of p
�

X i = x i |
⋂

j∈pai

¦
X j = x j

©�
. The joint probability mass function in a
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Bayesian network can be written as:

pX1,...,Xn

�
x1, . . . , xn

�
=

n∏
i=1

p


X i = x i |

⋂
j∈pai

¦
X j = x j

©



3.3 Markov models

A Markov model is one of the simplest practical Bayesian networks. It is often
used to process sequential data in which the current data point is probabilistically
dependent on one or more previous data points. That is, the conditional probabilities
in the model depend only on recent history. This history can be in time, in position
or some other quantity. If we want to track the weather in Belgium day by day, then
we can say that the weather on day k depends on the weather we had on day k− 1,
k− 2,. . . which considers a history in time. If we want to predict the next letter
in this master thesis, we can say that the current letter depends on some of the
previous letters, which is a positional history. The notion of time is often the most
intuitive one.

If we assume that the random variable being considered depends only on the value
of the previous one, then we get a first order Markov model.

Definition 3.2
Consider n random variables X1, . . . , Xn. A first order Markov model is a Bayesian
network in which

pXk|Xk−1,...,X1

�
xk | xk−1, . . . , x1

�
= pXk|Xk−1

�
xk | xk−1

�
, ∀k ∈ {2, . . . , n} ,

. . . and

pX1,...,Xn

�
x1, . . . , xn

�
= pX1

�
x1

� n∏
k=2

pXk|Xk−1

�
xk | xk−1

�
.

A graphical interpretation of a first order Markov model is given in Figure 3.2.
Now we see clearly that Xk is only dependent on the value of Xk−1, for every
k ∈ {2, . . . , n}. This is a property that is often called the Markov assumption or
Markov property.

. . .
X1 X2 Xn

Figure 3.2: Example of a first order Markov model.
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Although first order Markov models are the most commonly used ones, we give a
quick example of a second order Markov chain in Figure 3.3. Here we see that Xk is
dependent on both Xk−1 and Xk−2.

. . .
X1 X2 X3 Xn

Figure 3.3: Example of a second order Markov model.

Very often we assume that the Markov chain is stationary. By consequence the state
spaces of all random variables are the same and all probability mass functions are
identical.

Definition 3.3
In a stationary first order Markov model of random variables X1, . . . , Xn with respec-
tive state spaces X1, . . . ,Xn we impose the following restrictions:

1. (∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n})X =Xk,
2. (∀k ∈ {2, . . . , n}) pX |Xprev

�
x | xprev

�
= pXk|Xk−1

�
xk | xk−1

�
.

3.4 Hidden Markov models

We can extend the basic form of a first order Markov model with a set of observation
nodes. That is, for every node in the original Markov model, we introduce an
observation node that is conditioned on it. An example of such a Bayesian network
is given in Figure 3.4. This is the basic graphical representation of a hidden Markov
model (HMM).

. . . . . .
X1 X2 Xk Xn

O1 O2 Ok On

Figure 3.4: Example of a hidden Markov model.

The random variables X1, . . . , Xn are called the hidden states or latent variables,
because they are not directly observed. The random variables O1, . . . , On are called
the observations or emissions.
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Definition 3.4
A hidden Markov model of length n is a Bayesian network with two types of random
variables: n hidden states X1, . . . , Xn and n observations O1, . . . , On. The hidden states
form a first order Markov model. The joint probability mass function is given by:

pX1,...,Xn,O1,...,On

�
x1, . . . , xn, o1, . . . , on

�

= pX1

�
x1

�
pO1|X1

�
o1 | x1

� n∏
k=2

pXk|Xk−1

�
xk | xk−1

�
pOk|Xk

�
ok | xk

�
.

There are three types of probabilities occurring in the factorized joint probabil-
ity mass function. For the first state X1 we have a marginal probability/model
pX1

�
x1

�
, which is just the marginal probability mass function for the first hidden

state, which is not conditioned on any previous state. For the subsequent states there
are so-called transition probabilities/models, which govern the probability of go-
ing from one hidden state to the next: pXk|Xk−1

�
xk | xk−1

�
, for k ∈ {2, . . . , n}. We also

have emission or output probabilities/models pOk|Xk

�
ok | xk

�
, for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

These contain information about the probabilities with which we can see a certain
observation given the hidden state. The transition, emission and marginal models
are also bracketed together as the local models.

We often write pk
�

xk | xk−1

�
for the transition probability at position k, and qk

�
ok |

xk
�

for the output probability at position k. For the marginal model we then
simply write p1

�
x1

�
. This way the distinction between transition and output models

becomes more clear.

The transition and emission models can generally be different mass functions for
every hidden state and observation. However, we often consider a stationary hidden
Markov model, in which case – by analogy with stationary Markov models – they
are all equal.

Definition 3.5
In a stationary hidden Markov model with hidden states X1, . . . , Xn with state spaces
X1, . . . ,Xn, and observations O1, . . . , On with state spaces O1, . . . ,On, we impose the
following restrictions:

1. (∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n})X =Xk,
2. (∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}) O = Ok,
3. (∀k ∈ {2, . . . , n}) pX |Xprev

�
x | xprev

�
= pXk|Xk−1

�
xk | xk−1

�
,

4. (∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}) pO|X (o | x) = pOk|Xk

�
ok | xk

�
.

In the case of a stationary hidden Markov model, the transition and emission
probabilities are often organized into a matrix structure. If we denote the matrix
of the transition probabilities by A, then the element at the j’th row and the k’th
column of A is given by:

A jk = pX |Xprev

�
k | j

�
.
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That is, the probability of going from hidden state j to hidden state k. The elements
of B, the matrix of the emission probabilities, are given by:

B jk = pO|X
�
k | j

�
,

which is the probability of observing output k from hidden state j. The marginal
model is often kept in a vector P.

Example
Suppose we have a stationary hidden Markov model with the following transition and
output probability matrices:

A=

�
0.2 0.8
0.6 0.4

�
B =

�
0.7 0.3
0.1 0.9

�
.

We immediately see that |X | = |O | = 2. The probability of observing output 2 from
hidden state 1 is equal to 0.3, which is matrix element B12. The probability of going
from hidden state 2 to hidden state 1 is given by A21 = 0.6.

3.4.1 The Viterbi algorithm

When considering a hidden Markov model, there are multiple questions we can
ask ourselves. For example we could ask what the probability of a certain observed
sequence is, given the model and this sequence. Or we could ask: what is the
most likely sequence of hidden states that generated the observed sequence, given
the model and this sequence? In other words, we are looking for the sequence of
(unknown) hidden states that generated with highest probability the sequence of
observations. A way to solve this problem is through the use of the famous Viterbi
algorithm. In 1967 Andrew J. Viterbi devised this algorithm in the context of convo-
lutional code decoding [1]. As convolutional codes are governed by an underlying
Markov model that spawns coded bit sequences, the algorithm is therefore generally
applicable to the ‘decoding’ of hidden Markov models.

With the help of the material in Section 2.2.6, we are looking for the sequences of
hidden states which maximizes the conditional probability p

�
x1:n | o1:n

�
– from now

on we will drop the subscripts in the notation of the mass functions, in order not to
clutter the mathematical formulae which are about to come. Or put differently, we
calculate the set optVit(X1:n) defined as

optVit(X1:n)¬
�

x1:n ∈ X1:n : x1:n ∈ arg max
y1:n

p
�

y1:n | o1:n
��

,

in which X1:n ¬×n
i=1Xi. We see that in general multiple hidden sequences can be

a solution to our problem if they have the same probability of occurring given the
observed sequence. Here we will treat the determination of only one most likely
hidden sequence x̂1:n, which is an element of optVit(X1:n).
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In a first step we rewrite the maximum and the conditional probability:

argmax
x1:n

p
�

x1:n | o1:n
�
= argmax

x1:n

p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�
o1:n
� (3.1)

= arg max
x1:n

p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

(3.2)

= arg max
x1:n

p
�

x1

�
p
�
o1 | x1

�

·
n∏

k=2

p
�

xk | xk−1

�
p
�
ok | xk

�
. (3.3)

In Equation (3.1) we used Bayes’s rule to rewrite the conditional probability. We
need to assume however that p(o1:n) is greater than zero! If not, the algorithm is
not applicable. In the next step we omitted the denominator, as this is a positive
constant for all hidden sequences and therefore does not influence the result of the
arg max operator. Finally in Equation (3.3) we used the factorized form of the joint
probability mass function.

Now we can perform a trick: we split the maximum in n different maximum
operators, each operating on a single hidden state. We can then bring these maxima
inside the expression of Equation (3.3). This is permitted, since for example only
the last two terms depend on xn, and therefore we can put the maxxn

operator right
in front of these terms. We then get:

arg max
x1:n

p
�

x1:n | o1:n
�
= arg

�
max

x1

p
�

x1

�
p
�
o1 | x1

�

·max
x2

p
�

x2 | x1

�
p
�
o2 | x2

� · · ·max
xn

p
�

xn | xn−1

�
p
�
on | xn

��
. (3.4)

This expression can be evaluated using backward recursion. The operating procedure
is as follows. We start by evaluating the last maximum. For this purpose we fix the
value of xn−1 to 1 and we calculate the maximum, that we call α(n− 1, 1) – we will
assume that Xk =

¦
1, . . . ,

��Xk

��©, for all k in {1, . . . , n}. We do this for every possible

value of xn−1, so we get an α(n− 1, l) for every ` ∈
¦

1, . . . ,
��Xn−1

��©.

In the next step we evaluate the following maximum:

max
xn−1

p
�

xn−1 | xn−2

�
p
�
on−1 | xn−1

�
α(n− 1, xn−1).

We thus make use of the values of α(n−1, ·) to calculate the next maximum. We do
this in a same way as before by fixing a value ` for xn−2, calculating the maximum,
and saving it in α(n− 2,`). The process is then easily continued. At position k we
therefore calculate:

α(k− 1, xk−1)¬max
xk

p
�

xk | xk−1

�
p
�
ok | xk

�
α(k, xk).
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We repeat this until we arrive to the front of the hidden sequence. There we
calculate:

max
x1

p
�

x1

�
p
�
o1 | x1

�
α(1, x1).

We now have only determined the probability of the most likely hidden sequence. If
the task is to retrieve the actual hidden sequence associated with this probability,
we have to save, at every step in the algorithm, a backpointer to one of the hidden
states that gave us the maximum probability. When we finally arrive to the front,
we have to travel forward through these backpointers to reconstruct the most likely
hidden sequence.

In the case of a stationary hidden Markov model, the time complexity of the Viterbi
algorithm is, with m = |X |, equal to O

�
nm2�. Pseudocode is given in Algorithm 3.1.

There we have used the matrix notation for the transition, emission and marginal
models. Note that, to avoid numerical stability problems, an implementation using
log scales is advised.

Algorithm 3.1 Pseudocode for the Viterbi algorithm
1: function VITERBI

2: for lastState ∈ (1, . . . , m) do
3: α(n, laststate)← 1
4: end for
5: for i ∈ (n− 1, . . . , 1) do
6: for state ∈ (1, . . . , m) do
7: α(i, state)←maxk α(i+ 1, k) · A[state, k] · B[k, oi+1]
8: Ptrs[i, state]← argmaxk α(i+ 1, k) · A[state, k] · B[k, oi+1]
9: end for

10: end for
11: for firstState ∈ (1, . . . , m) do
12: α(0, firstState)←maxk α(1, k) · P[k] · B[k, o1]
13: Ptrs[0,firstState]← arg maxk α(1, k) · P[k] · B[k, o1]
14: end for
15: x̂1← arg maxk α(0, k)
16: for i ∈ (2, . . . , n) do
17: x̂ i ← Ptrs[i− 1, x̂ i−1]
18: end for
19: end function

3.4.2 The k-best Viterbi algorithm

The idea of the Viterbi algorithm be extended easily to return not only the most
likely, but also the second, third,. . . up to the kth most likely hidden sequence. This is
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often used in applications in which multiple solutions are desired for postprocessing
or to feed into another algorithm, or just to be able to manually choose between a
number of options. The standard Viterbi algorithm is often too restrictive in these
situations.

In the Viterbi algorithm we retain at each step in the recursion only a single
maximum for each hidden state value. In the k-best Viterbi algorithm we calculate
at each step the k maximum values for each hidden state, or fewer if there are only
j < k options to choose from. We will denote these maxima by α`(i, x i), for the
`th best maximum at position i − 1. At every step in the recursion we thus need to
iterate over all k best maxima as well, which induces extra complexity.

More specifically, at position i in the hidden Markov model we calculate for every
y ∈
¦

1, . . . ,
��Xi

��©, ` ∈ {1, . . . , k} and x i ∈ X :

t i−1,y,l,x i
= p
�

x i | y
�

p
�
oi | x i

�
αl(i, x i).

Afterwards we need to sort the values of t i−1,y,l,x i
while keeping i and y fixed and

varying l and x i. We then take the k highest values out of them. We denote these
sorted values as t∗i−1,y,r , with r an index indicating the position in the sorted array.
We then have:

α1(i− 1, y) = t∗i−1,y,1,

α2(i− 1, y) = t∗i−1,y,2,

. . . . . .

αk(i− 1, y) = t∗i−1,y,k.

The time complexity of the k-best Viterbi algorithm depends on the sorting algorithm
being used. The best sorting algorithm has time complexity O

�
d log d

�
, with d the

size of the array being sorted [9]. In general we need to sort, with m = |X |,
k · m numbers at each step, so the complexity of the sorting step in the k-best
Viterbi algorithm is O

�
km log(km)

�
. We then arrive at a total time complexity of

O
�
n(km)2 log(km)

�
.
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Imprecise hidden Markov models

“If a man will begin with certainties, he shall end in doubts; but if he will be content to
begin with doubts, he shall end in certainties.”

– Francis Bacon in The Advancement Of Learning

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we introduced hidden Markov models as a tool to model
dependencies between data, governed by transition, emission and marginal models.
But what do we do if we do not know these models for sure? The Viterbi and k-best
Viterbi algorithms all rely on these models to make their predictions. If we are not
100% sure about these models, how can we be then about the predictions these
algorithms make?

Luckily we have a tool to overcome this issue, namely imprecise probability theory.
In this chapter, the core chapter of this master dissertation, we will devise an
imprecise version of the Viterbi algorithm, that we will baptize MaxiHMM. We
will consider imprecise transition, emission and marginal models and use these to
calculate the hidden sequences most likely to have generated the observations. Due
to the imprecision, it is possible that our algorithm returns more than one solution
between which it is undecided. This is different from the Viterbi and k-best Viterbi
algorithms, which both return always a fixed amount of solutions, no matter how
confident they are about them.

4.1.1 Related work

We will briefly recall the work here that is already been done on this topic. In
2011 Jasper De Bock and Gert de Cooman produced the EstiHMM algorithm for
state sequence prediction in imprecise hidden Markov models [10]. The algorithm
is based on epistemic irrelevance (Section 2.3.6) and the maximality principle
(Definition 2.24). Due to the epistemic irrelevance, the language in which the

38
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theory behind this algorithm is written down, is somewhat different – in terms of
previsions rather than probabilities – from the language in this master dissertation.
We do however have working Python code available of this algorithm, and in the
next chapter we will perform experiments to compare the results of the MaxiHMM
and the EstiHMM algorithms.

4.2 Optimal hidden sequence determination

In Section 2.3.7 we showed how we can make decisions in imprecise probability
theory. In the following discussion we will use the techniques that were mentioned
there to find optimal hidden sequences in an imprecise hidden Markov model. But
which of the principles should we use for this purpose?

E-admissibility and maximality both have the property that the smaller the credal
setM is, the smaller our set of optimal solutions will be. Γ-maximin however will
usually only return a single optimal value, which is not what we want in the current
context.

Common solving algorithms using E-admissibility have a complexity which is linear
in the number of elements of the search space X . Calculating the solution set in
the context of our problem using E-admissibility can be a daunting task, since the
search space is equal to X1:n or X n – which is exponential in n – for stationary
hidden Markov models. We are thus looking for something more efficient.

Maximality is a weaker principle than E-admissibility and Γ-maximin; more specifi-
cally, the set of optimal solutions using maximality will always contain the solutions
using the other two principles [8]. All these arguments favor the maximality prin-
ciple. We will therefore try to formulate the determination of the optimal hidden
sequences in an imprecise hidden Markov model using the maximality principle, as
is also done in the EstiHMM algorithm. This way we hope to find another imprecise
brother for the Viterbi algorithm.

Let’s first of all define the set of optimal hidden sequences in an imprecise hidden
Markov model using the maximality principle.

Definition 4.1
The set of optimal hidden sequences in an imprecise hidden Markov model, with joint
state space X1:n, and using the maximality principle of Definition 2.24, is defined as:

optmax

�X1:n
�
¬
�

x̂1:n ∈ X1:n :
�∀x1:n ∈ X1:n

�
x1:n � x̂1:n

	
.

We immediately see that this problem definition will reach high computational
complexity. After all the search space is equal to X1:n, in which we need to test all
possible hidden sequences for the condition x1:n � x̂1:n. For a stationary hidden
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Markov model, the most common one, this complexity will be exponential in n. A
naïve implementation will clearly fail to produce any results within a reasonable
amount of time. We will therefore have to break down and transform the defini-
tion of optmax

�X1:n
�

into smaller blocks which are both less complex and more
manageable.

First of all we need to find another representation for the condition x1:n � x̂1:n. We
would like to be able to formulate this expression as an optimization problem – i.e. a
minimization or maximization problem over a set of parameters. We defineM|o1:n

as the compact set of mass functions on X1:n conditioned on the observations and
M is the compact set of mass functions on X1:n×O1:n. Thus we have that:

M|o1:n ¬
(

p(·, o1:n)∑
x1:n∈X1:np(x1:n,o1:n)

: p ∈M
)

.

We now write the condition of Definition 4.1 and then simplify step by step.

x1:n � x̂1:n⇔ (∃p
�· | o1:n

� ∈M|o1:n) p
�

x1:n|o1:n
�≤ p

�
x̂1:n|o1:n

�
(4.1)

⇔ (∃p ∈M ) p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�≤ p

�
x̂1:n, o1:n

�
(4.2)

⇔ (∃p ∈M ) p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� ≤ 1 (4.3)

⇔min
p∈M

p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� ≤ 1. (4.4)

Let’s discuss this mathematical derivation. Equation (4.1) is a direct consequence
of Definition 2.23. In the next step we use Bayes’s rule to rewrite the conditional
probabilities and eliminated the common denominator. Please note that from now
on we will assume that the mass functions in the denominators never reach zero.
The special case of zero probability will be treated in Section 4.5. In Equation (4.4)
the existential quantor is replaced by the calculation of a minimum over the mass
functions p inM . After all if the condition in Equation (4.3) has to apply for at
least one mass function p inM , then the minimum of the condition over all mass
functions p inM has to apply as well. This minimum exists sinceM is compact,
and therefore closed.

We have now reformulated the condition x1:n � x̂1:n as an optimization problem over
all joint mass functions p inM . It is however hard to solve this minimization, as we
are still considering joint mass functions over hidden states as well as observations.
We can however split the condition in Equation (4.4) into different factors that we
can minimize separately:

min
p∈M

p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� ≤ 1 (4.5)

⇔min
p1

�
x1

�
p1

�
x̂1

� · q1

�
o1 | x1

�
q1

�
o1 | x̂1

� · p2

�
x2 | x1

�
p2

�
x̂2 | x̂1

� · · · pn
�

xn | xn−1

�
pn
�

x̂n | x̂n−1

� · qn
�
on | xn

�
qn
�
on | x̂n

� ≤ 1.

(4.6)
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Here we have used the alternative notation for the transition and emission proba-
bilities, as proposed in Section 3.4. We have also used complete independence here,
which is a major point of difference with the EstiHMM algorithm. In Equation (4.6)
we have to take the minimum over the mass functions p1

�
X1

� ∈MX1
, q1

�
O1 | X1

� ∈
MO1|X1

, . . . , pn
�
Xn | Xn−1

� ∈ MXn|Xn−1
. For this we define MOk|Xk

¬×xk∈Xk
MOk|xk

andMXk|Xk−1
¬×xk−1∈Xk−1

MOk|xk−1
. An element pk(· | Xk−1) ofMXk|Xk−1

for example
is then a tuple, consisting of probability mass functions pk(· | xk−1) inMXk|xk−1

, one
for every xk−1 in Xk−1.

If we only consider stationary hidden Markov models, then there are just three
different local modelsMX ,MO|X andMX |Xprev

to consider, where we regardMO|X
andMX |Xprev

each as one model. In this we defineMO|X ¬×x∈XMO|x andMX |Xprev
¬

×xprev∈XMO|xprev
with the same interpretation as before.

We now have to minimize the expression in Equation (4.6). We will do this step
by step, as we did for the Viterbi algorithm. For this purpose we will break up the
minimum and bring it inside Expression (4.6):

min
p1(X1)∈MX1

p1

�
x1

�
p1

�
x̂1

� · min
q1(O1|X1)∈MO1 |X1

q1

�
o1 | x1

�
q1

�
o1 | x̂1

�

· min
p2(X2|X1)∈MX2 |X1

p2

�
x2 | x1

�
p2

�
x̂2 | x̂1

� · · · min
pn(Xn|Xn−1)∈MXn |Xn−1

pn
�

xn | xn−1

�
pn
�

x̂n | x̂n−1

�

· min
qn(On|Xn)∈MOn |Xn

qn
�
on | xn

�
qn
�
on | x̂n

� ≤ 1. (4.7)

We begin with the minimization of the output terms, for which we get the following:

min
qk(Ok|Xk)∈MOk |Xk

qk
�
ok | xk

�
qk
�
ok | x̂k

� =





q
k(ok|xk)

qk(ok| x̂k) , if xk 6= x̂k

1 , if xk = x̂k.
(4.8)

Indeed, if xk = x̂k we have the same number in both numerator and denominator,
so the minimum of the fractions is always equal to 1. If xk 6= x̂k we can minimize the
fraction by minimizing the numerator and maximizing the denominator separately,
for which we can use the lower probability and upper probability respectively.

Next up are the transition terms:

min
pk(Xk|Xk−1)∈MXk |Xk−1

pk
�

xk | xk−1

�
pk
�

x̂k | x̂k−1

� =




1, if xk−1 = x̂k−1 and xk = x̂k,

minpk(Xk|Xk−1)∈MXk |Xk−1

pk(xk|xk−1)
pk( x̂k| x̂k−1) , if xk−1 = x̂k−1 and xk 6= x̂k,

p
k(xk|xk−1)

pk( x̂k| x̂k−1) , if xk−1 6= x̂k−1.

(4.9)
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Take notice of the fact that we have to do the actual minimization of the fraction if
xk−1 = x̂k−1 and xk 6= x̂k, since we cannot minimize the numerator and denominator
separately in that case. How we will solve this minimization problem, will be the
subject of Section 4.3.4.

To make things readable enough, we introduce a notation for these different minima:

ωk(xk, x̂k, ok)¬ min
qk(Ok|Xk)∈MOk |Xk

qk
�
ok | xk

�
qk
�
ok | x̂k

� , for k ∈ {1,2, . . . , n}

χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1)¬ min
pk(Xk|Xk−1)∈MXk |Xk−1

pk
�

xk | xk−1

�
pk
�

x̂k | x̂k−1

� , for k ∈ {2,3, . . . , n}.

Note that the function χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1) is only defined for k greater than 1. We
can however introduce a fictional state X0 which can only take one single value x0,
but is not of further importance. This way we can define the marginal model as:

χ1(x1, x0, x̂1, x̂0)¬ χ1(x1, x̂1) = min
p1(X1)∈MX1

p1

�
x1

�
p1

�
x̂1

� .

This notational trick will simplify the equations which are about to come.

Using Definition 4.1, Equation (4.7) and the notations we have introduced for the
imprecise local models, we can now rewrite the set which determines the optimal
hidden sequences:

optmax

�X1:n
�
=

¨
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n :

�∀x1:n ∈ X1:n
�

min
p∈M

p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� ≤ 1

«
(4.10)

=

¨
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n : max

x1:n∈X1:n

�
min
p∈M

p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
�
�
≤ 1

«
(4.11)

=

(
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n : max

x1:n∈X1:n

n∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1

)
.

(4.12)

As before we reformulated the condition that defines the set as an optimization
problem. For that purpose we have replaced the universal quantor in Equation
(4.10) with a maximum operator in Equation (4.11). After all, if the minimum of
the fraction of mass functions has to be less than 1 for all sequences x1:n ∈ X1:n,
then the maximum of the expression has to be less than 1 too, and conversely. This
maximum exists since X1:n is a finite set. Next, in Equation (4.12) we split up the
fraction as in Equation (4.7) and replaced the resulting fractions with our handy
notations, making use of the notational trick introduced before.

4.2.1 A naïve algorithm

The expression we derived in Equation (4.12) reminds us of the optimal set of
maximum hidden sequences used in the Viterbi algorithm. If we condition X1 on a
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hidden state X0 which can only take one value x0, as we did before, then Viterbi
looks for the hidden sequence x1:n which selects one element from

argmax
x1:n

n∏
i=1

pi
�

x i | x i−1

�
qi
�
oi | x i

�
, (4.13)

which resembles strongly the condition in Equation (4.12), but the latter is still
dependent on x̂ i and x̂ i−1. So we can, using the Viterbi algorithm, check whether a
certain given sequence x̂1:n belongs to the set optmax

�X1:n
�
. When we extend this

idea, we arrive at a very naïve algorithm to determine the set of optimal hidden
sequences in an imprecise hidden Markov model: check for every possible hidden
sequence whether it belongs to optmax

�X1:n
�

using the Viterbi algorithm in order
to calculate the entire solution set. Of course, this will make for an incredibly
inefficient algorithm. If we consider a stationary hidden Markov model, and if we
denote |X | by m, and with a time complexity of O

�
nm2� for the standard Viterbi

algorithm which we have to run mn times, we get a total computational complexity
of O

�
nm(n+2)

�
. This is clearly not feasible, so we have to look for other means to

calculate the set optmax

�X1:n
�
. It remains however a convenient way to quickly

check if a hidden sequence is optimal or not.

Note that all values of ωk(xk, x̂k, ok) and χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1) can be computed for
every k prior to the execution of the algorithm, and only once for every model. That’s
why we don’t take into account the calculation of these values when considering
computational complexity. The required memory complexity of these values is, for
stationary hidden Markov models, nm2 for the values of ωk(xk, x̂k, ok) and m4 for
those of χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1).

4.3 MaxiHMM – an efficient algorithm

The MaxiHMM algorithm which we will build now will try to break down the
problem in separate subproblems for which the computational complexity is feasible
enough. Using recursion where possible will be the key, as was with the Viterbi
algorithm, and we will try avoid double computations as much as possible. We will
start with a small toy example in the field of bioinformatics.

Example
The human DNA is built up as a chain of nucleotides. They can be classified in four
different types, that is adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T). It
is known that A and T together form a chemical compound, as do C and G. They
thus always appear together in the same configuration of pairs on the DNA helix. A
well-known problem in bioinformatics encompasses the determination of AT-rich and
CG-rich regions on the DNA chain. For the purpose of this example, we will model this
problem as a stationary hidden Markov model. Let’s define the set of observations as
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O = {A, C , G, T} and the set of hidden states as X = {AT, CG}, in which AT denotes
an AT-rich region and CG a CG-rich one. As this is a toy example, we will only consider
a DNA chain with length n= 4.

We can now enumerate all possible sequences of hidden states: AT − AT − AT − AT,
AT−AT−AT−CG, AT−AT−CG−AT, AT−AT−CG−CG, . . . , CG−CG−CG−CG.
In total there are |X |n = 24 = 16 such sequences. We clearly see that this representation
is not an efficient one, nor does it say much. It complicates reasoning and does not
exploit the resemblances between the different sequences. We would be better off with
a so-called tree representation, as in Figure 4.1. This way we immediately see that
half of the sequences start with AT and the other half with CG. Suppose now that we
could determine that there exists no hidden sequence that begins with CG. Then we
know that we can safely ignore the bottom half of the tree in the continuation of the
algorithm, and we have consequently reduced the complexity with a factor 2. We can
extend this reasoning and eliminate more branches of the tree while the algorithm runs.
We can continue this way until we have searched the entire useful part of the tree.

CG

CG

CG
CG
AT

AT
CG
AT

AT

CG
CG
AT

AT
CG
AT

AT

CG

CG
CG
AT

AT
CG
AT

AT

CG
CG
AT

AT
CG
AT

Figure 4.1: All possible hidden sequences with length n = 4 from the toy example.

As the toy example suggests, we should construct a search tree in which we will
navigate whilst deciding whether a branch is useful or not to explore further. We
will now pour this idea into a formal scheme. Without being robbed of generality
and for the sake of simplicity, we will assume that Xk, for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is
composed of letters of the alphabet, and the sequence of observations – and thus
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of hidden states as well – has length n, as before. Our task is to determine the set
optmax

�X1:n
�

which is expressed in Equation (4.12) and is displayed again here:

optmax

�X1:n
�
=

(
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n : max

x1:n∈X1:n

n∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1

)
.

(4.14)

4.3.1 One node deep

By analogy with the toy example, we want to find out whether there is a hidden
sequence x̂1:n ∈ optmax

�X1:n
�

where x̂1 = a ∈ X1, for example. If not, we can
immediately eliminate the entire branch of the search tree with root a. We can state
this question symbolically as:

(∃ x̂1:n ∈ X1:n) x̂1 = a ∧ max
x1:n∈X1:n

n∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1. (4.15)

Or, if we write out the first two terms of the product:

(∃ x̂2:n ∈ X2:n) max
x1:n∈X1:n

χ1(x1, a)ω1(x1, a, o1)

·χ2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·
n∏

i=3

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1.

Now we will perform the same trick as we have done a couple of times already in
this chapter. The existential quantor can be replaced by a minimum operator over
all sequences x̂2:n ∈ X2:n. After all if there has to be at least one sequence for which
the expression needs to be less than 1, then the minimum of all the expressions is
also less then 1 and vice versa. We get the following optimization problem:

min
x̂2:n∈X2:n

max
x1:n∈X1:n

χ1(x1, a)ω1(x1, a, o1)

·χ2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·
n∏

i=3

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1 (4.16)

⇒max
x1

χ1(x1, a)ω1(x1, a, o1)

·min
x̂2

max
x2

χ2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·min
x̂3

max
x3

χ3(x3, x2, x̂3, x̂2)ω3(x3, x̂3, o3)

· · ·min
x̂n

max
xn
χn(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ωn(xn, x̂n, on)≤ 1. (4.17)

We have done a couple of things to obtain the last expression. First notice that
the minimum only operates over sequences x̂2:n ∈ X2:n, so there is no term min x̂1

.
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Next we split up the minimum and maximum operators. While this is generally
not allowed, it will help us defining recursion formulae to quickly calculate this
expression. Note that the two expressions are not equivalent, but that the right hand
side of the implication is only a necessary condition! When we split up and switch
the maxima and minima, we get a number that is less than the global minimum
and maximum. When we, from now on, use the right hand side of the implication,
we are therefore calculating an outer approximation to the problem. That is, we
will generally find more optimal hidden sequences than there are true solutions to
the problem, but we will not lose any true solutions in doing so.

Example
Suppose that the condition in Equation (4.17) holds for x̂1 = a, but that in fact there
are no solutions to the problem that start with a. MaxiHMM then falsely thinks that
there do exist such solutions. Our algorithm thus calculates an outer approximation to
the real solution set, as it will find more solutions then it ideally should.

Why on earth, would you think, do we make then such an approximation? Well,
there are two main reasons why we do this: first, an efficient evaluation of Equation
(4.16) is extremely hard to obtain, and second, the right hand side of the implication
– Equation (4.17) – can be evaluated using recursion. Do not panic yet! We will show
a couple of pages further on that we can overcome this issue of our ‘overzealous’
algorithm, and that this complication will actually solve itself. Everything will be
fine!

To move on, we have to evaluate Equation (4.17) as efficiently as possible. For this
purpose we will use recursion. We begin with the recursive definition of a new
function:

γk(xk, x̂k)¬min
x̂k+1

max
xk+1

χk+1(xk+1, xk, x̂k+1, x̂k)ωk+1(xk+1, x̂k+1, ok+1)

· γk+1(xk+1, x̂k+1), for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1},
γn(xn, x̂n)¬ 1.

Using this function we can calculate the different values of γk(xk, x̂k) for every k,
xk and x̂k in a recursive way. Note that we can do this beforehand, prior to the
execution of the actual algorithm, just as we did for the calculation of the function
values of χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1) and ωk(xk, x̂k, ok). If the sequence length is n and
we consider a stationary hidden Markov model with |X | = m, then the memory
complexity will be O

�
nm2� for the function values of γk(xk, x̂k).

Now we can finally answer the question whether there is a hidden sequence x̂1:n ∈
optmax

�X1:n
�

where x̂1 = a. Using the definition of γk(xk, x̂k) and Equation (4.17)
we have to verify whether the following condition holds:

max
x1

χ1(x1, a)ω1(x1, a, o1)γ1(x1, a)≤ 1.
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As we said before, this is only a necessary condition. Since all the numbers in
this expression are calculated beforehand, the only thing that remains during the
execution of the algorithm is the calculation of a maximum, which can be done
with a time complexity of O(m).

4.3.2 Two nodes deep

We can now answer the question whether there is a hidden sequence x̂1:n that starts
with a certain symbol in X1, albeit conservatively. That is, if MaxiHMM assumes
there are no maximal hidden sequences starting with a certain symbol, then we are
sure there are none; however, if MaxiHMM tells us there are maximal sequences
starting with that symbol, we cannot be sure yet whether this is really so.

We now want to extend our findings to existence of a maximal hidden sequence of
which we know the first two symbols. For example, when we know that there is a
maximal hidden sequence that starts with a, we go one level deeper in the tree and
check whether there is a maximal hidden sequence that starts with aa, ab, ac, etc.
The purpose is again to throw away useless branches to reduce the computational
complexity. Without loss of generality we will now treat the case where we want to
answer the question whether there is a hidden sequence x̂1:n ∈ optmax

�X1:n
�

such
that x̂1 = a ∈ X1 and x̂2 = b ∈ X2. We can again state the question symbolically as:

(∃ x̂1:n ∈ X1:n) x̂1 = a ∧ x̂2 = b ∧ max
x1:n∈X1:n

n∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1.

By analogy with what we found in Section 4.3.1, we can immediately write this as:

max
x1:2

χ1(x1, a)ω1(x1, a, o1)χ2(x2, x1, b, a)ω2(x2, b, o2)γ2(x2, b)≤ 1

⇔max
x1

χ1(x1, a)ω1(x1, a, o1)max
x2

χ2(x2, x1, b, a)ω2(x2, b, o2)γ2(x2, b)≤ 1.

(4.18)

Calculating a maximum multiple times is something we do not want. If we already
anticipate what will happen if we go three or more nodes deep in the tree, then
there will also appear more maximum operators in the expression. This will clearly
not lead to a feasible calculation.

Let’s try the following strategy: in Equation (4.18) we fix a certain x2 and then cal-
culate the maximum over all values of x1 of the expression χ1(x1, a) ·ω1(x1, a, o1) ·
χ2(x2, x1, b, a) ·ω2(x2, b, o2). We will denote this maximum by δ2(x2, x̂1:2). We
more formally define this function as:

δk(xk, x̂1:k)¬max
x1:k−1

k∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi).
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Now, using the definition of δk(xk, x̂1:k) we can rewrite Equation (4.18) as:

max
x2

δ2(x2, x̂1:2)γ2(x2, b)≤ 1, (4.19)

... in which x̂1 = a and x̂2 = b. If Expression (4.19) fails, then we can be certain
that there is no maximal hidden sequence that starts with ab.

4.3.3 Multiple nodes deep

The reader may have noticed that we actually have not solved the problem of the
calculation of multiple maxima. To determine the function values of δk(xk, x̂1:k)
we still have to calculate a maximum over an entire sequence of hidden states.
Fortunately we can again use recursion to solve this problem. This way we can reuse
calculations that we have made in the past to reduce to computational complexity
of the problem.

We now prove the following lemma which states that we can calculate the values of
δk(xk, x̂1:k) recursively.

Lemma 4.1

δk(xk, x̂1:k) =max
xk−1

χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1)ωk(xk, x̂k, ok)

δk−1(xk−1, x̂1:k−1), k ∈ {2, . . . , n} ,
δ1(x1, x̂1) = χ1(x1, x̂1)ω1(x1, x̂1, o1).

Proof. We write out the definition and factorize. The rest of the proof is straightfor-
ward:

δk(xk, x̂1:k) =max
x1:k−1

k∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)

=max
x1:k−1

χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1)ωk(xk, x̂k, ok)

·χk−1(xk−1, xk−2, x̂k−1, x̂k−2)ωk−1(xk−1, x̂k−1, ok−1)

· · ·χ2(x2, x1, x̂2, x̂1)ω2(x2, x̂2, o2)χ1(x1, x̂1)ω1(x1, x̂1, o1)

=max
xk−1

χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1)ωk(xk, x̂k, ok)

max
x1:k−2

χk−1(xk−1, xk−2, x̂k−1, x̂k−2)ωk−1(xk−1, x̂k−1, ok−1)

· · ·χ2(x2, x1, x̂2, x̂1)ω2(x2, x̂1, o2)χ1(x1, x̂1)ω1(x1, x̂1, o1)

=max
xk−1

χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1)ωk(xk, x̂k, ok)δk(xk−1, x̂1:k−1).

For δ1 we have:
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δ1(x1, x̂1) =max
x1:0

1∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)

= χ1(x1, x̂1)ω1(x1, x̂1, o1).

Note that in this case we cannot calculate the values of δk(xk, x̂1:k) in advance. Well,
it is possible, but the memory complexity will be increasing exponentially as the
recursion moves on, since the values of δk(xk, x̂1:k) depend on the entire sequence
x̂1:k. It is better to calculate the values during the execution of the algorithm with
the use of message passing. More specifically when we are at depth k in the tree,
we calculate the values of δk(xk, x̂1:k) for use in the calculations, and afterwards we
save them in these nodes. In the nodes at depth k+1 we calculate δk+1(xk+1, x̂1:k+1)
using the values of δk(xk, x̂1:k) in the parent nodes. When we return to lower depths
in the tree, we discard all the values since they are not needed anymore in the
continuation of the algorithm. This way the memory complexity remains tolerable;
the price we pay is that we have to calculate an extra maximum at every node we
visit in the tree at execution time.

We can now summarize how to calculate whether there is a hidden sequence with
hidden states x̂∗1:k at positions 1, 2, . . . k. For that purpose we calculate:

max
xk∈Xk

δk(xk, x̂∗1:k)γk(xk, x̂∗k)≤ 1. (4.20)

We must again stress that this criterion is only a necessary condition. For k = n,
when we arrive at a leaf in the tree, this criterion is even more powerful. We then
calculate whether the following condition holds:

max
xn∈Xn

δn(xn, x̂∗1:n)≤ 1, (4.21)

which is equivalent to calculating

max
xn∈Xn

max
x1:n−1∈X1:n−1

n∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂∗i , x̂∗i−1)ωi(x i, x̂∗i , oi)≤ 1 (4.22)

⇔ max
x1:n∈X1:n

n∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂∗i , x̂∗i−1)ωi(x i, x̂∗i , oi)≤ 1. (4.23)

This is the exact condition that appears in Equation (4.14)! So when we arrive at a
leaf in the tree, we are indeed calculating whether a solution x̂∗1:n is maximal and
belongs to optmax

�X1:n
�
. Despite the approximating nature of the algorithm during

execution, at the end we are sure we found all solutions to the problem, and not a
sequence more or less, since Equation (4.23) is a necessary and sufficient condition
for x̂∗1:n to be a maximal solution.
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4.3.4 Calculation of local models

In Equations (4.8) and (4.9) we defined the χk and ωk parameters we need for
our algorithm. For the χk parameters in the case xk−1 = x̂k−1 there remains how-
ever a minimization problem to be solved that generally requires fractional linear
programming:

min
pk(Xk|Xk−1)∈MXk |Xk−1

pk
�

xk | xk−1

�
pk
�

x̂k | x̂k−1

� .

However, when using common models such as an ε-contaminated model or an IDM,
we can obtain a closed-form expression for this minimum.

We will treat a general case under the assumption of an ε-contaminated model;
that way we will have treated the IDM as well, since an IDM is a special case of an
ε-contaminated model. Consider for example any x , x̂ ∈ X such that x 6= x̂ , choose
q∗ ∈ ΣX such that q∗(x) = 0 and q∗( x̂) = 1 – we assume |X | ≥ 2, so this is always
possible – and let p∗ = (1− ε)p+ εq∗. Then by Definition 2.17 we find that

p
ε
(x)

pε ( x̂)
=

minp′∈M ε
p

p′(x)

maxp′∈M ε
p

p′( x̂)
≤ min

p′∈M ε
p

p′(x)
p′( x̂)

≤ p∗(x)
p∗( x̂)

=
(1− ε)p(x)
(1− ε)p( x̂) + ε =

p
ε
(x)

pε ( x̂)
.

This holds if we assume that the denominator is always positive. The case of zero
probability will be treated in Section 4.5.

We thus see that the minimization problem can be overcome by just using the lower
and upper probabilities, at least under the assumption of an ε-contaminated model.
In that case we obtain the following local parameters:

χεk (xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1) =





1 , if xk = x̂k and xk−1 = x̂k−1,
pε

k
(xk|xk−1)

pεk(xk|xk−1)
, if xk 6= x̂k or xk−1 6= x̂k−1.

4.3.5 Tree traversal

An important decision to make is how we will traverse the tree of hidden states.
There are roughly two paradigms, namely depth first and breadth first traversal
[9, 11]. When using depth first we get our solutions to the problem much faster
than with breadth first, because depth first will try to reach the bottom of the tree
as fast as possible. This is an important consideration. Just imagine that there are a
whole lot of solutions and that only a few branches can be pruned from the tree. In
this case the computation time will increase exponentially with the length of the
sequence. Were we to use the depth first strategy, the solutions would be found
gradually as the algorithm is executing. However, if we would use breadth first, it
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could take a huge amount of time before a complete solution is found. It is therefore
better to use depth first traversal in our algorithm.

We actually have yet to specify the kind of depth first traversal we are using. There
are three types, namely pre-order, in-order and post-order [9]. They specify the
order in which the current node and his child branches are visited. In the case of
pre-order, the current node is treated first, and after that its children. With the
post-order strategy, the current node is visited after the children are visited. The
in-order type – also called symmetric type – is only applicable for binary trees, in
which the current node is visited in between the left and the right child. In our
case we want to use the pre-order strategy, since we have to test the current node
first before we descend further down the tree. Pseudocode for a simple depth first
pre-order tree walk is given in Algorithm 4.2.

Algorithm 4.2 Pseudocode for a depth first pre-order tree walk
1: function PREORDERWALK(node)
2: if node 6= NULL then
3: VISIT(node)
4: for child ∈ node.children do
5: PREORDERWALK(child)
6: end for
7: end if
8: end function

4.3.6 A practical implementation

We will now combine the formulae from the previous subsections into a framework
that can be the basis for an actual implementation of the algorithm. It is supposed
to be a guideline for the programmer, but the reader of this master dissertation
could find it useful as well to see how all the theory and practical guidelines fit
together.

The data structure at the core of the algorithm is a tree of solutions that we will
build up and break down while the algorithm runs. For that purpose we devise a
data structure for a tree node, appropriately called TreeNode. Such a node contains
a reference to a parent node and a list of its child nodes. When we construct a
new TreeNode, we give a reference to the parent node, so this new node can find
its parent when going back up the tree. We also initialize a counter that says how
many of the node’s children we have visited already. Finally, all the nodes in the
tree contain values for δk(xk, x̂1:k), with k the depth of the node.

Amongst the input data for the algorithm we have the observation sequence o1:n

and the state spaces Xk. Practically, the function values of ωk(xk, x̂k, ok) can be
saved in an three-dimensional array structure, those of χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1) in a
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four-dimensional one and finally the values of γk(xk, x̂k) in a three-dimensional
one. As said before, these are calculated before the execution of the algorithm. All
the input data can be gathered in one data structure that can be seen as a C struct,
a C++/Java/Python class or suchlike.

Pseudocode for the entire algorithm is given in Algorithms 4.3 and 4.4. Note that,
for numerical stability, an implementation using log scales is recommended.

4.3.7 Computational complexity

The computational complexity of the algorithm as stated here depends on a number
of factors. First of all, we have to take into account the size S of the set optmax

�X1:n
�

we are looking for. After all if all possible hidden sequences are optimal – in the
sense that they belong to the set in Expression (4.14) – then no single branch can
be pruned from the solution tree. In that case the whole solution space has to be
searched. The computational complexity of this worst case scenario is proportional
to the number of nodes in the tree, denoted by |V |. In our case, this number is
equal to the partial sum of the first n terms of a geometric progression with ratio
m= |X |.

|V |=
n∑

i=1

mi =
m (mn− 1)

m− 1
.

This is clearly exponential in n, the length of the hidden sequence. Now, in every
node of the tree we have to calculate two maxima, which is in each case linear in
the number of elements over which the maximum is calculated. In our case it is
twice linear in m. The total worst case computational complexity is therefore equal
to O

�
mn+1�.

In the best case scenario we only find one solution for the posed problem – the set
optmax

�X1:n
�

can never be empty, so at least one solution will be found under any
circumstances. Next to that we assume that the algorithm is in every step exact, and
thus that we explore no more branches than needed. In this case not all nodes in the
tree need to be investigated, but only m · n nodes, and in each node we again need
to calculate two maxima over m numbers. This way the best case computational
complexity is equal to O

�
nm2�. This is linear in n and quadratic in m, which is a lot

more feasible than the worst case scenario.

In general, our algorithm is linear in the number of times Expression (4.20) suc-
ceeds; for ease of reference, let us denote this number by C . For example, in
Figure 4.2, C is the number of 3-signs. By taking a closer look at the pseudocode of
our algorithm, we find that it has a computational complexity of the order O

�
Cm2�.

Let us now assume that Expression (4.20) is a necessary and sufficient condition
for there to be a maximal hidden sequence starting with x̂∗1:k. Then each positive
evaluation of Expression (4.20) can be associated with a node of the search three
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Algorithm 4.3 Pseudocode for the determination of the optimal hidden sequences
(1)

1: function FINDOPTIMALHIDDENSEQUENCES

2: PRINT(“Results: ”)
3: currentSequence← []
4: tree← [NULL for i ∈ {1 . . . m}]
5: for firstState ∈ {1 . . . m} do
6: currentSequence.append(firstState)
7: deltas← CALCULATEDELTA(currentSequence, NULL, true)
8: if TESTSEQUENCE(currentSequence, deltas) == true then
9: tree[firstState] = TreeNode(NULL)

10: tree[firstState].setDelta(deltas)
11: TRAVERSETREE(tree[firstState], currentSequence)
12: else
13: tree[firstState]← TreeNode(NULL)
14: currentSequence.pop()
15: end if
16: end for
17: end function
18: function TRAVERSETREE(node, currentSequence)
19: if node.depth == n then
20: PRINT(currentSequence) . we found a solution
21: else
22: for nextState ∈ {1 . . . m} do
23: currentSequence.append(nextState)
24: deltas← CALCULATEDELTA(currentSequence, node.delta, false)
25: if TESTSEQUENCE(currentSequence, deltas) == true then
26: node.addChild(nextState)
27: node.children[node.visited].setDelta(deltas)
28: TRAVERSETREE(node.children[node.visited], currentSequence)
29: else
30: node.addChild() . empty child
31: currentSequence.pop()
32: end if
33: end for
34: end if
35: currentSequence.pop()
36: node.setDelta(NULL)
37: end function
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Algorithm 4.4 Pseudocode for the determination of the optimal hidden sequences
(2)
38: function TESTSEQUENCE(currentSequence, deltas)
39: x̂1:k← currentSequence
40: δ(xk, x̂1:k)← deltas
41: return maxx δ(x , x̂1:k)γk(x , x̂k)≤ 1
42: end function
43: function CALCULATEDELTA(currentSequence, previousDelta, isFirst)
44: x̂1:k← currentSequence
45: δ(xk−1, x̂1:k−1)← previousDelta
46: if isFirst == true then
47: δ(x1, x̂1)←maxx χ(x1, x̂1)ω1(x1, x̂1)
48: else
49: δ(xk, x̂1:k)←maxxk−1

χ(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1)ωk(xk, x̂k)δ(xk−1, x̂1:k−1)
50: end if
51: return δ(xk, x̂1:k)
52: end function

that corresponds to X1:n and, by this assumption, these nodes all correspond to an
element of one of the maximal state sequences. Hence, in that case, C is bounded
above by Sn and therefore, the computational complexity of our algorithm is now
O
�
Snm2�. Interestingly, this is linear in the number of maximal sequences S. It is

also comparable to the complexity of the Viterbi algorithm, since in that particular
case, S = 1.

Of course Expression (4.20) is only a necessary condition and therefore, from a
theoretical point of view, the aforementioned complexity cannot be guaranteed.
For example, it might occur that C > Sn; in Figure 4.2, we see that 13 = C >
Sn = 12. Hence, the complexity O

�
Snm2� should be regarded as an approximation.

Nevertheless, it turns out that in practice, the complexity of our algorithm is more
or less linear in S, which suggests that the complexity O

�
Snm2� serves as a rather

good approximation of reality. We will illustrate this in Chapter 5.

Example
Consider a search tree in Figure 4.2 of depth 4 in which we have a stationary binary
model with possible hidden states 0 and 1. The checkmarks and crossmarks tell us
whether condition (4.20) was true for the node being considered or not. At the right
of the tree in Figure 4.2 the algorithm tells us there are solutions to be found, but
at the leaves it turns out none of them are true solutions to the problem. A same
phenomenon occurs at the two bottom left leaves. We thus investigate more branches
than we actually should.
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Figure 4.2: Example of a search tree.

4.4 A fast outer approximation

If we consider long sequences of observations or if the imprecision of the used
model is quite significant, then it is possible that the number of solutions quickly
rises to heights beyond reach, in a manner of speaking. You can ask yourself the
question then whether, in the case where you have so many solutions, it is useful
to wait for all of them to be determined. We could for example let the user decide
how many exact solutions he wishes to be calculated. A minor problem with this
approach is that, when the actual number of solutions is much higher than the
specified one, the variation in the solutions will mostly be at the end of the sequence,
due to the nature of the tree structure and the depth first traversal.

We need to find a way to inform the user as best as possible of the nature of all
the solutions without actually determining them. It would be nice if we could, for
example, determine the possible hidden states over all solutions at each position in
the hidden sequence.

Example
Suppose thatXk = {a, b, c, . . .} for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, that n = 3 and that optmax

�X1:n
�

= {aaa, aab, aca, acc}, so we have four optimal solutions to the problem. Our approx-
imation will then be as follows:

Possible hidden states at position 1: {a}
Possible hidden states at position 2: {a, c}
Possible hidden states at position 3: {a, b, c}.

The way our algorithm is constructed allows us to determine this fast outer approx-
imation in quite an elegant way. We just need to calculate a few extra numbers.
The outcome of the approximation gives the user an idea of which hidden states
are possible at every position in the sequence; however any notion of correlation
between the subsequent states is lost. Therefore it’s only a rough ‘outer’ indication
of the real set of solutions.

The set of optimal solutions optmax

�X1:n
�

is stated in Equation (4.14), and is
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repeated here:

optmax

�X1:n
�
=

(
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n : max

x1:n∈X1:n

n∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1

)
.

By analogy with Expression (4.15) we now want to ask ourselves the question not
whether there exists some hidden sequence in which x̂1 = a, but rather whether
there exists a hidden sequence in which x̂k = a, for some arbitrary k in {1 . . . n}. We
can write this question symbolically as follows:

(∃ x̂1:n ∈ X1:n) x̂k = a ∧ max
x1:n∈X1:n

n∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1. (4.24)

Or, if we write out some terms:

(∃ x̂1:k−1, x̂k+1:n ∈ X1:k−1,k+1:n) max
x1:n∈X1:n

k−1∏
i=1

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)

·χk(xk, xk−1, a, x̂k−1)ωk(xk, a, ok)

·χk+1(xk+1, xk, x̂k+1, a)ωk+1(xk+1, x̂k+1, ok+1)

·
n∏

i=k+2

χi(x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ωi(x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1.

As before we now replace the existential quantor with a minimum operator. After
all if the expression above is less than 1 for a certain sequence x̂1:k−1, x̂k+1:n, then
the minimum of this expression over all such sequences is certainly also less than 1.
We then get the following – approximated – optimization problem, just as before in
Equation (4.17):

min
x̂1

max
x1

χ1(x1, x̂1)ω1(x1, x̂1, o1) (4.25)

·min
x̂2

max
x2

χ2(x2, x1, x̂2, x̂1)ω2(x2, x̂2, o2) (4.26)

· · ·max
xk
χk(xk, xk−1, a, x̂k−1)ωk(xk, a, ok)

·min
x̂k+1

max
xk+1

χk+1(xk+1, xk, x̂k+1, a)ωk+1(xk+1, x̂k+1, ok+1) (4.27)

· · ·min
x̂n

max
xn
χn(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ωn(xn, x̂n, on)≤ 1. (4.28)

Notice that Equations (4.27) and (4.28) together form the γk(xk, a) defined earlier.
The only task that remains is to determine or define a closed form for Equations
(4.25) and (4.26). If we can do this, then we can solve the approximated optimiza-
tion problem by calculating a single maximum over xk.

We define the following recursive function:

βk(xk, x̂k)¬min
x̂k−1

max
xk−1

χk(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1)ωk(xk, x̂k, ok)βk−1(xk−1, x̂k−1),

for k ∈ {2,3, . . . , n},
β1(x1, x̂1)¬ χ1(x1, x̂1)ωk(x1, x̂1, o1).
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Note that all the values of βk(xk, x̂k) can be calculated in advance, before the actual
execution of the algorithm, as was the case with the values of γk(xk, x̂k).

Now we can translate the optimization problem using the defined values of βk(xk, x̂k)
as follows:

max
xk
βk(xk, a)γk(xk, a)≤ 1.

However this is only a necessary condition for there to exist a maximal sequence
in which x̂k = a. The approximating algorithm we developed here, is therefore an
outer approximation, not only because we lose correlation between subsequent
hidden states, but also because we can find more options then there actually are
amongst the true solutions.

4.5 What about zero probability?

So far we have completely ignored the case where we have to deal with zero
probability. And we have good reasons for that, as the reader could be baffled by
the implications this not uncommon situation brings about. Probabilities becoming
zero are far from nice, especially if we have to deal with them in denominators of
fractions. We have mentioned before that we should be careful with this, and it
starts already with the mathematical derivations on page 40. For the sake of laziness
we restate the derivation here:

x1:n � x̂1:n⇔ (∃p
�· | o1:n

� ∈M|o1:n) p
�

x1:n|o1:n
�≤ p

�
x̂1:n|o1:n

�
(4.29)

?⇔ (∃p ∈M ) p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�≤ p

�
x̂1:n, o1:n

�
(4.30)

?⇔ (∃p ∈M ) p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� ≤ 1 (4.31)

?⇔min
p∈M

p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� ≤ 1. (4.32)

We will analyse in the next subsections what could go wrong and how we will solve
this.

4.5.1 Zero observation probability

Let’s start with the first question mark for the alleged equivalence in Expression
(4.30). For this we have to be sure that p

�
o1:n
� 6= 0, but can we? In reality it

will almost never occur. A typical approach is to train the models in your hidden
Markov model using a large amount of ‘real life’ examples. If you then feed a
real life observation sequence to your hidden Markov model, the probability that
this observation occurs will almost always be positive, otherwise your hidden
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Markov model does not truly reflect reality. Nevertheless, one could think of some
(academic?) situations in which the probability that we observe a certain sequence
is indeed zero. For example if the different models in your hidden Markov model are
constructed by means of an expert’s expertise and if he made a mistake. Then we
would like to be informed that this is the case, and that our sequence of observations
cannot be explained using the expert’s hidden Markov model.

It’s time to recall Definitions 2.19 and 2.20 on natural and regular extension which
we introduced in the section on imprecise probability theory. In the context of our
algorithm we will choose to use natural extension. In that case, if p

�
o1:n
�
= 0, then

M|o1:n is the vacuous model ΣX1:n
. Therefore every sequence x̂1:n is maximal!

Now suppose that p
�
o1:n
�
= 0. This is equivalent to saying that

(∃p ∈MO1:n
) p
�
o1:n
�
= 0,

which is equivalent to

�∃p ∈M��∀x1:n ∈ X1:n
�

p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�
= 0.

When we look at Expression (4.30) we can conclude that in this case the expression
will always be true for every sequence x̂1:n ∈ X1:n and x1:n ∈ X1:n, so every possible
hidden sequence is maximal. This is in agreement with the use of natural extension
in Equation (4.29), so Equations (4.29) and (4.30) are equivalent.

We have devised an algorithm that can check whether a sequence of observations
has zero lower probability or not, and in linear time complexity, but it will lead us
too far for this master dissertation. For those who are curious, a sneak peek can be
found in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: A sneak peek of the algorithm for zero lower observation probability
determination.
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4.5.2 An extended set of positive real numbers

For the second question mark in Equivalence (4.31) there are three options. The
first situation is the one we have treated already: the case that the denominator is
different from zero. Then the equivalence is correct. In other cases the denominator
can become zero, which is a problem. However, if the numerator is also zero, we can
look at Expression (4.30) to conclude that this is a case where x1:n � x̂1:n indeed! So
we have to bear in mind that when both the numerator as well as the denominator
become zero, then x1:n ‘is not better than’ x̂1:n. The only situation that remains now
is when the denominator becomes zero, but the numerator is different from zero.
Then we can again look back at Expression (4.30) and conclude that x1:n � x̂1:n.

For the fraction in Expression (4.31) we have consequently three different possi-
bilities, namely a real number in R≥0, 0/0 and 1/0, if we may misuse the fractional
notation. Out of these possibilities the real numbers in [0,1] and 0/0 lead to a
solution x̂1:n for which x1:n � x̂1:n. If the fraction is equal to a real number in
(1,+∞) or 1/0 then x1:n � x̂1:n.

To make sure our algorithm keeps functioning as it should under these circum-
stances, we have to ascertain that all the theory devised in the previous sections
still holds if we incorporate the extra ‘numbers’ 0/0 and 1/0. For the equivalence in
Equation (4.31) to hold, we thus have to devise an extension to the positive real
numbers in which we will do all the calculations from now on, namely the positive
real numbers including zero and the symbolic numbers 0/0 and 1/0. We will denote
this extended set by R∗≥0 and define it as follows:

R∗≥0 ¬ R≥0 ∪ {0/0, 1/0} .
Defining the set alone is however not sufficient. In order to calculate minima and
maxima we need to define an order on this set. More specifically we need a total
order relation in which the properties of antisymmetry, transitivity and totality hold.
We will briefly recapitulate the definition of a total order relation.

Definition 4.2
If a set S is totally ordered under the operator ≤ then (∀a, b, c ∈ S) the following
properties hold:

Antisymmetry: a ≤ b ∧ b ≤ a⇒ a = b
Transitivity: a ≤ b ∧ b ≤ c⇒ a ≤ c

Totality: a ≤ b ∨ b ≤ a.

We will now define the total order in the set R∗≥0 as follows.

Definition 4.3
Take a real number r in R>0, which is a subset of R∗≥0. Then the total order in the set
R∗≥0 under the operator ≤ is defined as:

0/0= 0≤ r ≤ 1/0, (4.33)
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and the traditional total order on R>0 remains.

We have illustrated this order relation in Figure 4.4. In this the points 0 and 0/0

represent the same number, as we equated these two numbers in the order relation.
It should also be clear that the number 1/0 is isolated and does not belong to R≥0.
In fact for any real number r ∈ R≥0 we have that r ≤ 1/0.

0= 0/0 1/0

R>0

Figure 4.4: A graphical illustration of the total order relation in R∗≥0.

It should now be clear that, if we use the set R∗≥0 rather than R≥0 to do our
calculations and if we use the order relation defined in Definition 4.3, then the
equivalence in Expression (4.31) holds. In the explanation to come we need however
more than the mere order relation we defined. We will also need some additional
calculation rules, for example what the absorbing element or ‘zero element’ will
be for the multiplication. The rules we will define are not exotic in any sense, but
can be justified if we recall that we introduced the extended set R∗≥0 since we are
working with fractions of mass functions in which the numerator and denominator
can be become zero. We will only need multiplications, and to make clear we are
doing the calculations in R∗≥0, we will denote the multiplication explicitly by ·∗ . If
no symbol for the multiplication is written, we implicitly assume we are using the
·∗ operator.

Definition 4.4
The absorbing element in the extended set R∗≥0 with respect to the multiplication
operation is 0= 0/0. That is:

(∀r ∈ R∗≥0) r ·∗ 0= 0 ·∗ r = r ·∗ 0/0= 0/0 ·∗ r = 0= 0/0.

If we exclude the element 0 = 0/0 from the set R∗≥0, we get another absorbing
element:

Definition 4.5
The additional absorbing element in the extended set R∗≥0 \ {0, 0/0} with respect to
the multiplication operation is 1/0. That is:

(∀r ∈ R∗≥0 \ {0, 0/0}) r ·∗ 1/0= 1/0 ·∗ r = 1/0.

If we exclude all the ‘special’ numbers 1/0 and 0/0 from R∗≥0, the usual calculation
rules from the field of the real numbers R≥0 are applicable.
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What is left to prove now is that the last equivalence in Equation (4.32) is satisfied.
The problem is that we are no longer doing calculations in R≥0, but rather in
R∗≥0, and that we don’t know yet whether the minimum of a set of fractions of
mass functions p ∈ M can be reached. We will analyze this problem in the next
subsection.

4.5.3 The operators min∗ and max∗

Minima and maxima over the extended set R∗≥0 operate according to the total
order relation we defined in Definition 4.3. However, if we have an (infinite) set
S of numbers in which every element is in R∗≥0, we cannot tell yet under which
conditions the minimum or maximum of this set S exists and will be reached. We
will now try to find out. To show that we are taking maxima and minima over
numbers in R∗≥0, we will denote these operators by max∗ and min∗ respectively.

Before we continue, please recall the origin of the problem. We are trying to show
currently that the minimum exists in Expression (4.32). That is, the minimum of a
set of fractions of mass functions p ∈M . These mass functions can take values in
the set [0, 1], so the fractions can take values in the set R∗≥0. The setM that we are
considering is a closed and bounded, and therefore compact set. In order to be able
to prove that the minimum in Expression (4.32) exists, we need to show that the
mapping in which two mass functions in the compactM are mapped to a fraction
in the set R∗≥0, is a continuous mapping, such that the image of the compact set
M is again a compact set. And from topology we know that the minimum of a set
can be reached if the set is compact [12]. Formally proving that this mapping is
continuous requires a number of topological definitions and theorems that will lead
us too far. We will therefore content ourselves with a case study of what values the
fraction can take and what the minimum will look like in this situation. This way we
can also show that the minimum will exist in the exhaustive set of different cases.

Theorem 4.1
Consider a compact set M ⊆ ΣX of mass functions on X . Then, for all a, b ∈ X ,
min

n
p(a)
p(b)

: p ∈M
o

exists and can be reached within R∗≥0.

Proof. We denote min
n

p(a)
p(b)

: p ∈M
o

by M . The proof consists of an exhaustive
case study. There are three different situations:

A. If (∀p ∈M ) p(a)
p(b)
= 1/0 then the minimum M is clearly also equal to 1/0.

B. If (∃p ∈M ) p(a)
p(b)
= 0/0= 0 then we can find no other p ∈M for which p(a)

p(b)
is

less than 0/0= 0 in the sense of the total order relationship of Definition 4.3.
The minimum M will thus be equal to 0/0= 0.

C. If we are not in case A or B then (∀p ∈ M ) p(a)
p(b)

is either equal to a real

number ∈ R>0 different from 0 = 0/0 or equal to 1/0, and (∃p ∈M ) p(a)
p(b)
∈ R>0.
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We gather these remaining fractions in a set S ⊆
n

p(a)
p(b)

: p ∈M
o

. There exists

at least one fraction in S which is a real number. We denote S′ as the set of
all real-valued fractions in S: S′ = S \ {1/0}.
We can always construct a descending sequence of fractions

�
r1, r2, . . .

�
, for

which rk is in S′ and rk+1 ≤ rk, and that converges to the infimum of S′. Now,
with every rk corresponds a point pk in the compact setM . There they also
form a sequence of points

�
p1, p2, . . .

�
. SinceM is bounded, this sequence

will be bounded as well. The Bolzano–Weierstrass theorem states that every
bounded sequence has a convergent subsequence [13], and since M is
closed, the point of convergence p∗ of this subsequence will also be reached
insideM . We define r∗ ¬ p∗(a)/p∗(b), which is the fraction corresponding to
the point of convergence p∗.
Now choose any s ∈ S. We want to prove that r∗ ≤ s, such that r∗ = M . If
s = 1/0, this is trivial. If s 6= 1/0, then we know that s ∈ S′ and s ≥ inf S′. If
s = inf S′, then we certainly know that the infimum can be reached, and thus
s =min S′ =min S.
Suppose s > inf S′, then (∃k) rk ≤ s. If we denote the indices of the subse-
quence for which the point of convergence p∗ is reached by ki, for i ≥ 1,
then (∃i) rki

≤ rk, as we can always find a fraction of the subsequence that is

smaller than rk. We want to prove that (∀i) rki
= pki

(a)/pki
(b)

?≥ p∗(a)/p∗(b)= r∗.
We know that p∗(a) cannot be zero (as we are in case B then), so that it is
certainly positive. Now suppose that p∗(b) = limi pki

(b) = 0, then pki
(a)/pki

(b)

approaches +∞, which is contradictory since
�

r1, r2, . . .
�

is a descending
sequence and r1 is in R>0. Therefore p∗(b) must be different from zero as
well, which implies that r∗ is certainly in R>0.
Since the sequence

�
pki
(a)
�

converges to p∗(a), we have that (∀ε > 0)(∃ĩ)
(∀i ≥ ĩ) |pki

(a)− p∗(a)| < ε. Likewise for
�

pki
(b)
�

and p∗(b). Therefore
we have that (∀ε > 0)(∃ĩ)(∀i ≥ ĩ) pki

(a)/pki
(b)> p∗(a)−ε/max(p∗(b)+ε,1). Since this

holds for any ε > 0, we arrive at rki
= pki

(a)/pki
(b)≤ p∗(a)/p∗(b)= r∗.

This r∗ is thus the point of convergence for the sequence
�

r1, r2, . . .
�
, and is

reached, and is therefore equal to M .

Now we know it is safe to write the Expression (4.32). But we have not yet proven
the equivalence with the previous expression. We can however show that the
equivalence indeed holds if we do the calculations in R∗≥0.

Proposition 4.1

(∃p ∈M ) p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� ≤ 1⇔min

p∈M
∗ p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� ≤ 1
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Proof. The proof again consists in a case study in two directions. From left to
right, there are two cases.

A. As soon as there is a p in M for which the fraction
p(x1:n,o1:n)
p( x̂1:n,o1:n) is equal to

0= 0/0, then the minimum min∗p∈M of all the fractions will also be equal to
0= 0/0, such that the right hand side of the equivalence holds.

B. The fraction
p(x1:n,o1:n)
p( x̂1:n,o1:n) is a real number ∈ (0,1] and there is no p ∈M such

that the fraction is equal to 0 = 0/0. Then the minimum min∗p∈M of all the
fractions will also be equal to a real number ∈ (0, 1], and therefore the right
hand side of the equivalence again holds.

From right to left: suppose the minimum min∗p∈M over all the fractions is less than
or equal to 1. Then we have again two options:

A. The minimum is equal to 0 = 0/0; then there indeed is a p ∈ M such that

the fraction
p(x1:n,o1:n)
p( x̂1:n,o1:n) is also equal to 0 = 0/0 and the left hand side of the

equivalence holds.
B. The minimum is equal to a real number ∈ (0, 1]; then there is a p ∈M such

that the fraction
p(x1:n,o1:n)
p( x̂1:n,o1:n) is also equal to that same real number ∈ (0, 1] and

the left hand side of the equivalence again holds.

So far so good. The theory seems to hold if the calculations are done in the extended
set R∗≥0. But we are not done yet. To show that our algorithm keeps functioning
with zero probabilities, we have to show that our factorizations and recursive rules
still hold in R∗≥0. In the next subsection we will therefore review a few equivalences
and redo some proofs from earlier in this chapter.

4.5.4 Optimal hidden sequence determination with zero probabilities

In this subsection we will look again at the derivations we made to construct the
MaxiHMM algorithm. After all we have to work out whether we can replace the
min and max operators by their extended versions min∗ and max∗. Currently the
set of optimal solutions can be written as:

optmax∗
�X1:n

�
=

¨
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n :

�∀x1:n ∈ X1:n
�

min ∗p∈M
p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� ≤ 1

«
,

(4.34)

. . . and we would like to be able to write it again as an optimization problem:

optmax∗
�X1:n

�
=

¨
x̂1:n ∈ X1:n : max ∗x1:n∈X1:n

�
min ∗p∈M

p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
�
�
≤ 1

«
.

(4.35)
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Note that the maximum we introduced operates on a finite set of numbers, so max∗

will always exist and will always be reached. Before we continue, we will prove two
lemmas that will come in handy in the rest of this chapter.

Lemma 4.2
If S is a finite set and f is a function S→ R∗≥0, then

(∀s ∈ S) f (s)≤ 1⇔max ∗s∈S f (s)≤ 1.

Proof. From left to right: if (∀s ∈ S) f (s)≤ 1 (according to Definition 4.3), then
all f (s) are equal to 0 = 0/0 or a real number ∈ (0,1]. The maximum max∗ of all
these numbers will therefore also be less than 1. From right to left: if max ∗s∈S f (s)≤ 1
then all f (s) have to be less than 1 as well according to Definition 4.3, so (∀s ∈
S) f (s)≤ 1.

Lemma 4.3
If S is a finite set and f is a function S→ R∗≥0, then

(∃s ∈ S) f (s)≤ 1⇔min ∗s∈S f (s)≤ 1.

Proof. From left to right: if (∃s ∈ S) f (s)≤ 1 (according to Definition 4.3), then
there exists a f (s∗) that is equal to 0= 0/0 or a real number ∈ (0, 1]. The minimum
min∗ over all s ∈ S will then be less than or equal to f (s∗), such that the minimum
min∗ will also be less than 1. From right to left: if min ∗s∈S f (s) ≤ 1 according to
Definition 4.3, then (∃s ∈ S) f (s)≤ 1.

The next proposition will prove that Equation (4.35) is is a valid expression for
optmax∗

�X1:n
�
.

Proposition 4.2

�∀x1:n ∈ X1:n
�

min ∗p∈M
p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� ≤ 1

⇔max ∗x1:n∈X1:n

�
min ∗p∈M

p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
�
�
≤ 1.

Proof. Since X1:n is a finite set, we can immediately apply Lemma 4.2.

This proposition proves that Equation (4.35) is indeed a valid expression. Next up is

the factorization of the global minimum min∗p∈M
p(x1:n,o1:n)
p( x̂1:n,o1:n) into a product of different

minima over different mass functions. In the following proposition we explicitly
make clear that the different minima on the right side of the equation operate on
different mass functions. These mass functions are an element of different compact
sets as well, but we have omitted them not to overly complicate the notation.
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Proposition 4.3

min
p

∗ p
�

x1:n, o1:n
�

p
�

x̂1:n, o1:n
� = min

p1(X1)
∗ p1

�
x1

�
p1

�
x̂1

� · min
q1(O1|X1)

∗ q1

�
o1 | x1

�
q1

�
o1 | x̂1

�

· min
p2(X2|X1)

∗ p2

�
x2 | x1

�
p2

�
x̂2 | x̂1

� · · · min
pn(Xn|Xn−1)

∗ pn
�

xn | xn−1

�
pn
�

x̂n | x̂n−1

�

· min
qn(On|Xn)

∗ qn
�
on | xn

�
qn
�
on | x̂n

� .

Proof. Let’s denote the left hand side of the equation by (†) and the right hand
side by (‡). Note that the numerator/denominator in (†) is equal to the product of
all the numerators/denominators in (‡), due to the structure of the hidden Markov
model.

A. From left to right. If (†) = 0 = 0/0 then there is a p̃ ∈ M for which
p̃(x1:n,o1:n)/p̃( x̂1:n,o1:n) becomes 0. Now consider the local mass functions p̃k and
q̃k corresponding with p̃ and factorize p̃(x1:n,o1:n)/p̃( x̂1:n,o1:n). At least one factor
in the numerator of this factorization will have to be 0. Therefore there is a
minimum in (‡) that is also equal to 0, and since 0 is the absorbing element
in R∗≥0, (‡) is also equal to 0.
From right to left. If (‡) = 0 = 0/0 then at least one minimum in (‡) is equal to
0. Therefore there are local mass functions p̃k and q̃k and a k∗ for which the
numerator of pk∗ (xk∗ |xk∗−1)/pk∗ ( x̂k∗ | x̂k∗−1) or qk∗ (ok∗ |xk∗ )/pk∗ (ok∗ | x̂k∗ ) is 0. Now consider
the joint mass function p̃ corresponding with these local mass functions and
create the fraction p̃(x1:n,o1:n)/p̃( x̂1:n,o1:n). This fraction will have to be 0 as well,
since the numerator of this fraction is created by multiplying local mass
functions of which at least one is 0. Therefore the minimum in (†) is also
equal to 0.

B. From left to right. If (†) = 1/0, then for all p̃ ∈M we have that
p̃(x1:n,o1:n)/p̃( x̂1:n,o1:n) = 1/0. Now consider the local mass functions p̃k and q̃k

corresponding with p̃ and factorize p̃(x1:n,o1:n)/p̃( x̂1:n,o1:n). At least one factor in
the denominator of this factorization will have to be 0, and no numerators in
this factorization are 0. Therefore there is a minimum in (‡) which is also
equal to 1/0. Since no other minima are equal to 0 and 1/0 is the additional
absorbing element in R∗≥0, (‡) is also equal to 1/0.
From right to left. If (‡) = 1/0 then at least one minimum in (‡) is equal to 1/0

and no other minimum is equal to 0. Therefore there are local mass functions
p̃k and q̃k and a k∗ for which the denominator of pk∗ (xk∗ |xk∗−1)/pk∗ ( x̂k∗ | x̂k∗−1) or
qk∗ (ok∗ |xk∗ )/pk∗ (ok∗ | x̂k∗ ) is 0 and no numerators of pk(xk|xk−1)/pk( x̂k| x̂k−1) or
qk(ok|xk)/pk(ok| x̂k) are 0, for all k. Now consider the joint mass function p̃ corre-
sponding with these local mass functions and create the fraction p̃(x1:n,o1:n)/p̃( x̂1:n,o1:n).
This fraction will have to be 1/0 as well, since the denominator of this fraction
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is created by multiplying local mass functions of which at least one is 0, and
the numerator is a multiplication of all positive mass functions. Therefore
the minimum in (†) is also equal to 1/0.

C. If (†) is a real number ∈ R>0, choose a p̃ which makes (†) minimal and
consider the local mass functions p̃k and q̃k corresponding to p̃, and factorize
p̃(x1:n,o1:n)/p̃( x̂1:n,o1:n). None of the denominators in this factorization is equal to
0. Therefore no minimum in (‡) can be equal to 1/0, but some can be equal
to 0. The product of all minima in (‡) is thus either a real number that is less
than or equal to (†), or equal to 0.
If (‡) is a real number ∈ R>0, choose local mass functions p̃k and q̃k which
make all the terms in (‡) minimal and consider the joint mass function p̃
corresponding with these local mass functions, and create p̃(x1:n,o1:n)/p̃( x̂1:n,o1:n)

from the factorized form. No minimum in (‡) is equal to 0 or 1/0, such that
(†) will either be a real number that is less than or equal to (‡), or equal to 0.

The consequence is that (†) = (‡).

As before, we can now write the different minima in the right hand side of Lemma
4.3 using a shorter notation:

ω∗k(xk, x̂k, ok)¬min ∗
qk(Ok|Xk)∈MOk |Xk

qk
�
ok | xk

�
qk
�
ok | x̂k

� , for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

χ∗k(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1)¬min ∗
pk(Xk|Xk−1)∈MXk |Xk−1

pk
�

xk | xk−1

�
pk
�

x̂k | x̂k−1

� , for k ∈ {2,3, . . . , n}.

and we also write χ∗1(x1, x0, x̂1, x̂0) = χ∗1(x1, x̂1) ¬ min∗
p(X1)∈MX1

p(x1)
p( x̂1) . Our set of

optimal solutions can now be written as follows:

optmax∗
�X1:n

�
=(

x̂1:n ∈ X1:n : max ∗x1:n∈X1:n

n∏
i=1

χ∗i (x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ω
∗
i (x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1

)
. (4.36)

4.5.5 MaxiHMM with zero probabilities

So far everything looks good. After all we have been able to translate the problem
of optimal hidden sequence determination to the case where we also consider zero
probabilities. In this section we will show that all the necessary formulae for the
MaxiHMM algorithm to work keep on holding in the case of zero probabilities. We
will not redo every single step, but merely shed light on some of the problems we
might stumble upon.

Our algorithm started by determining whether there is an optimal hidden sequence
that start with certain hidden state. As before we will assume that Xk, for all
k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, consists of the letters of the alphabet, without being robbed of
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generality. So, for example, if we try to determine whether there is a hidden
sequence starting with a, we can write this symbolically as follows:

(∃ x̂1:n ∈ X1:n) x̂1 = a ∧ max ∗x1:n∈X1:n

n∏
i=1

χ∗i (x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ω
∗
i (x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1.

This is clearly equivalent to stating that:

(∃ x̂2:n ∈ X2:n) max ∗x1:n∈X1:n
χ∗1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1)

·∗χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·∗
n∏

i=3

χ∗i (x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ω
∗
i (x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1.

If we make use of Lemma 4.3, then we can write this also as:

min ∗x̂2:n∈X2:n
max ∗x1:n∈X1:n

χ∗1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1)

·∗χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·∗
n∏

i=3

χ∗i (x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ω
∗
i (x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1.

What we did afterwards in the original version of the derivation was to break up the
global minimum and maximum into local versions and to bring them in between
the factors of the expression to obtain an outer approximation to the problem.
In the following proposition we will prove that we can indeed perform such a
manipulation in the extended set of positive real numbers.

Proposition 4.4

min ∗x̂2:n∈X2:n
max ∗x1:n∈X1:n

χ∗1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1)

·∗χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·∗
n∏

i=3

χ∗i (x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ω
∗
i (x i, x̂ i, oi)≤ 1

⇒max ∗x1
χ∗1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1)

·∗ min ∗x̂2
max ∗x2

χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·∗ min ∗x̂3
max ∗x3

χ∗3(x3, x2, x̂3, x̂2)ω
∗
3(x3, x̂3, o3)

· · ·∗min ∗x̂n
max ∗xn

χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω
∗
n(xn, x̂n, on)≤ 1.

Proof. We will begin the proof by breaking up the global maximum, so we will
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prove first that

max ∗x1:n∈X1:n
χ∗1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1)

·∗χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·∗
n∏

i=3

χ∗i (x i, x i−1, x̂ i, x̂ i−1)ω
∗
i (x i, x̂ i, oi)

=max ∗x1
χ∗1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1)

·∗ max ∗x2
χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·∗ max ∗x3
χ∗3(x3, x2, x̂3, x̂2)ω

∗
3(x3, x̂3, o3)

· · ·∗max ∗xn
χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω

∗
n(xn, x̂n, on).

The proof will again consist of a case study. We will denote the left side of the
equation by (†) and the right side by (‡).

A. We show that (†) = 0 = 0/0⇔ (‡) = 0 = 0/0. From left to right: if (†) = 0 = 0/0

then (∀x1:n ∈ X n)(∃k ∈ {1 . . . n}) χ∗k(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1)ω∗k(xk, x̂k, ok) = 0 =
0/0. Now suppose that (‡) 6= 0, then:

(∃x1 ∈ X1) χ
∗
1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1) ·∗ max ∗x2

χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

· · ·∗max ∗xn
χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω

∗
n(xn, x̂n, on) 6= 0

⇒ (∃x1 ∈ X1) χ
∗
1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1) 6= 0

∧ ((∃x2 ∈ X2) χ
∗
2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

· · ·∗max ∗xn
χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω

∗
n(xn, x̂n, on) 6= 0)

⇒ ·· · ⇒ (∃x1 ∈ X1) χ
∗
1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1) 6= 0

∧ ((∃x2 ∈ X2) χ
∗
2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2) 6= 0

∧ (. . . ((∃xn ∈ Xn) χ
∗
n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω

∗
n(xn, x̂n, on) 6= 0) . . . ))

⇒ (∃x1:n ∈ X1:n) χ
∗
1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1) 6= 0

∧χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2) 6= 0

∧ · · · ∧χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω
∗
n(xn, x̂n, on) 6= 0

⇒ (†) 6= 0.

From right to left: if (‡) = 0= 0/0, then we have that:

(∀x1 ∈ X1) χ
∗
1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1) = 0

∨max ∗x2
χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

· · ·∗max ∗xn
χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω

∗
n(xn, x̂n, on) = 0
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⇒ (∀x1 ∈ X1) χ
∗
1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1) = 0

∨((∀x2 ∈ X2) χ
∗
2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2) = 0

∨max ∗x3
χ∗3(x3, x2, x̂3, x̂2)ω

∗
3(x3, x̂3, o3)

· · ·∗max ∗xn
χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω

∗
n(xn, x̂n, on) = 0)

⇒ (∀x1 ∈ X1) χ
∗
1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1) = 0

∨((∀x2 ∈ X2) χ
∗
2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2) = 0

∨(. . . ((∀xn ∈ Xn) χ
∗
n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω

∗
n(xn, x̂n, on) = 0) . . . ))

⇒¬((∃x1 ∈ X1) χ
∗
1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1) 6= 0

∧((∃x2 ∈ X2) χ
∗
2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2) 6= 0

∧(. . . ((∃xn ∈ Xn) χ
∗
n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω

∗
n(xn, x̂n, on) 6= 0) . . . )))

⇒¬((∃x1:n ∈ X1:n) χ
∗
1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1) 6= 0

∧χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2) 6= 0

∧· · ·∧χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω
∗
n(xn, x̂n, on) 6= 0)

⇒ (∀x1:n ∈ X1:n) χ
∗
1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1) = 0

∨χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2) = 0

∨· · ·∨χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω
∗
n(xn, x̂n, on) = 0

⇒(†) = 0.

B. We will show that (†) = 1/0⇔ (‡) = 1/0. The proof is similar to case A since
1/0 is the additional absorbing element if we exclude 0 and 0/0 from R∗≥0. We
leave it to the reader as an exercise.

C. If (†) is a real number ∈ R>0, choose a p̃ which makes (†) maximal and
consider the local mass functions p̃k and q̃k corresponding to p̃, and factorize
p̃(x1:n,o1:n)/p̃( x̂1:n,o1:n). None of the numerators in this factorization is equal to 0.
Therefore no maximum in (‡) can be equal to 0, but some can be equal to 1/0.
The product of all maxima in (‡) is thus either a real number that is greater
than or equal to (†), or equal to 1/0.
If (‡) is a real number ∈ R>0, choose local mass functions p̃k and q̃k which
make all the terms in (‡) maximal and consider the joint mass function p̃
corresponding with these local mass functions, and create p̃(x1:n,o1:n)/p̃( x̂1:n,o1:n)

from the factorized form. No maximum in (‡) is equal to 0 or 1/0, and
therefore (†) will either be a real number that is greater than or equal to (‡),
or equal to 1/0.

The consequence is that (†) = (‡).

Finally we need to show that we can also break up the minimum and insert it in
between the maxima to obtain a necessary condition for x̂1:n with x̂1 = a to be
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maximal. So we will now prove that:

min ∗x̂2:n
max ∗x1

χ∗1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1)

·∗ max ∗x2
χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·∗ max ∗x3
χ∗3(x3, x2, x̂3, x̂2)ω

∗
3(x3, x̂3, o3)

· · ·∗max ∗xn
χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω

∗
n(xn, x̂n, on)≤ 1

⇒max ∗x1
χ∗1(x1, a)ω∗1(x1, a, o1)

·∗ min ∗x̂2
max ∗x2

χ∗2(x2, x1, x̂2, a)ω∗2(x2, x̂2, o2)

·∗ min ∗x̂3
max ∗x3

χ∗3(x3, x2, x̂3, x̂2)ω
∗
3(x3, x̂3, o3)

· · ·∗min ∗x̂n
max ∗xn

χ∗n(xn, xn−1, x̂n, x̂n−1)ω
∗
n(xn, x̂n, on)≤ 1.

To simplify the notation we will write

max ∗k ¬max ∗xk
χ∗k(xk, xk−1, x̂k, x̂k−1)ω

∗
k(xk, x̂k, ok).

We will again perform a case study. We denote the left and right side of the
implication as (†) and (‡).

A. First we show that (†) = 0 = 0/0 ⇒ (‡) = 0 = 0/0. If (†) = 0 = 0/0 then
(∃k ∈ {1 . . . n} , x̂2:n ∈ X2:n) max ∗k = 0= 0/0. Now suppose that (‡) 6= 0, then:

(∀ x̂n ∈ Xn)
�

max ∗n 6= 0∧max ∗1 min ∗x̂2
max ∗2 · · ·∗min ∗x̂n−1

max ∗n−1 6= 0
�

⇒(∀ x̂n ∈ Xn) (max ∗n 6= 0

∧(∀ x̂n−1 ∈ Xn−1)(max ∗n−1 6= 0

∧· · ·∧(∀ x̂2 ∈ X2)(max ∗2 6= 0∧max ∗1 6= 0) · · · ))
⇒(∀ x̂2:n ∈ X2:n)max ∗n 6= 0∧max ∗n−1 6= 0∧ · · · ∧max ∗2 6= 0∧max ∗1 6= 0

⇒(†) 6= 0.

B. Next we will show that (†) = 1/0⇒ (‡) = 1/0. The proof is similar to case A
since 1/0 is the additional absorbing element if we exclude 0 and 0/0 from
R∗≥0. We leave it to the reader as an exercise.

C. If (†) is a real number in R>0, then we already showed in the proof of
Proposition 4.3 that, by pushing minima inside, we get a number that is less
than or equal than the global minimum. Therefore the implication is valid.

The techniques used in the previous proofs can be applied to show that the different
recursion formulae of the algorithm keep working in R∗≥0. What we have actually
done was to show that you can treat the operators max∗ and min∗ as if they were
the normal max and min operators. We will therefore not prove the remaining
formulae and equivalences here, as they all rely on the same principles we used
in the proofs in this section. I think by now everyone is convinced that the theory
holds if we allow zero (lower and, even, upper) probabilities to occur.



Chapter 5
Experiments

“A theory is something nobody believes, except the person who made it. An experiment
is something everybody believes, except the person who made it.”

– Albert Einstein

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters we have established all the theory for the calculation of the
maximal hidden sequences in a hidden Markov model. In the precise case we treated
the traditional Viterbi algorithm and by extension the k-best Viterbi algorithm. The
former generally determines only a single solution, while the latter calculates the
best, the second-best. . . until the k-best solution. In the imprecise case we referred
to the existing EstiHMM algorithm, which is based on epistemic irrelevance, and
we devised a new algorithm MaxiHMM assuming complete independence. We
thus have four different algorithms which all aim to calculate the optimal hidden
sequence(s) in a hidden Markov model.

In the past the Viterbi algorithm has been used successfully in a lot of applications,
going from the decoding of convolutional codes and DNA sequence analysis to
speech recognition. In most of these applications the end user only expects a single
result to be returned by the algorithm. However when implementing imprecise
versions of the Viterbi algorithm in these applications, multiple results are expected
to be returned when there is a significant amount of imprecision. The end user is
then expected to select a result from this list that seems the most appropriate.

Now, we can ask ourselves the question what applications benefit from incorporating
imprecision in their models, where it is advantageous to the end user that he can
select a result that he likes. We could for example think of ‘creative’ applications, in
which there’s no totally right or totally wrong answer. The user can then select a
solution to the problem based on his personal feelings. E.g. to find chords belonging
to a musical melody, one can apply the Viterbi algorithm resulting in a single chord

71
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sequence [14]; however, when we take some imprecision into account we could get
multiple solutions that are maybe more creative or interesting to the ear.

In another kind of application we have to deal for example with very little training
data. If we were to learn precise probability models in this case, then these would
be far from reliable. It is not because we haven’t observed a kind of phenomenon,
that the probability of this phenomenon occurring would be zero. In the imprecise
case we just say for example: “We don’t know, it could be between zero and a half”.
Solutions that are ruled out by the precise algorithm, can then show up in the
imprecise case.

And sometimes, even if the use of incorporating imprecision is not totally clear, it is
simply a very honest technique. Incorporating arbitrary precision in your models
is often a wrong premise, which will lead to unreliable results. Imprecision on
the contrary will generally yield a certain robustness against model uncertainty.
Furthermore, we can often use it as a sensitivity analysis tool for the precise versions
of the algorithm, but more on that later.

In this Chapter we will compare the outcomes of our four different algorithms by
developing an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) application. We will also show
how imprecision can be useful in this case. But first we will conduct some general
experiments to assess the theoretical computational complexity we calculated in
the previous chapter.

5.2 Computational complexity verification

We stated before that the time complexity of MaxiHMM, making abstraction of the
approximating nature of the algorithm, is linear in the total number of solutions
S, leading to a total complexity of O

�
Snm2�, with n the length of the sequence

and m= |X | in the case of a stationary hidden Markov model. We will now verify
whether this is a correct statement in reality. After all, as we explained in Section
4.3.7, it is possible that we do more work during the execution of the algorithm
than we actually should.

For that purpose we will consider the experiment that was explained in the intro-
ductory example of Section 4.3. We will use a stationary hidden Markov model.
Our set of observations O is equal to {A, C , G, T} and the set of hidden states X is
equal to {CG, AT}. We use a short DNA-sequence of 50 observations and use the
following precise transition matrix A and observation matrix B:

A=

�
0.9 0.1
0.1 0.9

�
B =

�
0.2462 0.2476 0.2985 0.2077
0.2700 0.2084 0.1981 0.3235

�
.

These matrices have to interpreted as explained in Section 3.4. We use a uniform
marginal model. To obtain an imprecise model, we use an ε-contaminated model.
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If we gradually increase the value of ε, then we expect to obtain more solutions to
the problem, as our model becomes more and more imprecise.

We have conducted the following experiments on a MacBook Pro, 2.66 GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo, 8 GB RAM, OS X Mavericks. We implemented the pseudocode in
Algorithm 4.3 using Python 3.2 and used the time() function from the time module
to measure the elapsed execution time. Figure 5.1 shows the execution time as
a function of the number of solutions found. The error bars mark one standard
deviation. We clearly notice that the overall trend is indeed a linear one.
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Figure 5.1: Results of timing experiments in function of the number of solutions
for the DNA data.

In another experiment we use four different observations and four different possible
hidden states. The data for the models is completely artificial:

A=




0.1 0.1 0.75 0.05
0.2 0.7 0.05 0.05
0.1 0.15 0.1 0.65
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1




B =




0.4 0.2 0.05 0.35
0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1
0.25 0.05 0.55 0.15
0.3 0.1 0.15 0.45




.

The marginal model is again uniform. We use an observation chain of length 60.
Results for the timing experiment are depicted in Figure 5.2. Again the observed
trend is linear in the number of solutions. The fact the we are not always pruning all
the branches in the search tree when possible doesn’t seem to influence the linear
relationship between the number of solutions and the execution time.

In a final experiment we will adapt a simple binary model: two types of outputs, 1
and 0, and two types of hidden states, also 1 and 0. So we have thatXk = Ok = {1, 0}
for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The HMM is again stationary, and the transition and emission
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Figure 5.2: Results of timing experiments in function of the number of solutions
for the dummy data.

models are given by:

A= B =

�
0.9 0.1
0.1 0.9

�
.

The marginal model is uniform. To construct an iHMM, we use an ε-contaminated
model. Figure 5.3 shows a scatterplot of 760 experiments in which we measured
the execution time of the algorithm in function of the number of solutions. For
every experiment we generated a random observation sequence of length 100. This
time we let the number of solutions going up to 15,000 and the execution time up
to 20 seconds. We also plotted in black the experimental results for three random
but fixed sequences. Through these we can see that the complexity is indeed very
close to linear.

5.3 Heat plots

In this section we will analyze the influence of the model and the degree of impre-
cision on the number of solutions our algorithm returns. For that purpose we will
adapt a simple binary and stationary model. We have two types of observations, 1
and 0, and two types of hidden states, 1 and 0 as well. In the following we will drop
the subscript indicating the position in the hidden Markov model. So we have that

X = O = {1,0} .
We choose the precise output model as fixed: q(0 | 0) = 0.9;q(1 | 0) = 0.1;q(0 |
1) = 0.1;q(1 | 1) = 0.9. The marginal model is also fixed, and is a uniform model.
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Figure 5.3: Scatterplot of 760 +10 complexity timing experiments.

Concerning the transition model we define l ¬ p(0 | 0), the transition probability
from 0 to 0, and m¬ p(0 | 1), the transition probability from 1 to 0. That way we
can construct a two-dimensional plot in which we visualize the number of solutions
in function of l and m. We will put l on the horizontal axis and m on the vertical
axis. It is clear that we have only two degrees of freedom, as p(1 | 0) = 1− l and
p(1 | 1) = 1−m. To construct an imprecise model, we use an ε-contaminated model,
and we will vary ε in the different experiments.

We will perform experiments in which we count both the solutions from the Max-
iHMM and the EstiHMM algorithm. Since EstiHMM uses epistemic irrelevance at
its basis and MaxiHMM uses complete independence, the MaxiHMM solutions are
always included in the solution set of EstiHMM. That is because complete indepen-
dence implies epistemic irrelevance [15]. Therefore MaxiHMM will always find the
same solutions as EstiHMM does, or fewer.

In another type of experiment we will consider a long sequence of observations,
e.g. 10 observations, and we will verify under what conditions our solution set
becomes very large, e.g. 100 solutions or more.

5.3.1 Varying the imprecision

In a first experiment we will vary ε, the imprecision parameter, while we keep
the observed sequence fixed to ‘011’. Figure 5.4 shows the plots for ε equal to
respectively 0.02, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15. A very light color corresponds to only one
solution, while pitch black corresponds to the maximum number possible. For our
sequence of length 3, the maximum number of solutions is 23 = 8.

We first of all notice that generally the number of solutions grows as the imprecision
increases. When the imprecision is quite low, than there are only multiple solutions
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(a) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.02
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(b) EstiHMM, ε= 0.02
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(c) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.05
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(d) EstiHMM, ε= 0.05
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(e) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.1
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(f) EstiHMM, ε= 0.1
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(g) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.15
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(h) EstiHMM, ε= 0.15

Figure 5.4: Heat plot experiments with hidden sequence ‘011’.

in certain small areas, and these regions grow with increasing imprecision. We can
also note that the plots for MaxiHMM and EstiHMM behave in a similar way, but
the EstiHMM algorithm clearly produces many more solutions, as expected. First of
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all the regions where the algorithm finds more than one solution are wider in the
case of EstiHMM. Next to that the EstiHMM algorithm tends to find more solutions
in certain areas of the plots. This becomes especially clear for values of ε equal to
0.1 and 0.15, where EstiHMM sometimes finds all eight solutions while MaxiHMM
only finds six solutions at most.

5.3.2 Varying the observed sequence length

In a following experiment we will fix the imprecision parameter to ε = 0.1, but
will vary the observed sequence length. Figure 5.5 shows the resulting plots of the
different experiments for the observed sequences ‘01’, ‘011’ and ‘0111’. The pitch
black color corresponds in these three cases to respectively 4, 8 and 16 solutions.
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(a) MaxiHMM – 01
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(b) MaxiHMM – 011
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(c) MaxiHMM – 0111
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(d) EstiHMM – 01
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(e) EstiHMM – 011
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(f) EstiHMM – 0111

Figure 5.5: Heat plot experiments with ε= 0.1 and different sequence lengths.

In the case of sequence ‘01’ we observe that the plots have a rather simple structure,
consisting of different planes which are separated by straight lines. In a second
experiment we add another ‘1’ to the observed sequence, and we now see that the
plots have become a lot more complex, and they become even more complex when
considering the observed sequence ‘0111’. We can however always discern the same
structure in every experiment.

Again the plots for the EstiHMM solutions behave in a similar way as the plots for
the MaxiHMM solutions, but EstiHMM finds more solutions than MaxiHMM does
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in some cases. The regions where they find the same solutions are also a bit wider
when using EstiHMM.

5.3.3 Some additional sequences

We will now discuss the results of some additional experiments where we have
chosen some specific observation sequences of length six. In the first experiment we
are considering the sequence ‘010101’. The resulting plots are shown in Figure 5.6.
We can clearly see that the plots of EstiHMM are a lot more complex and diverse
than the plots of MaxiHMM. While those of MaxiHMM generally consist of relatively
distinct planes, the plots of EstiHMM are more shattered into very small regions.
So EstiHMM seems to be a lot more sensitive to changes in the underlying precise
model than MaxiHMM. Also note that none of the algorithms give all 64 possible
solutions for a certain model; the maximum number of solutions lies only around
30 for ε= 0.15.

A next experiment considers the observation sequence ‘110011’ where we can also
observe the ‘shattered’ behavior of the EstiHMM algorithm versus the more ‘edgy’
behaviour of the MaxiHMM algorithm. The plots are in Figure 5.7. We included this
result because the plots are somewhat spectacular in the sense that near the center
of the plot we only find one solution, but when we approach the edges we find
more solutions. The region where we find only one solution shrinks with increasing
imprecision, and almost disappears in the case of EstiHMM when ε= 0.15.

5.3.4 ‘Exploding’ solution sets

In this final experiments section we will show under what conditions the solution
set becomes unwieldily large, or ‘explodes’ as we would say. Therefore we consider
an observation sequence of length 10. The maximum number of possible solutions
is then 210 = 1024. We say that a solution set ‘explodes’ if the number of solutions
is above 100.

First we consider the observation sequence ‘0101010101’ and we vary the impre-
cision. The results are in Figure 5.8. We indicated the exploding solution sets in
a red color and pitch black corresponds to 100 solutions. We see that for a small
imprecision value there are no exploding solution sets. But when we increase the
imprecision, a non-negligible fraction of the plot space rapidly becomes filled with a
red color. This is no surprise, since the number of solutions increases with growing
imprecision.

To show that this behavior is dependent on the observation sequence, we will now
repeat the experiment, but this time with the sequence ‘1100110011’. The plots are
in Figure 5.9. There we see that almost none of the situations we get an exploding
solution set. Only in Figure 5.9d there is a very small region around the point
(0.1;0.9) which has a red color, but it can barely be seen. Observing exploding
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(a) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.02
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(b) EstiHMM, ε= 0.02
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(c) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.05
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(d) EstiHMM, ε= 0.05
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(e) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.1
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(f) EstiHMM, ε= 0.1
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(g) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.15
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(h) EstiHMM, ε= 0.15

Figure 5.6: Heat plot experiments with hidden sequence ‘010101’.

solution sets is thus not only dependent on the imprecision value, but also on the
observation sequence.
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(a) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.02
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(b) EstiHMM, ε= 0.02
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(c) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.05
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(d) EstiHMM, ε= 0.05
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(e) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.1
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(f) EstiHMM, ε= 0.1
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(g) MaxiHMM, ε= 0.15
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(h) EstiHMM, ε= 0.15

Figure 5.7: Heat plot experiments with hidden sequence ‘110011’.

In this example we can also notice that there still exists a large region in the plot for
ε= 0.15 in which the algorithm is very confident and finds only one solution. We
also observe that the different regions in the plots are very distinct with sharp edges,
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(a) ε= 0.02
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(b) ε= 0.05
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(c) ε= 0.1
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(d) ε= 0.15

Figure 5.8: Exploding heat plot experiments with hidden sequence ‘0101010101’.
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(b) ε= 0.05
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(c) ε= 0.1
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(d) ε= 0.15

Figure 5.9: Exploding heat plot experiments with hidden sequence ‘1100110011’.
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such that a small shift in the transition model can cause the number of solutions to
increase or decrease significantly.

5.4 An application: OCR

To illustrate the difference between our different algorithms for state sequence
estimation in (imprecise) hidden Markov models and to bring forward the merits
of imprecision in these algorithms, we will develop a small application in the field
of Optical Character Recognition (OCR). A typical use case is as follows: we are in
the possession of a certain text or book printed on paper, but we want it in a digital
format. There are multifarious reasons why a person would want to have a digital
copy of his text: rapid search of terms, it is less bulky than a physical book etc. For
this purpose we will scan the text and apply an OCR algorithm to it. Of course
errors will be made in the process, corrupting some of the letters, and making the
text even unreadable in the very worst of cases. In a postprocessing phase we will
have to retrieve the true underlying word in case an error was made.

A typical solution for this is to look whether the word appears in a dictionary or
not. However if the true word is converted into a false one that appears in the
dictionary as well, then this method will not work. Furthermore names of persons,
places. . . won’t even appear in the dictionary. And what about ‘licentia poetica’? No,
we clearly have to find other ways to deal with this problem.

5.4.1 Problem modeling

Our approach will be through the use of – as you would probably have guessed
already – stationary hidden Markov models. In this we will consider the true
underlying word as the hidden state sequence and the corrupted word as the
observed sequence. With every observed letter in the word then corresponds a
true underlying letter. Our set of states X is thus defined as being the entire Latin
alphabet:

X = {A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z}
. . . and our set of observations O is also equal to this alphabet:

O = {A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z} .
This immediately imposes some important restrictions:

• Since every observed letter corresponds to a single hidden letter, we cannot
model the disappearance of letters or the creation of extra letters. E.g. a
common misinterpretation by a standard OCR application is that it reads the
word modem as modern, and consequently an extra letter is introduced in
the observed sequence. This is something we cannot model using our simple
hidden Markov model.
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• We are not taking into account any punctuation in our model, nor spaces.
We will thus treat each word as a separate sequence of observations.

• We only consider capital letters.

These restrictions are quite heavy in a commercial application, but we don’t mean to
build such a software package. In the context of this master dissertation we merely
use the example of OCR to illustrate the differences between the various algorithms
and to shed light on the merits of imprecision. We impose these restrictions in
order not to overly complicate the application, with the danger of being robbed of
illustrative power.

5.4.2 Textual data

As mentioned before we can illustrate the benefits of using imprecision by choosing
an application domain in which little training data is present. After all, in order to
learn reliably the transition, marginal and emission models of our hidden Markov
model, we need as much data as possible. This data consists of the original ‘faultless’
text as well as the corrupted text after OCR processing. To obtain this faultless text,
either the printed text needs to be typed in manually or the faulty text needs to
be corrected. In both cases human action is needed, which is not something we
want to pay a massive sum for. We will thus content ourselves with less, but cheaper
training data. Of course the (precise) models that we will learn from this data will
be less reliable, and that’s what we need imprecision for.

In the context of our OCR application, we have to look for a certain genre of texts
that does not appear very often. To illustrate the merits of imprecision, we will use
a medieval Dutch text for which little data is on hand: ‘Van den vos Reynaerde’.

We use the first 169 rules of the beginning of the text to train our precise models.
For that purpose we eliminate all the punctuation and we convert all the letters to
capital case, a process called ‘normalization’. Next we artificially corrupt some of
the letters in the text. The possible corruptions can be found in Table 5.1. There
we can see that for example the letter F can be replaced by E, P or T. Every letter
has a probability of 10% to be corrupted by one of the letters that resembles the
original letter. The actual corrupted letter is then picked uniformly. This way we
have simulated the process of a real-life OCR application. To assess the performance
of the algorithm we use the next 200 words of the text, which we also normalize
and corrupt. Both normalized and corrupted texts can be found in Appendix A.
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A H, N, R J I, L, T S E, G
B E, H, K, P, R K B, H, R, X T F, I, J
C D, O, U L I, J, Z U C, O, Q, V
D C, O, Q M A, N, W V U, W, X
E B, F, R, S N H, M W V, M
F E, P, T O C, D, G, Q, U X K, V, Y, Z
G O, Q, S P B, F, R Y X, I
H A, B, K, N, R Q D, G, O, U Z I, L, X
I J, L, T, Y, Z R A, B, E, H, K, P

Table 5.1: All possible artificial corruptions.

5.4.3 Creating the hidden Markov model

Based on the textual data that we have gathered we have to create local models
for our hidden Markov model. More specifically we need a marginal, transition
and output model. Remind that we will treat each word separately in the OCR
application. We will use a stationary hidden Markov model, and we denote the state
and output spaces at every position by X and O , the marginal and transition model
by p and the output model q.

Precise models

The marginal model gives us the probability that a word will start with a certain
letter in the original text. For this purpose we count for every different letter the
number of words that begin with this letter. If we denote the number of words that
start with an A for example by nA, then we find that nA = 33 for the train text. The
number of words that start with an H is equal to nH = 109. To obtain the marginal
model we simply divide every nx by the sum of all the nx , x ∈ X . For example:

p(A) =
nA∑

x∈X nx
=

33

910
= 0.0363.

For the transition model we use a similar technique. We go through every word in
the original normalized text and count the number of different transitions between
letters that occur. Remind that we are always dealing with stationary models in the
context of this dissertation, so transitions are independent of the position in the
word. We denote the transition from A to E for example by nE|A, and this number
is equal to 68 for the train text. To obtain the actual transition model for A to any
letter, we divide every nx |A by the sum of all the nx |A, x ∈ X . For example:

p(E | A) = nE|A∑
x∈X nx |A

=
68

244
= 0.2787.
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We obtain the output model by running through the original and corrupted text
in a parallel way. That way we can analyze the correspondence between letters in
the original text and letters in de corrupted text. Most of the times the original and
corrupted letters will be the same, but sometimes not, as we artificially introduced
corruptions in the previous section. We can again count the number of times a
letter in the original text gives rise to a letter in the corrupted text. We denote the
number of times the letter A in the original text corresponds with the letter H in
the corrupted text by mH|A, which is equal to 11 in this case. Note that mx |A for
x ∈ X \ {A,H,N,R} will be equal to 0, as the letter A can only give rise to the letters
A, H, N and R. Finally, as we mentioned before, mA|A will be very large compared to
the rest of the mx |A. To obtain the actual ouput model for A to any letter, we divide
every mx |A by the sum of all the mx |A, x ∈ X . For example:

q(H | A) = mH|A∑
x∈X mx |A

=
11

245
= 0.0449.

The entire precise model matrices can be found in Appendix A.2.

Imprecise models

To construct the imprecise local models for our hidden Markov model we make
use of the Imprecise Dirichlet Model or IDM introduced in Definition 2.25. That
way we obtain lower and upper probabilities for all transitions and outputs, which
we can use to construct models for the MaxiHMM algorithm. What we actually do
is the same as in the preceding section on precise model creation, except that we
incorporate an extra parameter s which will represent the degree of imprecision on
our model.

5.4.4 Results

Now that we have constructed the necessary models, we can conduct some real
experiments. We will test the traditional Viterbi algorithm, the k-best Viterbi algo-
rithm, the EstiHMM algorithm and the MaxiHMM algorithm. While it is generally
not easy to compare the performance of four different algorithms in a single table
structure, we will at least have a try.

We scan the corrupted text word by word and apply the four different algorithms
to them. For the k-best Viterbi algorithm we take k = 3, and for EstiHMM and
MaxiHMM we take s = 1, the imprecision parameter in the IDM. The results for the
complete evaluation text are to be found in Appendix A.3. We show the different
outcomes of the algorithms in a table format. The first column is the original word,
and the second column is the corrupted word. In the third column the Viterbi
solution is depicted (underlined) together with the second and third best solutions
calculated using the k-best Viterbi algorithm. In the final column the results for
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the MaxiHMM algorithm are displayed followed by a C symbol; the additional
solutions for the EstiHMM algorithm are displayed after this symbol. If a solution
of the k-best Viterbi algorithm does not occur in the solution set of the MaxiHMM
algorithm, it is indicated by †; if it does not occur in the solution set of the EstiHMM
algorithm either, it is indicated by ‡. We limit the number of solutions of MaxiHMM
to 100. If the true number of solutions exceeds 100, we put three dots and we don’t
further calculate the EstiHMM solutions.

Example
Consider the following results:

SECHT SEOHT SEGHT

SECHT‡

SEGHI‡

QQQHT QQQQT QQQXT QQXQT QQXXT QXQQT QXQXT QXXQT SEGHT SQQHT SQQQQ

SQQQT SQQXT SQXHT SQXQT SQXXT SXQHT SXQQT SXQXT SXXHT SXXQT SXXXT C
QQXHT QXQHT

The original word is in the first column: SECHT. Next to this word is the corrupted
word: SEOHT. In the following column we find at the top the Viterbi solution, which is
underlined: SEGHT. In the next two lines we find the second and third best solutions
using the 3-best Viterbi algorithm. We see that the second best Viterbi solution is
the true word, which is why it is depicted in bold. In the last column we find the
MaxiHMM solutions, then a C symbol, and subsequently the extra EstiHMM solutions.
We finally notice that the second and third best Viterbi solutions do not occur in the
list of MaxiHMM and EstiHMM solutions, which is why they are indicated with a ‡
symbol.

In the following subsections we will analyze the performance of the different
algorithms separately, in which we will discuss some of the results in Appendix A.3
in detail.

Viterbi and k-best Viterbi solutions

We will now discuss the results of the Viterbi and k-best Viterbi algorithms. As
mentioned before we take k = 3. We apply the algorithms to every corrupted word
and verify if they match with the original word in the text. Note that in practice
we are not in the possession of these original words, which implies that we cannot
calculate the success or error rate of our algorithm. But here we can, which allows
us to conduct some statistical measurements using all sorts of different metrics.

The Viterbi algorithm, as we implemented it, only returns one possible solution. It
could however be that multiple words have the same probability of being a solution.
In that case we can use the k-best Viterbi algorithm, which will return the best,
second best, third best etc. solution to the problem. In the results we only consider
the three best solutions.

There are many situations in which the Viterbi solution is the true underlying word
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and thus the Viterbi algorithm is capable of correcting mistakes made by the OCR
software. Examples can be found in Table 5.3.

SPRAC SPRHC SPRAC

SPRNC

SPENC

YSENGRIJN YSENGRILN YSENGRIJN

YSENGHIJN

YSENGRILA

BEWAENT BEWAEHT BEWAENT

BEWAERT

BEWAEHT

Table 5.3: Corrections made by the Viterbi algorithm.

Sometimes the Viterbi algorithm does not succeed in finding the right correction of
the corrupted word. Then either the second or third best solution is the true word,
or none of them are. Examples of this are in Table 5.4. In this table, the first word is
corrected by the second best Viterbi solution, and the last word is corrected by the
third best Viterbi solution. The second word isn’t corrected at all. We generally see
that the use of the k-best Viterbi algorithm can help to increase the performance
of the Viterbi algorithm. But then you have to choose between multiple solutions.
Remind that in reality we do not know which correction is the right one!

SECHT SEOHT SEGHT

SECHT

SEGHI

BEHOUDE REHOUDE RENOUDE

REROUDE

REHOUDE

UP UF VE

OF

UP

Table 5.4: No corrections made by the Viterbi algorithm.

Of course the OCR software does not make mistakes all the time, and in this case the
Viterbi algorithm indeed does not propose to make a correction. However, in some
rare occasions, the Viterbi algorithm tries to correct a word that is not corrupted.
Table 5.5 gives some examples of this phenomenon. We see that in some cases the
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second or third best solution of the k-best Viterbi algorithm succeeds in finding
the right word, but in other cases not. This is not a very attractive property. The
last correction can be explained by looking at Table A.2 in the appendix. There we
notice that the transition from M to T is impossible! That is because we haven’t
observed it in our train text. This is a situation where imprecision can come in
handy.

SEIT SEIT SETT

SSIT

SEIT

COMT COMT CONT

COMI

CONI

Table 5.5: Erroneous corrections made by the Viterbi algorithm.

We will now provide some statistics concerning the performance of the Viterbi and
k-best Viterbi algorithm. The results are depicted in Table 5.6. The first column
shows the result for all the words in the evaluation text. The next column shows the
results in the case the OCR program didn’t make a mistake. In the last column we
treat the case when the OCR program did make a mistake. We see that the Viterbi
algorithm produces 6 unnecessary corrections, while the 3-best Viterbi algorithm
always produces the correct word when the OCR program made no mistake, which
is a very attractive property. In total, the use of the 3-best Viterbi algorithm drives
up the performance from 71% success rate to 87% success rate, an increase of 16%.

Total number OCR correct OCR wrong

Total number 200 123 77

Viterbi correct 142 (71%) 117 25
Viterbi wrong 58 6 52

3-best Viterbi correct 174 (87%) 123 51
3-best Viterbi wrong 26 0 26

Table 5.6: Performance statistics for the Viterbi and k-best Viterbi algorithm.

MaxiHMM and EstiHMM solutions

As opposed to the Viterbi algorithm, the MaxiHMM and EstiHMM algorithms can
give one or more solutions. We generally get more solutions if we have to deal with
increasing imprecision. Sometimes the number of solutions is even very high (for
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example more than 100). In that situation we only give the first 100 solutions that
the algorithm has found and put three dots after them. In the statistics we have
ignored these words as we couldn’t determine whether they contained the correct
solution or not.

As mentioned we use the parameter s = 1 in the IDM which seemed reasonable to
us regarding the average number of solutions the algorithms return, and which is
also chosen often in practice. We calculate the solutions for both the MaxiHMM and
EstiHMM algorithms. Note that the solutions of MaxiHMM are always included in
the solutions of EstiHMM.

In a first situation we will discuss the situation in which the OCR software has made
a mistake, and the solution set of the MaxiHMM algorithm contains the correct
word. Sometimes the MaxiHMM algorithm finds only one solution, sometimes he
finds more solutions. Examples are in Table 5.7.

STOET SJOET STOET

SLOET‡
STOFT‡

QJOET QQOET QQQET QQQQT QQQXT QQXET

QQXQT QQXXT QXOET QXQQT QXQXT QXXET

QXXQT SJOET SQOET SQQET SQQQT SQQXT

SQXET SQXQT SQXXT STOET SXOET SXQET

SXQQT SXQXT SXXET SXXQT SXXXT C

WERT WRRT WERT

WRRT

WART†

QQQT QQRT WERT WQQT WQRT WQXT WRRT

WXQT WXRT WXXT C
WART

BEWAENT BEWAEHT BEWAENT

BEWAERT‡
BEWAEHT‡

BEWAENT C

Table 5.7: Corrections made by the MaxiHMM algorithm.

Note that in Table 5.7 the Viterbi algorithm also finds the correct solution. Table
5.8 shows some examples where the OCR program has made a mistake, the Viterbi
algorithm did not correct the mistake, but the MaxiHMM algorithm can. But in
these cases the second or third best Viterbi solution is the correct word as well. In
fact we couldn’t find an example where the best, second best and third best Viterbi
solutions were not equal to the correct word, and where the MaxiHMM solutions
did contain the correct one.
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UP UF VE

OF

UP

OF QE QF QJ QK QP QQ QT QU QX QY QZ UF UP UQ

VE XF XQ ZF ZQ C

SEIT SEIT SETT

SSIT

SEIT

QQIT QQQQ QQQT QQXQ QQXT QXQQ QXQT QXXT

SEFT SEIT SEQT SERT SETT SEXT SPQT SQIT

SQQQ SQQT SQQX SQXQ SQXT SSIT SXIT SXQQ

SXQT SXXQ SXXT XQQT ZQQT C

Table 5.8: Corrections made by the MaxiHMM algorithm when the Viterbi solu-
tions is wrong.

When using the Viterbi algorithm we found a few situations where the OCR algo-
rithm had not made a mistake, but the Viterbi algorithm tried to correct the word
anyway. With the MaxiHMM algorithm we observed this phenomenon as well, but
far less often than with Viterbi. This is a very big advantage for the MaxiHMM
algorithm over the Viterbi algorithm. Table 5.9 shows such an example.

GHEHANDEN GHEHANDEN GHENANDEN

GHEHANDEN‡
GHERANDEN‡

GHENANDEN C

Table 5.9: Erroneous corrections made by the MaxiHMM algorithm.

We also showed the Viterbi results for the word COMT which was correctly read by
the OCR application, but since the transition from M to T is impossible according
to our model, the Viterbi and 3-best Viterbi algorithm couldn’t find the correct
word. MaxiHMM however, thanks to the introduction of model imprecision, was
actually able to retrieve the correct word! Table 5.10 shows the results for the word
COMT. This shows again that incorporating imprecision into the model can be very
beneficial.

COMT COMT CONT

COMI

CONI‡

COMI COMT CONT CQQT QQQT C

Table 5.10: Correct retrieval of the word COMT by the MaxiHMM algorithm.

Table 5.11 shows some additional statistics on the performance of the MaxiHMM
algorithm. The determinacy is defined as the number of times the algorithm returns
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only one result. Next to determinacy we have two accuracy measures: single-accuracy
is equal to the accuracy of the algorithm in case we only have one solution; set-
accuracy is equal to the accuracy in case we have multiple solutions. In the latter
case the accuracy is defined as ‘being part of the solution set’. These metrics are
generally used in the context of imprecise classifiers [16], but they are also suitable
in the current discussion. In the table we have ignored the cases in which MaxiHMM
gives more than 100 solutions (in this case we cannot know whether the true word
is part of the solution set or not).

Total number OCR correct OCR wrong

Total number 200 123 77

Determinacy 141 (70.5%) 108 (87.8%) 33 (42.9%)

Single-accuracy 114 (80.9%) 106 (98.1%) 8 (24.2%)
Accuracy Viterbi 114 (80.9%) 106 (98.1%) 8 (24.2%)
Accuracy 3-best Viterbi 131 (92.9%) 107 (99.1%) 24 (72.7%)

Total number multiple solutions 44 14 30

Set-accuracy 28 (63.6%) 13 (92.9%) 15 (50.0%)
Accuracy Viterbi 25 (56.8%) 11 (78.6%) 14 (46.7%)
Accuracy 3-best Viterbi 35 (79.5%) 12 (85.7%) 23 (76.7%)

Table 5.11: Performance statistics for the MaxiHMM algorithm and IDM with
s = 1.

There are some very interesting conclusions to be drawn from these numbers. First
of all the determinacy is much higher when the OCR program has made no mistake.
The existence of one or more solutions can thus be an indicator of whether the
OCR program was correct or made a mistake. In the former case the MaxiHMM
algorithm seems to be very confident. The accuracy of the Viterbi algorithm and the
MaxiHMM algorithm is even the same then. In the case the OCR program made a
mistake, the accuracy of MaxiHMM and Viterbi is very low, but the 3-best Viterbi
algorithm achieves a very high accury and succeeds in correcting many mistakes
made by the OCR software.

When there are multiple solutions, the accuracy immediately drops 20% for the
MaxiHMM, but even 25% for the Viterbi algorithm. The existence of multiple
solutions can thus be an indicator for the reliability of the Viterbi solution. When
the OCR program is right, MaxiHMM is still able to achieve a very high accuracy
compared to Viterbi. When the OCR program has made a mistake, the 3-best Viterbi
algorithm still outperforms the other two.

Can we conclude then that the 3-best Viterbi algorithm performs best in this
experiment? No, not really. First of all comparing MaxiHMM with 3-best Viterbi
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based on accuracy numbers is not very honest, as MaxiHMM often returns only
one solution, but 3-best Viterbi always returns three! This is a big disadvantage
of the k-best Viterbi algorithm. The algorithm can therefore not make clear how
confident it is about a certain solution, apart from returning the joint probability
values together with the solutions. The MaxiHMM algorithm is therefore certainly
needed to express the confidence in the best (or second best) Viterbi solution.

We do however want to compare the 3-best Viterbi and MaxiHMM algorithms. For
that purpose we will use a special scoring system which is actually quite simple. If
the algorithm doesn’t find the correct solution, it gets zero points. If the algorithm
does find the correct solution, it gets 1/k points, with k the total number of solutions
that were returned. This way the 3-best Viterbi algorithm will get zero points if it
didn’t find the correct word, and 1/3 points if it did. It will never get one point.

If we calculate these scores we get that the 3-best Viterbi algorithm earns 58.00
points, while MaxiHMM gathers 119.96 points, which is more than double. With
this scoring system the MaxiHMM algorithm clearly performs much better than the
3-best Viterbi algorithm.

Odd results and their remedies

When we look at the results in the appendix, we see that there are a lot of strange
looking results in the solution set of the MaxiHMM algorithm. For example, the
word PANCER was read erroneously by the OCR program as PANUER, and we get the
following results from MaxiHMM (we omitted the Viterbi and EstiHMM solutions):

PANCER FQQQER FQQQQR FQQQXR FQQUER FQXQER FQXQQR FXQQER

FXQQQR FXQUER FXXQER PANUER PANXER PQQQER PQQQQR

PQQQXR PQQUER PQQXER PQXQER PQXQPR PQXQQQ PQXQQR

PQXQXQ PQXQXR PQXUER PQXVER PQXXER PXQQER PXQQQR

PXQQXR PXQUER PXQXER PXXQER PXXQQQ PXXQQR PXXQXQ

PXXQXR PXXUER PXXXER QANUER QANXER QQNUER QQNXER

QQQQER QQQQQR QQQQXR QQQUER QQQXER QQXKER QQXPER

QQXQER QQXQPR QQXQQQ QQXQQR QQXQQX QQXQQZ QQXQXQ

QQXQXR QQXQXX QQXUER QQXVER QQXXER QQXZER QQZQER

QQZQQR QXQQER QXQQQR QXQQXR QXQUER QXQXER QXXKER

QXXPER QXXQER QXXQPR QXXQQQ QXXQQR QXXQQX QXXQXQ

QXXQXR QXXQXX QXXUER QXXVER QXXXER QXXZER QXZQER

QZQQER QZQQQR QZQUER QZXQER WANUER WANXER XQQQER

XQQQQR XQQQXR XQQUER XQQXER XQXQER XQXQQQ XQXQQR

XQXQXR XQXXER XXQQER . . .

We see that many of these words have the letter Q or X in them. This seems
remarkable at first, as these letters do not often appear in a (medieval) Dutch
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text. But since we haven’t observed these letters many times during training, the
imprecision concerning transitions and outputs with Qs and Xs is very large with
respect to the other letters, which is a property of the IDM. More specifically if we
haven’t observed a transition during training, then the lower probability of this
transition will be zero, and the upper probability will be positive!

We do however know that certain transitions cannot occur in medieval Dutch, like
QQ, QX, QV, QT, QZ, QF, XQ, XV, VQ, VX, XX, TQ, ZR, ZQ, NQ, XZ, ZX etc. We would like
to combine this knowledge with the IDM that we constructed. To do this we just set
the upper probability for that certain transition to zero, but this can only be done if
the lower probability is zero as well, for obvious reasons. Remind that, in Section
4.5, we discussed the case of zero probabilities in the MaxiHMM algorithm and we
showed that the algorithm keeps working when we incorporate zero probabilities.
So we can recalculate all the models for our imprecise hidden Markov model in the
extended set of real numbers R∗≥0 and execute our algorithm. And that’s it!

When we now run the experiment again, we have automatically eliminated all
words that don’t make sense in medieval Dutch. This way we obtain less solutions.
The results for the word PANCER are now as follows:

PANCER PANUER PANXER

QANUER QANXER

WANUER WANXER

We see that we now have only six solutions left, since we eliminated all the nonsense
solutions. Now we could for example increase the imprecision to obtain more, but
better solutions. We do the OCR experiment again, but this time with s = 2. The
results are depicted in Table 5.12. The number of words for which the solution set
does not explode, is now equal to 126+ 66= 192, which is more than in the case
without the zero upper probabilities (which was 141+ 44 = 185). This is already a
big advantage. Further, we see that most percentages do not change a lot, and the
accuracy in the case the OCR program did not make a mistake, is always very high,
which is good news.

Using our scoring system the 3-best Viterbi algorithm again gets 58.0 points, as
before, and the MaxiHMM algorithm earns 114.68 points, which is a bit lower than
in the previous case, but still very comparable.
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Total number OCR correct OCR wrong

Total number 200 123 77

Determinacy 126 (63.0%) 101 (82.1%) 25 (32.5%)

Single-accuracy 103 (81.7%) 100 (99.0%) 3 (12.0%)
Accuracy Viterbi 103 (81.7%) 100 (99.0%) 3 (12.0%)
Accuracy 3-best Viterbi 117 (92.6%) 101 (100%) 16 (64.0%)

Total number multiple solutions 66 21 45

Set-accuracy 46 (69.7%) 20 (95.2%) 16 (35.6%)
Accuracy Viterbi 37 (56.1%) 17 (81.0%) 20 (44.4%)
Accuracy 3-best Viterbi 53 (80.3%) 18 (85.7%) 35 (77.8%)

Table 5.12: Performance statistics for the MaxiHMM algorithm and IDM with s = 2,
and zero upper probabilities.
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Conclusion

“I’m so proud of you that it makes me proud of me. I hope you know that.”
– John Green in Will Grayson, Will Grayson

In this master dissertation we started with the discussion of traditional and imprecise
probability theory, and we gave reasons why we should consider this new paradigm
of reasoning about uncertainty. Thereafter we introduced the concept of hidden
Markov models as a useful tool to model sequential data and to perform estimation
tasks of unknown data based on observed data. The applications are legion: optical
character recognition, speech processing, stock market prediction, protein and DNA
processing, digital coding etc.

Traditionally the algorithm that is at the core of these applications, is the well-
known Viterbi algorithm. It calculates the most likely hidden sequence in a hidden
Markov model, given a sequence of observations. In most cases this will only be one
sequence, but there can be multiple if they are all equally likely.

We developed an algorithm based on strong independence and the maximality
criterion, baptized MaxiHMM, that estimates the optimal hidden sequences in an
imprecise Hidden Markov model, thereby generalizing and robustifying the Viterbi
algorithm. Our algorithm generally tends to find more than one solution, and
turns out to be a tool in a sensitivity analysis of the Viterbi algorithm. That is, the
Viterbi solution is little to be trusted when MaxiHMM returns many solutions, as
we experimentally showed.

We hope that we have persuaded the user of the usefulness, efficiency, applicability
and also beauty of the MaxiHMM algorithm. May it be admitted to the scientific
canon from this day on.

In future research we could apply the algorithm to one or more real-life problems
to further illustrate its use and advantages to the Viterbi algorithm. Next to that we
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could try to employ the ideas and theories behind the MaxiHMM algorithm to more
general forms of imprecise Bayesian networks, also called credal networks.

In my future career as an academic researcher, I will certainly benefit from the
knowledge I have gathered the last year. When possible I will certainly go back to
the theory of imprecise probabilities!

We have reached the last page. . .

“The end of THE END is the best place to begin THE END, because if you read THE END
from the beginning of the beginning of THE END to the end of the end of THE END,

you will arrive at the end.”
– Lemony Snicket in A Series of Unfortunate Events – The End



Appendix A
Van den vos Reynaerde

A.1 Textual data

A.1.1 Normalized train text

Original version

WILLEM DIE VELE BOUKE MAECTE DAER HI DICKEN OMME WAECTE HEM VER-
NOYDE SO HAERDE DAT DIE AVONTURE VAN REYNAERDE IN DIETSCHE ONGHE-
MAKET BLEVEN DIE WILLEM NIET HEVET VULSCREVEN DAT HI DIE VIJTE VAN
REYNAERDE SOUCKEN ENDE HISE NA DEN WALSCHEN BOUCKEN IN DIETSCHE
DUS HEVET BEGONNEN GOD MOETE ONS ZIERE HULPEN JONNEN NU KEERT
HEM DAER TOE MIJN ZIN DAT IC BIDDE IN DIT BEGHIN BEEDE DEN DORPREN
ENTEN DOREN OFTE SI COMMEN DAER SI HOREN DESE RIJME ENDE DESE
WOORT DIE HEM ONNUTTE SIJN GHEHOORT DAT SISE LATEN ONBESCAVEN
TE VELE SLACHTEN SI DEN RAVEN DIE EMMER ES AL EVEN MALSCH SI MAKEN
SULKE RIJME VALSCH DAER SI NIET MEER OF NE WETEN DAN IC DOE HOE
DATSI HEETEN DIE NU IN BABILONIEN LEVEN DADEN SI WEL SI SOUDENS
BEGHEVEN DAT EN SEGGHIC NIET DOR MINEN WILLE MIJNS DICHTENS WARE
EEN GHESTILLE NE HADS MI EENE NIET GHEBEDEN DIE IN GROETER HOV-
ESSCHEDEN GHERNE KEERT HARE SAKEN SOE BAT MI DAT IC SOUDE MAKEN
DESE AVONTUERE VAN REYNAERDE AL BEGRIPIC DIE GRONGAERDE ENDE DIE
DORPREN ENDE DIE DOREN IC WILLE DAT DIE GHENE HOREN DIE GHERNE
PLEGHEN DER EEREN ENDE HAREN ZIN DAER TOE KEEREN DATSI LEVEN HOOF-
SCHELIKE SIJN SI AREM SIJN SI RIKE DIET VERSTAEN MET GOEDEN SINNE
NU HOERT HOE IC HIER BEGHINNE HET WAS IN EENEN TSINXEN DAGHE DAT
BEEDE BOSCH ENDE HAGHE MET GROENEN LOVEREN WAREN BEVAEN NOBEL
DIE CONINC HADDE GHEDAEN SIJN HOF CRAYEREN OVER AL DAT HI WAENDE
HADDE HIJS GHEVAL HOUDEN TEN WEL GROETEN LOVE DOE QUAMEN TES
SCONINX HOVE ALLE DIE DIERE GROET ENDE CLEENE SONDER VOS REYNAERT
ALLEENE HI HADDE TE HOVE SO VELE MESDAEN DAT HIRE NIET DORSTE GAEN
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DIE HEM BESCULDICH KENT ONTSIET ALSO WAS REYNAERDE GHESCIET ENDE
HIER OMME SCUWEDI SCONINX HOF DAER HI IN HADDE CRANCKEN LOF DOE
AL DAT HOF VERSAMET WAS WAS DAER NIEMEN SONDER DIE DAS HINE HADDE
TE CLAGHENE OVER REYNAERDE DEN FELLEN METTEN GRIJSEN BAERDE NU
GAET HIER UP EENE CLAGHE ISINGRIJN ENDE SINE MAGHE GHINGHEN VOER
DEN CONINC STAEN YSENGRIJN BEGONSTE SAEN ENDE SPRAC CONINC HEERE
DOR HU EDELHEIT ENDE DOR HU EERE ENDE DOR RECHT ENDE DOR GHENADE
ONTFAERME HU MIERE SCADE DIE MI REYNAERT HEEFT GHEDAEN DAER IC
AF DICKEN HEBBE ONTFAEN GROETEN LACHTER ENDE VERLIES VOER AL DAN-
DRE ONTFAERME HU DIES DAT HI MIJN WIJF HEVET VERHOERT ENDE MINE
KINDRE SO MESVOERT DAT HISE BESEEKEDE DAER SI LAGHEN DATTER TWEE
NOINT NE SAGHEN ENDE SI WORDEN STAER BLENT NOCHTAN HOENDI MI SENT
HET WAS SINT SO VERRE COMEN DATTER EENEN DACH AF WAS GHENOMEN
ENDE REYNAERD SOUDE HEBBEN GHEDAEN SINE ONSCULDE ENDE ALSO SAEN
ALSE DIE HELEGHE WAREN BROCHT WAS HI ANDER SINS BEDOCHT ENDE
ONTFOER ONS IN SINE VESTE HEERE DIT KENNEN NOCH DIE BESTE DIE TE
HOVE ZIJN COMMEN HIER MI HEVET REYNAERT DAT FELLE DIER SO VELE
TE LEEDE GHEDAEN IC WEET WEL AL SONDER WAEN AL WARE AL TLAKEN
PAERKEMENT DATMEN MAKET NU TE GHENT IN NE GHESCREEFT NIET DAER
AN DIES ZWIJGHICS NOCHTAN NE WARE MIJNS WIVES LACHTER NE MACH
NIET BLIVEN ACHTER NO ONVERSWEGHEN NO ONGHEWROKEN DOE YSEN-
GRIJN DIT HADDE GHESPROKEN STONT UP EEN HONDEKIJN HIET CORTOYS
ENDE CLAGHEDE DEN CONINC IN FRANCSOYS HOET SO AREM WAS WIJLEN
EERE DAT ALLES GOETS EN HADDE MEERE IN EENEN WINTER IN EENE VORST
DAN ALLEENE EENE WORST HEM REYNAERT DIE FELLE MAN DIE SELVE WORST
STAL ENDE NAM TYBEERT DIE CATER DIE WART GRAM ALDUS HI SINE TALE
BEGAN ENDE SPRANC MIDDEN IN DEN RINC ENDE SEIDE HEERE CONINC DOR
DAT GHI REYNAERDE ZIJT ONHOUT SO EN ES HIER JONC NO HOUT HINE
HEBBE TE WROUGHENE JEGHEN HU DAT CORTOYS CLAGHET NU DATS OVER
MENICH JAER GHESCIET DIE WORST WAS MINE AL EN CLAGHIC NIET IC HADSE
BI MIERE LUST GHEWONNEN DAER IC BI NACHTE QUAM GHERONNEN OMME
BEJACH IN EENE MOLEN DAER IC DIE WORST IN HADDE GHESTOLEN EENEN
SLAPENDEN MOLEN MAN HADDER CORTOYS YEWET AN DAN WAS BI NIEMENE
DAN BI MI HETS RECHT DAT OMBERECHT ZI DIE CLAGHE DIE CORTOYS DOET
PANCER DE BEVER SPRAC DINCT HU GOET TYBEERT DATMEN DIE CLAGHE
OMBEERE REYNAERT ES EEN RECHT MORDENEERE ENDE EEN TREKERE ENDE
EEN DIEF HINE HEEFT OEC NIEMENE SO LIEF NO DEN CONINC MINEN HEERE
HINE WILDE DAT HI LIJF ENDE EERE VERLORE MOCHTIRE AN WINNEN EEN
VET MORZEEL VAN EERE HINNEN WAT SECHDI VAN EERE LAGHE EN DEDI
GHISTREN IN DEN DAGHE EENE DIE MEESTE OVERDAET AN CUWAERDE DEN
HASE DIE HIER STAET DIE NOYT EENICH DIER GHEDEDE WANT HI HEM BIN-
NEN SCONINX VREDE ENDE BINNEN DES CONINX GHELEEDE GHELOVEDE TE
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LEERNE SINEN CREDE ENDE SOUDENE MAKEN CAPELAEN DOE DEDINE SIT-
TEN GAEN VASTE TUSSCHEN SINE BEENE DOE BEGONSTEN SI OVER EENE
SPELLEN ENDE LESEN BEEDE ENDE LUDE TE ZINGHENE CREDE MI GHEVIEL
DAT IC TE DIEN TIJDEN TER SELVER STEDE SOUDE LIJDEN DOE HOERDIC
HAERRE BEEDER SANC ENDE MAECTE DAER WAERT MINEN GANC MET EERE
ARDE SNELRE VAERDE DOE VANDIC DAER MEESTER REYNAERDE DIE ZIERE
LESSEN HADDE BEGHEVEN DIE HI TE VOREN UP HADDE GHEHEVEN ENDE
DIENDE VAN SINEN HOUDEN SPELEN ENDE HADDE COEWAERDE BI DER KELEN
ENDE SOUDE HEM THOEFT AF HEBBEN GHENOMEN WAER IC HEM NIET TE
HULPEN COMEN BI AVONTUEREN IN DIEN STONDEN SIET HIER NOCH DIE
VERSSCHE WONDEN ENDE DIE TEEKINE HEERE CONINC DIE COEWAERT VAN
HEM ONTFINC LAETTI DIT BLIVEN ONGHEWROKEN DAT HU VERDE DUS ES
TE BROKEN GHINE WREKET ALS HUWE MANNEN WIJSEN MEN SAELT HUWEN
KINDREN MESPRIJSEN HIER NAER OVER WEL MENICH JAER

Corrupted version

WILLEM DIE VELE BOUKE MAECTE DHEH HI DICXFN OMNE WRECTE HEM
XERNOYDE SG HAEHDE DAT DLE AVDNFURE VAN REYNAERDE IN DIETSCHB
ONGHEMAKET BLEVEN DIE WILLEM NIET HEVET WULSCREVEN CAT HI QIE
VIJTE VAN REYNAEROE SOUCKEN ENDE HISE NA DEN WNZSCREN BOUCKEN
IN DIETSCHE DUS HSVET BEGONNEN GUD MOETE ONS ZTERE HULPEH TON-
NEN NU KEERT HEN DNER TOE MIJN ZIN DAT IC BIDDF IN DIT BEONIN BEEDE
DEH DORPREN ENTEN DOREN OETE SI CONMEN DAER SI HOPEN DESE RIJME
ENDE DEEE WOORT DIE HBM ONNCTTE SIJN GHSHOORT DAT SIGE LATEN
OHBEECAVEN TE UELE SLACHTSN SI DEN RAVEN DJE EMMEH ES AL EVEN
MALSCH SI MAKEN SVLKE RIJME VALSCH DAEP SI NIET MEER OF NE WETFN
DAN IC DOE BOE CATSI HEETEN OIE NU IN BABILGNIBN LEVEN DADEN SL
WEL SI SOUDFNS BEGHEVFN DAT SH SESGHIC NIET DOR MINEN WJLLE AI-
JNS DICHTENS WARE EEN GHESTILLE NE HHDS MZ EENE NIET GHEBEDEN
DIE IN GKOETER HOVESGCHEDEN GHERNE KEERT HAPE GAKEN SGE BAT MI
DAT IC SOUDE MAKEM DESE AVONTUERE VAN REYNAERDE AL BEGRIPIC DIE
GROMGASRDE ENDE DIE DORPREN EHDE DIE DOBEN IC WTLLS DAT DIE GHEHF
BOREN DIE GHERNE PLEGHEN OER EEREN ENQE AAREN ZIN OAER TOE KEEREN
DAISI LEVEN NOGFECHELTKE SIJN SI AREM STJN SI RIKE OIET VERSTAEN NET
GOEDSN SINNE NC HOERT HOE IC HIER BEGHINNF HET WAS IN EENEN TSIHXEN
DAGHE DAT BEEDE BOSCH ENDE HAGHE MET GROFNEN LOVEREN WAREN BE-
VAEN NOBEL DIE COHINC HADDE GHEDAEN EIJN HOF CRAYBREN OVER AL
DAT HI WAENDE HADDE HIJS GHBVAL HQUDEN TEN WEL GROETEN LCVE DOE
QURMSN TES SCONINX HOVE ALLE DIE DIERE GROET ENDE CLEENE SONDER
VOS REYNAERT AILEENE HZ HADDE TE HOVE SO VELB MESDAEN DAT HIRE NIET
DORSTE GAEM DIE HEM BESCULOICH KENF ONTSIET ALSD WAS REYNAERDF
GHFSCIET ENDE NIEB OMME SCUWEDI SUONLNX HOF DHER RI IN HADDE
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CRANCKEN LUF DOE NJ DAT HOF VERSAMET WHS WAS DAER NIEMEN SONDER
DIE DAS HINE HADDE TB CJAGHENE OVER REYHAERDE DRN FEILEN METTEN
GRIJSEN BAERDE NU GAET HIEB UP EFNE CLAGHE ISIHGRTJN ENDE SZNE
MAGHF GNLNSHEN VOER DEN CONIHC STAEN YSENGRIJN BEGONSTE SAFN
ENDE SPRAC CONINC HEERE DOR HU EDELHEIT EMDE DOR HU EERE ENCE DOR
EECHT BNDE DOR GHENADE OHTPAERME KV MTERR SUNDE DIE MI REYNAERT
HEEFT GHEOAEN DAER IC HF CIOKEN HEBBE ONFFAEN GROETEN LNCHTSR
ENDE VERLIEE VOSR NL DANDRE OMTFAERME HU DIES DAT HI MIJN WIJF
HEVET VERHOEAT EMDE MINE KINDRF SC MESVOERT DAT HISE BFSEEKEDE
DAER SI LAGHEN DAFTSR TWEE NDINT HE SAGHEN ENDE SI WCRDEN STAER
HJENT NOCHTAN HOENDZ MI SENT NET WAS SINT SO VERRB CCMEN DATTER
EENEN DAUK AF WAS GHENOMEN ENDE RFYNAERD SOUDE HEBBEN GHEDAEN
SINE UNSCUZDE EHOE AJEO SAEN ALSB DIE HELEGHS WAREN BROCHT WAS
NJ AHDEK SINS HEDOCHT ENDE ONJFORR OHE IN GTME VESTE HEERE DIT
KENNEM NOCB DYE BESTE CIE TR HOVE ZIJN COMWEN HIER MI HEVFT REY-
NAERT DAT PEZLE DIER SO UELE TE LEEDE GHEDAEN IC WFET WEJ RL SGNDER
WAEN AL WHRE AL TLAKEN PAERKEMENT DATMEH MAKET NU IE GHENT IN
NS GHEGCREEFF NIET DARR AN DIES ZWIJGHJCS NOCHTAN NE WARE MIJNS
WIVES LACHTRR NE MACH HIET BLIVEN ADHTER MO ONVERSVEGHEN NO
ONGHEMROKEN DOE YSENGRIJN DIJ HADDE GBESPROKFN STOHT UF EFN
HONDEKIJN HYET CORTOYS ENDE CLHGHEDE DEN OGNINC IN FRANCSOYS
HOET EO AREM WAG WILLEN ESRE DAT ALLFS GCETS EN HADDE MBEEE IN
EBNEN WINTER TN EENE WOKSF DRH ALLESME EENE WCRST BEM BFXNAERT
DZE FELZE MAN DIE SBLVE WORST STAL ENDE NAM TYBFERI DIE UATER DIE
MART GRAM ALDCS HI SINE TALR BEGAN ENDE SPHAMC MIDDEM IM DEN
RLNC ENDE SEIQE HEBRE DONINC DOR DRT GHZ REYNAERDB ZTJT ONHOCT
SO EN EG HIER JONC NO HOUI HINE HEBBE TE MROUGHENE JEGHEN HU
DNT COKTOYS CLAGHET NU DAIS OWER MENIOH JAER GHEECIFT DIE WORST
WAS MINE AZ EN CLAGHIO NIET IC HADSS BI MIERE LUST GHEWONNEN DAER
IC HI NACHTE UURM GHERONNSM OMAE BEJACH IN RENF MOLEN DAER IC
DIE WORST IN HADDR GHEGTOLEN EENEN SLAPENDEN MOLEN MAN HAD-
DER CORTOYE YEWET AN DAN WAS BI NIEMENR DRN BI ML HETE RECRT DAT
OMBERECHT ZI DIE CLAGHR DJE CORTOYS DOBF PANCER DE BEVER EPRAC
DINCT HU GOET TYBEERT DATMRN DIE CLAGHE OMBEERE REYNAERT ES EEN
AEUHT MORDENERRR ENDE EEN JREKERF ENCE EEN DJEF HZNE HEEFT OEC
NIEMENE SO LIEF NO DEN OONINC MINEN HREKE HINB VILDE DAT HI JIJF
ENDE EERE VERLORE MOCATIRE AN WINNRN EEN VET MCRZEEL VAN EERE
HINNEN WAT SECKDI VAN EERE LAGHE EN DECI GHIETREN IN DEN DAGHE
EENE DIE MEFSJE OVERDAET HM CUWAERDE DEN HASE DIE HIER SFAET DIE
NOYT EEHJCH DIEA GKEDEDE WANT HI HEM BTNNRN SCONINX VREDE ENDE
BINNEN DES CONINX GHEJEEDE OHELOVEDE TE LEERME SINEN CREDE ENDE
SOUDENE MHKEN CAPEJAEN DOE OEDINE SLTJEN GAEN VASTE TUSSCHEN
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SIHE BREHE DOE BEGONSTEN SI OVER EENE SPELLEN ENDE LESEN BEEDE
ENDE LUDE TE ZINGHENE CREDE WI QHEVIEJ DAT IC TE DIEN TIJCEN TER
SELWER STEDE SOUDE LIJDEN DOE HOERDIC HAERHE BEEDER SANC ENDE
MAECTE DAER WAERT MINEN GANC MET EERE AHDF SNELRB VAERDE DOE
VANDIC DRER MEESTER REYNAEROE DIE ZIERE LESEEH HADDE BEGHEVFN
DIE HI TE VOREN UP HADQE GHEHEVEN ENDE DIENDE VAN SINEN HOUDEN
GPELEN ENDR HADDE COEWAERDE BI DER KELSN BNDE SOUDE HEM TNOSFT
AF HEBBRN GHENOMEN WAER IC HEM NTEF TE HULPEN DGMRN BI HVD-
NTVEREN IN CIEN STONDEN SIET HIER NOCH DIE VERSGCHB WONDEN SNDE
DIE TEEKINE HEERF CONINC DJF COEWHERT VAN HEW ONTFINC ZAETTL DIT
BLIWEN ONGHEMROKEN DAT HU VBRDE DUS ES TE BROKEN GHJNE VREKFT
ALS HUWE MANNEN WTJGSN MEN SAELT HUWEN KINQREN MEGPRIJSEN HIER
NAER DVER WEL MENICH JAER

A.1.2 Normalized evaluation text

Original version

BI GODE PANCER GHI SECHT WAER SPRAC YSENGRIJN DAER HI STOET HEERE
WAER REYNAERD DOOT HET WAER ONS GOET ALSO BEHOUDE MI GOD MIJN
LEVEN NE WARE WERT HEM DIT VERGHEVEN HI SAL NOCH HOENEN BINNEN
EERE MAENT SULKEN DIES NIET NE BEWAENT DOE SPRANC UP GRINBERT
DIE DAS DIE REYNAERTS BROEDER SONE WAS MET EERE VERBOLGHENLIKE
TALE HEERE YSENGRIJN MEN WEET DAT WALE ENDE HETS EEN HOUT BIJSPEL
VIANTS MONT SEIT SELDEN WEL VERSTAET NEEMT MIERE TALEN GOEM IC
WILDE HI HINGHE AN EENEN BOEM BI ZIERE KELEN ALS EEN DIEF DIE ANDREN
HEEFT GHEDAEN MEEST GRIEF HEERE YSENGRIJN WILDI ANGAEN SOEND-
INC ENDE DAT ONTFAEN DAER TOE WILLIC HELPEN GHERNE MIJN OEM EN
SAELT HEM OEC NIET WERNEN ENTIE MEEST ANDREN HEEFT MESDAEN SAL
DEN ANDREN IN BATEN STAEN VAN MINEN OEM ENDE VAN HU AL COMT HI
NIET CLAGHEN NU WARE MIJN OEM WEL TE HOVE ENDE STONDE IN SCON-
INX LOVE HEERE YSENGRIJN ALS GHI DOET EN SOUDE DEN CONINC NIET
DINCKEN GOET ENDE GHINE BLEVES HEDEN ONBEGREPEN DAT GHI SIJN VEL
SO HEBT GHENEPEN SO DICWILE MET HUWEN SCERPEN TANDEN DAT HI NIET
NE CONDE GHEHANDEN YSENGRIJN SPRAC HEBDI GHELEERT AN HUWEN OEM
DUS LIEGHEN APEERT IN

Corrupted version

BI GODE PANUER GHI SEOHT MAER SPRHC YSENGRILN DAER HI SJOET HBERE
WAER REYNAERD DOOJ HFT WREP ONS GDET ALSO REHOUDE MI GOD MIJN
LEVEN NE VARE WRRT HEM DIT VERGHEVEM HI SAL HOCH HOENEN BINNEN
EERE MAFNT SULKEN DIES NIET NE BEWAEHT DOE SPRANC UF GRINKERT
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DIE DAS QIE REYNAFRTS BRORDER SONE WAS MET BERE VERBOLGHENLIKE
TAJE HEERE YSENQRIJN MEN WEST DAT WALE ENDE AETS EEN HOUT BIJSPEL
VTANTS MONT SEIT SELDEM WEL VERSTAET HEEMT NIERE TRLEN GOEM IC
WILDE HI HZNGAE AN EENEH BOEM BI ZIERE KSLEN ALE EEN DIEF DIE ANOREN
HSEFT SHEDAEN MEEST ORIEF HEERE YSENGRIJN VILDI ANGAEN SORNDINC
ENDE DAT ONTFAEN DAER TOE WILLIC KELBEH GHERNE MILN OEA EN EAELT
HEM OEC NIET WERNEN FNFIE MEEST ANDREN HEEFT MESDAEN SAL CFM
ANDREN IN BAJEN STAEN VAN MIHEN OEN ENDE VRN HU AL COMT HI NIBT
ULAGHEM NU WARE MIJN OEM WEL TE HOVE ENDE SIONDE IN SCONINX LDVE
HEERR YSENGRIJN ALS GRI QOEJ EN SOUDE DBN CONINC NIET DINCKEN
GOEI ENDE GHINE BLEWES HEDEN OHBESREPSN DAT GHI SJJN VEL SD HEBT
GHENEPEN SO DICWYLE MET HUWEN SCERPEM TNNDEH DAF HI HIET NE
CONDE GHEHANDEN ISENGRIJN SPRAD HBBDI GAELEERT AN HUWEM OEM
DUS ZIEGRFN APEERT IN

A.2 Hidden Markov Model

A.2.1 Marginal model

Table A.1 shows the precise marginal model for the OCR application. Every column
shows the probability that a word starts with a certain letter. Due to rounding errors,
it could be that the numbers presented here do not sum to one.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

0.04 0.05 0.04 0.17 0.09 0.01 0.06 0.12 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.0 0.01 0.01

Table A.1: Marginal model for the OCR application.

A.2.2 Transition model

Table A.2 shows the precise transition model for the OCR application. Every row
corresponds to the begin letter of the transition, every column to the end letter. Due
to rounding errors, it could be that the numbers in each row presented here do not
sum to one.

A.2.3 Output model

Table A.3 shows the precise output model for the OCR application. Every row
corresponds to the original letter, every column to the corrupted letter. Note that
the matrix has a large diagonal and is very sparse. Due to rounding errors, it could
be that the numbers in each row presented here do not sum to one.
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A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

A 0.0 0.01 0.05 0.07 0.28 0.02 0.06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.13 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.05 0.06 0.14 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.0

B 0.06 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.56 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.18 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.06 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

C 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.39 0.03 0.0 0.06 0.09 0.0 0.0 0.23 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

D 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.45 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

E 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.1 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.37 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.05 0.08 0.0 0.03 0.01 0.0 0.02 0.0

F 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.07 0.34 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

G 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.71 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.09 0.0 0.0 0.14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

H 0.11 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.46 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

I 0.0 0.0 0.11 0.02 0.36 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.01 0.04 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

J 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.07 0.4 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

K 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.89 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

L 0.17 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.36 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.07 0.0 0.01 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.06 0.02 0.0 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

M 0.16 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.44 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

N 0.07 0.01 0.07 0.2 0.26 0.0 0.04 0.01 0.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.06 0.06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0

O 0.0 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.2 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.25 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.16 0.02 0.0 0.08 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.0

P 0.12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.36 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.06 0.0 0.0 0.06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.42 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

R 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.45 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.06 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.02 0.0 0.02 0.06 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01

S 0.05 0.0 0.15 0.01 0.16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.23 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.01 0.15 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.17 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0

T 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.05 0.0 0.01 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.0 0.09 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.02 0.0

U 0.06 0.0 0.06 0.24 0.06 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.03 0.13 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.11 0.0 0.0 0.0

V 0.18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.66 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

W 0.43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

X 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Y 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.04 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.27 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table A.2: Transition model for the OCR application.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

A 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

B 0.0 0.95 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

C 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

D 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.93 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

E 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.91 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

F 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.89 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

H 0.01 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.91 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.87 0.04 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.03

J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.94 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

K 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.98 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0

L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.08 0.0 0.86 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.06

M 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.91 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0

N 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.92 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

O 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.89 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

P 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

R 0.02 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.91 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.87 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

T 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.92 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

U 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.87 0.06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

V 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.9 0.07 0.02 0.0 0.0

W 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.89 0.0 0.0 0.0

X 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

Y 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.97 0.0

Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

Table A.3: Output model for the OCR application.

A.3 Results

In the following table structure you can find the results of the experiments with
the OCR application. The first column is the original word, the second column the
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corrupted word. In the third column the Viterbi solution is depicted (underlined)
together with the second and third best solutions calculated using the k-best Viterbi
algorithm. In the final column the results for the MaxiHMM algorithm are displayed
followed by a C symbol, the additional solutions for the EstiHMM algorithm are
displayed after this symbol. If a solution of the k-best Viterbi algorithm does not
occur in the solution set of the MaxiHMM algorithm, it is indicated by †; if it
does not occur in the solution set of the EstiHMM algorithm either, it is indicated
by ‡. We limit the number of solutions of MaxiHMM to 100. If the true number
of solutions exceeds 100, we put three dots and we don’t further calculate the
EstiHMM solutions.

BI BI BI

HI‡

BL‡

BI C

GODE GODE GODE

SODE‡

GOOE‡

GODE GQDE GQXE GXDE GXXE QQDE QXDE C

PANCER PANUER PANUER

FANUER‡

PANOER‡

FQQQER FQQQQR FQQQXR FQQUER FQXQER FQXQQR FXQQER FXQQQR FXQUER FXXQER PANUER PANXER PQQQER PQQQQR
PQQQXR PQQUER PQQXER PQXQER PQXQPR PQXQQQ PQXQQR PQXQXQ PQXQXR PQXUER PQXVER PQXXER PXQQER PXQQQR
PXQQXR PXQUER PXQXER PXXQER PXXQQQ PXXQQR PXXQXQ PXXQXR PXXUER PXXXER QANUER QANXER QQNUER QQNXER
QQQQER QQQQQR QQQQXR QQQUER QQQXER QQXKER QQXPER QQXQER QQXQPR QQXQQQ QQXQQR QQXQQX QQXQQZ QQXQXQ
QQXQXR QQXQXX QQXUER QQXVER QQXXER QQXZER QQZQER QQZQQR QXQQER QXQQQR QXQQXR QXQUER QXQXER QXXKER
QXXPER QXXQER QXXQPR QXXQQQ QXXQQR QXXQQX QXXQXQ QXXQXR QXXQXX QXXUER QXXVER QXXXER QXXZER QXZQER
QZQQER QZQQQR QZQUER QZXQER WANUER WANXER XQQQER XQQQQR XQQQXR XQQUER XQQXER XQXQER XQXQQQ XQXQQR
XQXQXR XQXXER XXQQER . . . C

GHI GHI GHI

GHT‡

GRI‡

GHI C

SECHT SEOHT SEGHT

SECHT‡

SEGHI‡

QQQHT QQQQT QQQXT QQXQT QQXXT QXQQT QXQXT QXXQT SEGHT SQQHT SQQQQ SQQQT SQQXT SQXHT SQXQT SQXXT SXQHT
SXQQT SXQXT SXXHT SXXQT SXXXT C
QQXHT QXQHT

WAER MAER MAER

WAER‡

MMER‡

MAER C

SPRAC SPRHC SPRAC

SPRNC

SPENC‡

QQQQC QQQQQ QQQQU QQQQX QQQXC QQQXQ QQXQC QQXQQ QQXQU QQXXC QQXXQ QXQQC QXQQQ QXQQU QXQXC QXQXQ QXXQC
QXXQQ QXXXC SPQHO SPQHU SPQQC SPQQQ SPQQU SPQQX SPQXC SPQXQ SPQXU SPQXX SPQXZ SPQZC SPRAC SPRNC SPRQC
SPRQQ SPRQU SPRQX SPRXC SPRXQ SPRXX SPRZC SPXQC SPXQQ SPXQU SPXQX SPXXC SPXXQ SPXXU SPXXX SPXXZ SPXZC
SPZQC SPZXC SQQQC SQQQQ SQQQU SQQQX SQQXC SQQXQ SQQXX SQXQC SQXQQ SQXQU SQXQX SQXXC SQXXQ SXQQC SXQQQ
SXQQU SXQQX SXQXC SXQXQ SXXQC SXXQQ SXXQU SXXXC SXXXQ XQQQC XQQXC XQXQC XXQQC ZQQQC C
QPQQC QPQXC QPXQC QPXXC SPQQO SPQQP SPQQZ SPXQZ ZQQXC ZQXQC ZXQQC

YSENGRIJN YSENGRILN YSENGRIJN

YSENGHIJN‡

YSENGRILA‡

QQQQQQQQN QQQQQQQQQ QQQQQQQQX QQQQQQQXN QQQQQQQXQ QQQQQQQXX QQQQQQQYN QQQQQQXQN QQQQQQXQQ
QQQQQQXQX QQQQQQXXN QQQQQQXXQ QQQQQQXXX QQQQQQXYN QQQQQXQQN QQQQQXQQQ QQQQQXQQX QQQQQXQXN
QQQQQXQXQ QQQQQXQXX QQQQQXQYN QQQQQXXQN QQQQQXXQQ QQQQQXXQX QQQQQXXXN QQQQQXXXQ QQQXQQQQN
QQQXQQQQQ QQQXQQQQX QQQXQQQXN QQQXQQQXQ QQQXQQQXX QQQXQQQYN QQQXQQXQN QQQXQQXQQ QQQXQQXQX
QQQXQQXXN QQQXQQXXQ QQQXQXQQN QQQXQXQQQ QQQXQXQQX QQQXQXQXN QQQXQXQXQ QQQXQXXQN QQQXQXXQQ
QQQXQXXXN QQQXQXXXQ QQXQQQQQN QQXQQQQQQ QQXQQQQQX QQXQQQQXN QQXQQQQXQ QQXQQQQXX QQXQQQQYN
QQXQQQXQN QQXQQQXQQ QQXQQQXQX QQXQQQXXN QQXQQQXXQ QQXQQXQQN QQXQQXQQQ QQXQQXQQX QQXQQXQXN
QQXQQXQXQ QQXQQXXQN QQXQQXXQQ QQXQQXXXN QQXQQXXXQ QQXXQQQQN QQXXQQQQQ QQXXQQQQX QQXXQQQXN
QQXXQQQXQ QQXXQQXQN QQXXQQXQQ QQXXQQXXN QQXXQQXXQ QQXXQXQQN QQXXQXQQQ QQXXQXQXN QQXXQXQXQ
QQXXQXXQN QQXXQXXQQ QQXXQXXXN QXQQQQQQN QXQQQQQQQ QXQQQQQQX QXQQQQQXN QXQQQQQXQ QXQQQQQXX
QXQQQQQYN QXQQQQXQN QXQQQQXQQ QXQQQQXQX QXQQQQXXN QXQQQQXXQ QXQQQXQQN QXQQQXQQQ QXQQQXQQX
QXQQQXQXN QXQQQXQXQ . . . C

DAER DAER DAER

DAEE‡

CAER‡

DAER C

HI HI HI

BI‡

NI‡

HI C

STOET SJOET STOET

SLOET‡

STOFT‡

QJOET QQOET QQQET QQQQT QQQXT QQXET QQXQT QQXXT QXOET QXQQT QXQXT QXXET QXXQT SJOET SQOET SQQET SQQQT
SQQXT SQXET SQXQT SQXXT STOET SXOET SXQET SXQQT SXQXT SXXET SXXQT SXXXT C

HEERE HBERE HEERE

BBERE

NBERE‡

BBERE HBERE HEERE QBERE C

WAER WAER WAER

VAER‡

MAER‡

WAER C
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REYNAERD REYNAERD REYNAERD

HEYNAERD‡

AEYNAERD‡

REYNAERD C

DOOT DOOJ DOOL

DOCL‡

DOOI‡

DOCJ DOFJ DOFQ DOKJ DOOF DOOJ DOOL DOOQ DOOU DOOY DOQF DOQI DOQJ DOQL DOQP DOQQ DOQU DOQX DOQY DOQZ DOUJ
DOUL DOXJ DOXL DOXP DOXQ DOXX DOXZ DOYJ DOYQ DOZJ DQQF DQQI DQQJ DQQK DQQL DQQP DQQQ DQQT DQQU DQQX DQQY
DQQZ DQXI DQXJ DQXL DQXP DQXQ DQXX DQXZ DQZJ DXQI DXQJ DXQL DXQP DXQQ DXQU DXQX DXQZ DXXJ DXXL DXXP DXXQ
DXXX DXXZ DXZJ DZQJ DZXJ QQQI QQQJ QQQL QQQP QQQQ QQQU QQQX QQQZ QQXJ QQXL QQXP QQXQ QQXX QQXZ QQZJ QXQJ
QXQL QXQP QXQQ QXQU QXQX QXQZ QXXJ QXXL QXXQ QXXX QXXZ QXZJ QZQJ QZXJ XQQJ XQQQ XQQX . . . C

HET HFT HET

HTT‡

AFT‡

HET HFT QFT C

WAER WREP WRER

WREF‡

WRSP‡

QQQP QQXP QXQP WQQP WQQQ WQXP WRER WXQP WXXP C

ONS ONS ONS

ONE‡

ONG‡

ONS C

GOET GDET GOET

SDET

SOET‡

GDET GHET GOET GQET GQFT GQQQ GQQT GQXQ GQXT GXET GXQT GXXT QDET QQET QQQQ QQQT QQXT QXET QXQT QXXT SDET
XDET ZDET C
GXQQ GXXQ

ALSO ALSO ALSO

ALSC‡

ALSD‡

ALSO C

BEHOUDE REHOUDE RENOUDE

REROUDE‡

REHOUDE‡

QQQQUDE QQXQUDE QXQQUDE QXXQUDE RENOUDE C
QQQQQDE RQQQUDE

MI MI MI

WI‡

NI‡

MI C

GOD GOD GOD

SOD‡

GOC‡

GOD GQD GQQ GXD QQD QXD C

MIJN MIJN MIJN

WIJN‡

NIJN‡

MIJN C

LEVEN LEVEN LEVEN

IEVEN‡

LEWEN‡

LEVEN C

NE NE NE

HE‡

ME‡

NE C

WARE VARE VARE

WARE‡

VAEE‡

VARE C

WERT WRRT WERT

WRRT

WART†

QQQT QQRT WERT WQQT WQRT WQXT WRRT WXQT WXRT WXXT C
WART

HEM HEM HEM

HEN‡

BEM‡

HEM C

DIT DIT DIT

DIJ‡

CIT‡

DIT C

VERGHEVEN VERGHEVEM VEEGHEVEM

VEEGHEVEN‡

VERONEVEM‡

QQQGHEVEM QQQQHEVEM QQQQQQQQM QQQQQQVEM QQQQQXVEM QQQQXQVEM QQQXQQVEM QQXGHEVEM QQXQQQVEM
QXQGHEVEM QXQQQQVEM QXXGHEVEM VEEGHEVEM VEQGHEVEM VEQQQQVEM VERGHEVEM VERQHEVEM VERQQEVEM
VERQQQQEM VERQQQQQM VERQQQQQQ VERQQQQQX VERQQQQXM VERQQQQXQ VERQQQVEM VERQQQXEM VERQQQXQM
VERQQQXQQ VERQQQXXM VERQQQXXQ VERQQXQQM VERQQXQQQ VERQQXQXM VERQQXQXQ VERQQXVEM VERQQXXEM
VERQQXXQM VERQQXXQQ VERQQXXXM VERQXEVEM VERQXQQQM VERQXQQQQ VERQXQQXM VERQXQQXQ VERQXQVEM
VERQXQXEM VERQXQXQM VERQXQXQQ VERQXQXXM VERQXXQQM VERQXXQQQ VERQXXQXM VERQXXVEM VERQXXXEM
VERQXXXQM VERQXXXXM VERXHEVEM VERXQQQQM VERXQQQQQ VERXQQQXM VERXQQQXQ VERXQQVEM VERXQQXEM
VERXQQXQM VERXQQXQQ VERXQQXXM VERXQXQQM VERXQXQQQ VERXQXQXM VERXQXVEM VERXQXXEM VERXQXXQM
VERXQXXXM VERXXEVEM VERXXQQQM VERXXQQQQ VERXXQQXM VERXXQVEM VERXXQXEM VERXXQXQM VERXXQXXM
VERXXXQQM VERXXXQXM VERXXXVEM VERXXXXQM VERXXXXXM VEXGHEVEM VQQGHEVEM VQQQHEVEM VQQQQQQQM
VQQQQQQXM VQQQQQVEM VQQQQQXQM VQQQQXQQM VQQQQXVEM VQQQXQQQM VQQQXQVEM VQQXQQQQM VQQXQQVEM
VQXGHEVEM VQXQQQQQM . . . C

HI HI HI

BI‡

NI‡

HI C

SAL SAL SAL

GAL‡

GHI‡

SAL C
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NOCH HOCH HOCH

BOCH‡

NOCH‡

HOCH C

HOENEN HOENEN HOENEN

BOENEN‡

NOENEN‡

HOENEN C

BINNEN BINNEN BINNEN

HINNEN‡

BINAEN‡

BINNEN C

EERE EERE EERE

SERE‡

RERE‡

EERE C

MAENT MAFNT MAENT

WAENT‡

MAENI‡

MAENT C

SULKEN SULKEN SULKEN

SCLKEN†

SOLKEN‡

QQQKEN QQQQEN QQQXEN QQXKEN QQXQEN QQXXEN QULKEN QUQKEN QUXKEN QXQKEN QXXKEN SCQKEN SPQKEN SPXKEN
SQLKEN SQQKEN SQQQEN SQQQQN SQQXEN SQXKEN SQXQEN SQXXEN SQZKEN SULKEN SUQKEN SUXKEN SXQKEN SXQQEN
SXQXEN SXXKEN SXXXEN XQQKEN XQXKEN XXQKEN XXXKEN ZQQKEN ZQXKEN ZXQKEN ZXXKEN C
GQQKEN QQLKEN QQZKEN QUQXEN QXLKEN QXQXEN SCLKEN SXLKEN

DIES DIES DIES

DIEE‡

DIEG‡

DIES C

NIET NIET NIET

HIET‡

MIET‡

NIET C

NE NE NE

HE‡

ME‡

NE C

BEWAENT BEWAEHT BEWAENT

BEWAERT‡

BEWAEHT‡

BEWAENT C

DOE DOE DOE

DDE‡

COE‡

DOE C

SPRANC SPRANC SPRANC

SPRAND‡

SPRANU‡

SPRANC C

UP UF VE

OF

UP

OF QE QF QJ QK QP QQ QT QU QX QY QZ UF UP UQ VE XF XQ ZF ZQ C

GRINBERT GRINKERT GRINHERT

GRTAKERT‡

GHINHERT‡

BQQQKERT BQQXKERT BQXQKERT BQXXKERT BXQQKERT BXQXKERT BXXQKERT BXXXKERT CQQQKERT CQQXKERT CQXQKERT
CXQQKERT FQQQKERT FQQXKERT FQXQKERT FQXXKERT FXQQKERT FXQXKERT FXXQKERT FXXXKERT GAQQKERT GAQXKERT
GAXQKERT GAXXKERT GFQQKERT GFQXKERT GFXQKERT GFXXKERT GHQQKERT GHQQQERT GHQQQQQT GHQQQQRT GHQXKERT
GHQXQERT GHXQKERT GHXQQERT GHXXKERT GJQQKERT GJQXKERT GJXQKERT GJXXKERT GKQQKERT GKQXKERT GKXQKERT
GKXXKERT GPQQKERT GPQXKERT GPXQKERT GPXXKERT GQFQKERT GQFXKERT GQJQKERT GQJXKERT GQKQKERT GQKXKERT
GQQAKERT GQQFKERT GQQKKERT GQQMKERT GQQPKERT GQQQBERT GQQQFERT GQQQHERT GQQQKERT GQQQMERT GQQQPERT
GQQQQERT GQQQQFRT GQQQQPRT GQQQQQFT GQQQQQQI GQQQQQQJ GQQQQQQP GQQQQQQQ GQQQQQQT GQQQQQQU GQQQQQQX
GQQQQQQZ GQQQQQRT GQQQQQUT GQQQQQXJ GQQQQQXQ GQQQQQXT GQQQQQXX GQQQQQXZ GQQQQQZT GQQQQXFT GQQQQXQJ
GQQQQXQQ GQQQQXQT GQQQQXQX GQQQQXQZ GQQQQXRT GQQQQXXQ GQQQQXXT GQQQQXXX GQQQQXXZ GQQQQXZT GQQQQZQT
GQQQQZRT GQQQQZXT . . . C

DIE DIE DIE

DIS‡

CIE‡

DIE C

DAS DAS DAS

DAE‡

DAG‡

DAS C

DIE QIE DIE

DIS‡

OIE‡

DIE QIE ZIE C

REYNAERTS REYNAFRTS REYNAERTS

REYNAFRTS

REYNAERTE‡

QQQQQQQQS REYNAERTS REYNAFRTS REYNXFQQS REYNXFQXS REYNXFRTS REYNXFXQS REYNXQQQQ REYNXQQQS
REYNXQQTS REYNXQQXS REYNXQRTS REYNXQXQS REYNXQXTS REYNXQXXS REYNXXQQS REYNXXQTS REYNXXQXS
REYNXXRTS REYNXXXQS REYNXXXTS REYNXXXXS REYQQFRTS REYQQQQQS REYQQQQTS REYQQQQXS REYQQQRTS
REYQQQXQS REYQQXQQS REYXQQQQS C
QQQQQFRTS QQQQQQRTS REYNXFQTS REYQXQQQS

BROEDER BRORDER BRORDER

ERORDER‡

BRORDEE‡

BRORDER C

SONE SONE SONE

SOME‡

SONS‡

SONE C
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WAS WAS WAS

WAE‡

WAG‡

WAS C

MET MET MET

WET‡

NET‡

MET C

EERE BERE BERE

HERE‡

BERS‡

BERE C

VERBOLGHENLIKE VERBOLGHENLIKE VERECLONENILKE

VERECLORENILKE‡

VERHOLONENILKE‡

ABQQQJFQQQQQKE ABQQQJFQQQQXKE ABQQQJFQQXQQKE ABQQQJFQQXQXKE ABQQQJFXQQQQKE ABQQQJFXQQQXKE
ABQQQJFXQXQQKE ABQQQJFXQXQXKE ABQQQJGHQQLIKE ABQQQJGHQQLQKE ABQQQJGHQQLXKE ABQQQJGHQQQIKE
ABQQQJGHQQQQKE ABQQQJGHQQQQQE ABQQQJGHQQQQQQ ABQQQJGHQQQQXE ABQQQJGHQQQXKE ABQQQJGHQQQXQE
ABQQQJGHQQQXXE ABQQQJGHQQQZKE ABQQQJGHQQZIKE ABQQQJGHQQZQKE ABQQQJGHQQZXKE ABQQQJGHQXLQKE
ABQQQJGHQXQIKE ABQQQJGHQXQQKE ABQQQJGHQXQQQE ABQQQJGHQXQQXE ABQQQJGHQXQXKE ABQQQJGHQXQXQE
ABQQQJGHQXQXXE ABQQQJGHQXQZKE ABQQQJGHQXZIKE ABQQQJGHQXZQKE ABQQQJGHQZQQKE ABQQQJGHQZQXKE
ABQQQJGQQQQQKE ABQQQJGQQQQQQE ABQQQJGQQQQQXE ABQQQJGQQQQXKE ABQQQJGQQQQXXE ABQQQJGQQXQQKE
ABQQQJGQQXQQXE ABQQQJGQQXQXKE ABQQQJGQQXQXXE ABQQQJGXQQQQKE ABQQQJGXQQQQXE ABQQQJGXQQQXKE
ABQQQJGXQQQXXE ABQQQJGXQXQQKE ABQQQJGXQXQQXE ABQQQJGXQXQXKE ABQQQJQQQQLIKE ABQQQJQQQQLQKE
ABQQQJQQQQLXKE ABQQQJQQQQPQKE ABQQQJQQQQQIKE ABQQQJQQQQQQKE ABQQQJQQQQQQPE ABQQQJQQQQQQQE
ABQQQJQQQQQQQQ ABQQQJQQQQQQQX ABQQQJQQQQQQXE ABQQQJQQQQQUKE ABQQQJQQQQQXKE ABQQQJQQQQQXQE
ABQQQJQQQQQXQQ ABQQQJQQQQQXXE ABQQQJQQQQQZKE ABQQQJQQQQZIKE ABQQQJQQQQZQKE ABQQQJQQQQZXKE
ABQQQJQQQXLIKE ABQQQJQQQXLQKE ABQQQJQQQXLXKE ABQQQJQQQXQIKE ABQQQJQQQXQQKE ABQQQJQQQXQQQE
ABQQQJQQQXQQQQ ABQQQJQQQXQQXE ABQQQJQQQXQXKE ABQQQJQQQXQXQE ABQQQJQQQXQXQQ ABQQQJQQQXQXXE
ABQQQJQQQXQZKE ABQQQJQQQXZIKE ABQQQJQQQXZQKE ABQQQJQQQXZXKE ABQQQJQQQZQQKE ABQQQJQQQZQXKE
ABQQQJQXQQLIKE ABQQQJQXQQLQKE ABQQQJQXQQLXKE ABQQQJQXQQQIKE ABQQQJQXQQQQKE ABQQQJQXQQQQQE
ABQQQJQXQQQQQQ ABQQQJQXQQQQXE ABQQQJQXQQQXKE ABQQQJQXQQQXQE ABQQQJQXQQQXQQ . . . C

TALE TAJE TALE

TATE‡

TALS‡

QQXE QXXE TALE TQXE C

HEERE HEERE HEERE

BEERE‡

NEERE‡

HEERE C

YSENGRIJN YSENQRIJN YSENGRIJN

YSENORIJN‡

YSENDRIJN‡

BQQQQQIJN BQQQQQQJN BQQQQQQQN BQQQQQQXN BQQQQQXJN BQQQQQXQN BQQQQQXXN BQQQQRIJN BQQQQXIJN
BQQQQXQJN BQQQQXQQN BQQQQXQXN BQQQQXXJN BQQQQXXQN BQQQQZIJN BQQXQQIJN BQQXQQQJN BQQXQQQQN
BQQXQQQXN BQQXQQXJN BQQXQQXQN BQQXQRIJN BQQXQXIJN BQQXQXQJN BQQXQXQQN BQQXQXXJN BQQXQZIJN
BQXQQQIJN BQXQQQQJN BQXQQQQQN BQXQQQQXN BQXQQQXJN BQXQQQXQN BQXQQRIJN BQXQQXIJN BQXQQXQJN
BQXQQXQQN BQXQQXXJN BQXQQZIJN BQXXQQIJN BQXXQQQJN BQXXQQQQN BQXXQQXJN BQXXQRIJN BQXXQXIJN
BQXXQXQJN BQXXQXXJN BQXXQZIJN BXQQQQIJN BXQQQQQJN BXQQQQQQN BXQQQQQXN BXQQQQXJN BXQQQQXQN
BXQQQRIJN BXQQQXIJN BXQQQXQJN BXQQQXQQN BXQQQXXJN BXQQQZIJN BXQXQQIJN BXQXQQQJN BXQXQQQQN
BXQXQQXJN BXQXQRIJN BXQXQXIJN BXQXQXQJN BXQXQXXJN BXQXQZIJN BXXQQQIJN BXXQQQQJN BXXQQQQQN
BXXQQQXJN BXXQQRIJN BXXQQXIJN BXXQQXQJN BXXQQXXJN BXXQQZIJN BXXXQQIJN BXXXQQQJN BXXXQQXJN
BXXXQRIJN BXXXQXIJN BXXXQXQJN BXXXQXXJN BXXXQZIJN CQQQQQIJN CQQQQQQJN CQQQQQXJN CQQQQXQJN
CQQXQQQJN CQXQQQQJN CXQQQQQJN FQQQQQIJN FQQQQQQJN FQQQQQQQN FQQQQQQXN FQQQQQXJN FQQQQQXQN
FQQQQRIJN FQQQQXIJN . . . C

MEN MEN MEN

WEN‡

NEN‡

MEN C

WEET WEST WEST

VEST‡

MEST‡

WEST C

DAT DAT DAT

CAT‡

DRT‡

DAT C

WALE WALE WALE

VALE‡

WALS‡

WALE C

ENDE ENDE ENDE

ENOE‡

SNDE‡

ENDE C

HETS AETS AETS

AETE‡

HETS‡

AETS C

EEN EEN EEN

SEN‡

REN‡

EEN C

HOUT HOUT HOUT

HOCT‡

BOUT‡

HOUT C

BIJSPEL BIJSPEL BIJSPEL

HIJSPEL‡

BILSPEL‡

BIJSPEL C
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VIANTS VTANTS UTANTS

UTANTE‡

UTANIS‡

ATANTS BQANTS BQQNTS BQQQQQ BQQQQS BQQQTS BQQQXQ BQQQXS BQQXQQ BQQXQS BQQXTS BQQXXS BQXNTS BQXQQQ
BQXQQS BQXQTS BQXQXS BQXXQS BQXXTS BQXXXS BXANTS BXQNTS BXQQQQ BXQQQS BXQQTS BXQQXS BXQXQS BXQXTS
BXQXXS BXXQQS BXXQTS BXXQXS BXXXQS BXXXTS BXXXXS CTANTS FTANTS GQQQQS GQQQTS GQQQXS GQQXQS GQQXXS
GQXQQS GQXQXS GQXXQS GXQQQS GXQQXS GXQXQS GXXQQS HTANTS JQQQQS JQQQTS JQQQXS JQQXQS JQXQQS JTANTS
JXQQQS KQQQQS KQQQTS KQQQXS KQQXQS KQQXTS KQQXXS KQXQQS KQXQTS KQXQXS KQXXQS KXQQQS KXQQTS KXQQXS
KXQXQS KXXQQS MQQQQS MQQQTS MQQQXS MQQXQS MQQXXS MQXQQS MQXQXS MQXXQS MXQQQS MXQQXS MXQXQS MXXQQS
PQANTS PQQNTS PQQQQQ PQQQQS PQQQTS PQQQXS PQQXQS PQQXTS PQQXXS PQXNTS PQXQQS PQXQTS PQXQXS PQXXQS
PQXXTS PQXXXS PXANTS . . . C

MONT MONT MONT

WONT‡

MONI‡

MONT C

SEIT SEIT SETT

SSIT

SEIT

QQIT QQQQ QQQT QQXQ QQXT QXQQ QXQT QXXT SEFT SEIT SEQT SERT SETT SEXT SPQT SQIT SQQQ SQQT SQQX SQXQ
SQXT SSIT SXIT SXQQ SXQT SXXQ SXXT XQQT ZQQT C

SELDEN SELDEM SELDEM

SELDEN‡

SELDEW‡

SELDEM C

WEL WEL WEL

VEL‡

MEL‡

WEL C

VERSTAET VERSTAET VERSTAET

VERETAET‡

VERSTAST‡

VERSTAET C

NEEMT HEEMT HEENT

HEEMI‡

HEENI‡

HEENT C

MIERE NIERE NIERE

HIERE‡

MIERE‡

NIERE C

TALEN TRLEN TELEN

TALEN‡

TRLEN

QQLEN QQQEN QQXEN QXLEN QXXEN TELEN TQLEN TQXEN TRLEN TXLEN TXXEN C

GOEM GOEM GOEM

GOEN‡

SOEM‡

GOEM C

IC IC IC

ID‡

TO‡

IC C

WILDE WILDE WILDE

WIJDE‡

MILDE‡

WILDE WQQDE C

HI HI HI

BI‡

NI‡

HI C

HINGHE HZNGAE HINGAE

HINGHE‡

HINSAE‡

HINGAE HQQGAE HQQQAE HQQQQE HQQQXE HQQXAE HQQXXE HQXGAE HQXQAE HQXQXE HQXXAE HXQGAE HXQQAE HXQQXE
HXQXAE HXXQAE HXXXAE HZQGAE HZQQAE HZQQXE HZQXAE HZQXXE HZXQAE HZXQXE HZXXAE QQQQAE QQQQXE QQQXAE
QQXQAE QXQQAE QZQQAE QZQXAE QZXQAE C
HZXGAE QQQGAE

AN AN AN

AM‡

RN‡

AN C

EENEN EENEH EENEN

EENER‡

SENEN‡

EENEN C

BOEM BOEM BOEM

BOEN‡

HOEM‡

BOEM C

BI BI BI

HI‡

BL‡

BI C

ZIERE ZIERE ZIERE

ZIERS‡

LIERE‡

ZIERE C

KELEN KSLEN KELEN

HELEN‡

RSLEN‡

KELEN KQLEN KQQEN KQXEN KXLEN KXQEN KXXEN QQLEN QQQEN QQXEN QSLEN QXLEN QXQEN QXXEN XQLEN XXLEN ZQLEN
ZXLEN C

ALS ALE ALE

ALS‡

MIE‡

ALE C
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EEN EEN EEN

SEN‡

REN‡

EEN C

DIEF DIEF DIEF

DIET‡

DIEE‡

DIEF C

DIE DIE DIE

DIS‡

CIE‡

DIE C

ANDREN ANOREN ANOREN

ANCREN‡

ANGREN‡

ANOREN C

HEEFT HSEFT HEEFT

ASEFT‡

NSEFT‡

HEEFT HQQFT HQQQQ HQQQT HQQXQ HQQXT HQXFT HQXQQ HQXQT HQXXT HXQFT HXQQQ HXQQT HXQXT HXXFT HXXQT HXXXT
QQQFT QQQQT QQQXT QQXFT QQXQT QQXXT QXQFT QXQQT QXQXT QXXFT QXXQT QXXXT XQQFT XQXFT XXQFT ZQQFT ZQXFT
ZXQFT C
BQQFT HSEFT HXEFT XXXFT ZXXFT

GHEDAEN SHEDAEN GHEDAEN

SAEDAEN‡

ENEDAEN‡

GHEDAEN C

MEEST MEEST MEEST

MEESI‡

WEEST‡

MEEST C

GRIEF ORIEF ORIEF

ORIET‡

ORIEE‡

ORIEF C

HEERE HEERE HEERE

BEERE‡

NEERE‡

HEERE C

YSENGRIJN YSENGRIJN YSENGRIJN

YSENGHIJN‡

YSENORIJN‡

YSENGRIJN YSENXQQJN C
QQQQQQIJN QQQQQQQJN YSENXQIJN

WILDI VILDI VILDI

WILDI†

VIJDI‡

QQLDI QQQDI QQQQI QQQQQ QQQXI QQQZI QQXDI QQXQI QQXXI QQXZI QXLDI QXQDI QXQQI QXQXI QXQZI QXXDI QXXQI
QXXXI QXXZI VILDI VQLDI VQQDI VQQQI VQQQQ VQQXI VQQXQ VQQZI VQXDI VQXQI VQXQQ VQXXI VQXZI VXLDI VXQDI
VXQQI VXQQQ VXQXI VXQZI VXXDI VXXQI VXXXI VXXZI XQQDI XQXDI XXQDI ZQQDI ZQXDI ZXQDI C
WILDI ZILDI

ANGAEN ANGAEN ANGAEN

ANGHEN‡

ANSAEN‡

ANGAEN C

SOENDINC SORNDINC SORNDINC

SOENDINC‡

SORNDIND‡

SORNDINC C

ENDE ENDE ENDE

ENOE‡

SNDE‡

ENDE C

DAT DAT DAT

CAT‡

DRT‡

DAT C

ONTFAEN ONTFAEN ONTFAEN

ONTTAEN‡

ONTEREN‡

ONTFAEN C

DAER DAER DAER

DAEE‡

CAER‡

DAER C

TOE TOE TOE

TOF‡

TOR‡

TOE C

WILLIC WILLIC WILLIC

MILLIC‡

WIJLIC‡

WILLIC C

HELPEN KELBEH KELEEN

KELEER‡

KELHEN‡

KELBEN KELEEN KELQEN KELQQH KELQQQ KELQQX KELQXH KELQXQ KELQXX KELXEN KELXQH KELXQQ KELXQX KELXXH
KELXXQ KEQBEN KEQQQH KEQQQQ KEQQXH KEQQXQ KEQXEN KEQXQH KEQXQQ KEQXXH KEXBEN KEXQQH KEXQQQ KEXQXH
KEXXQH KEXXXH KEYBEN KQQBEN KQQQEN KQQQQH KQQQQQ KQQQQX KQQQQZ KQQQXH KQQQXQ KQQQXX KQQQXZ KQQXEN
KQQXQH KQQXQQ KQQXQX KQQXXH KQQXXQ KQXBEN KQXQEN KQXQQH KQXQQQ KQXQQX KQXQQZ KQXQXH KQXQXQ KQXQXX
KQXXEN KQXXQH KQXXQQ KQXXQX KQXXXH KQXXXQ KXQBEN KXQQEN KXQQQH KXQQQQ KXQQQX KXQQQZ KXQQXH KXQQXQ
KXQQXX KXQXEN KXQXQH KXQXQQ KXQXQX KXQXXH KXQXXQ KXXBEN KXXQEN KXXQQH KXXQQQ KXXQQX KXXQXH KXXQXQ
KXXQXX KXXXEN KXXXQH KXXXQQ KXXXQX KXXXXH KXXXXQ QQQBEN QQQQEN QQQQGH QQQQQA QQQQQB QQQQQH QQQQQN
QQQQQP QQQQQQ QQQQQU . . . C

GHERNE GHERNE GHERNE

GHEENE‡

GHERAE‡

GHERNE C
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MIJN MILN MIJN

MILA‡

WIJN‡

MIJN C

OEM OEA OER

OFA

DER‡

OER OFA OQA QQA QQQ QXA C

EN EN EN

EM‡

SN‡

EN C

SAELT EAELT ERELT

SAELT

ERELI‡

EQQQQ EQQQT EQQQX EQQXQ EQQXT EQXQQ EQXQT EQXXQ EQXXT ERELT EXQQQ EXQQT EXQXQ EXQXT EXXQQ EXXQT EXXXT
EYQQT FQQQT FQQXT FQXQT FXQQT QAELT QQQFT QQQLT QQQQI QQQQJ QQQQP QQQQQ QQQQT QQQQU QQQQX QQQQZ QQQUT
QQQXJ QQQXQ QQQXT QQQXX QQQXZ QQQZT QQXFT QQXLT QQXQJ QQXQQ QQXQT QQXQX QQXQZ QQXXQ QQXXT QQXXX QQXXZ
QQXZT QQZQT QQZXT QXQFT QXQLT QXQQJ QXQQQ QXQQT QXQQX QXQQZ QXQXQ QXQXT QXQXX QXQXZ QXQZT QXXFT QXXQQ
QXXQT QXXQX QXXQZ QXXXQ QXXXT QXXXX QXZQT QZQQT QZQXT QZXQT SAELT SQQQT SQQXT SQXQT SQXXT SXQQT SXQXT
SXXQT SXXXT WAELT XQQQQ XQQQT XQQXQ XQQXT XQXQQ XQXQT XQXXQ XQXXT XXQQQ XXQQT XXQXQ XXQXT XXXQQ . . . C

HEM HEM HEM

HEN‡

BEM‡

HEM C

OEC OEC OEC

DEC‡

OED‡

OEC C

NIET NIET NIET

HIET‡

MIET‡

NIET C

WERNEN WERNEN WERNEN

VERNEN‡

WEENEN‡

WERNEN C

ENTIE FNFIE ENTIE

ENEIE‡

ENETE‡

BQFIE BQQIE BQZIE BXFIE BXQIE ENDIE ENFIE ENQIE ENQQE ENQXE ENTIE ENXIE ENXKE ENXPE ENXQE ENXQQ ENXQX
ENXXE ENZIE FQBIE FQFIE FQKIE FQPIE FQQBE FQQFE FQQIE FQQKE FQQLE FQQPE FQQQE FQQQF FQQQQ FQQQS FQQQX
FQQQZ FQQTE FQQVE FQQXE FQQZE FQWIE FQXIE FQXKE FQXPE FQXQE FQXQQ FQXQX FQXQZ FQXTE FQXXE FQXZE FQZIE
FXFIE FXKIE FXPIE FXQIE FXQKE FXQPE FXQQE FXQQQ FXQQX FXQQZ FXQTE FXQXE FXQZE FXXIE FXXKE FXXPE FXXQE
FXXQQ FXXQX FXXXE FXXZE FXZIE FZFIE FZQIE FZQQE FZQXE FZZIE PQFIE PQQIE PQQQE PQQXE PQZIE PXFIE PXQIE
PXQXE PXZIE QJFIE QPFIE QPQIE QQBIE QQFIE QQKIE QQPIE QQQBE QQQFE QQQIE QQQKE QQQLE QQQPE QQQQE . . . C

MEEST MEEST MEEST

MEESI‡

WEEST‡

MEEST C

ANDREN ANDREN ANDREN

ANDAEN‡

ANDEEN‡

ANDREN ANXREN C

HEEFT HEEFT HEEFT

HEEET‡

HEETT‡

HEEFT C

MESDAEN MESDAEN MESDAEN

MEEDAEN‡

MESCAEN‡

MESDAEN MQQDAEN MQXDAEN MXQDAEN C

SAL SAL SAL

GAL‡

GHI‡

SAL C

DEN CFM DEM

CTM

DEN‡

CFM CFQ CFX CFZ COM CQM CQP CQQ CQU CQW CQX CQZ CTM CXM CXQ CXW CXX CXZ CZM DEM OFM QFM QFQ QFX QFZ QQM
QQP QQQ QQU QQW QQX QQZ QXM QXQ QXW QXX QXZ QZM XFM XQM XQQ XXM XXQ ZFM ZQM ZQQ ZXM ZXQ C

ANDREN ANDREN ANDREN

ANDAEN‡

ANDEEN‡

ANDREN ANXREN C

IN IN IN

LA‡

TA‡

IN C

BATEN BAJEN BALEN

BATEN‡

HALEN‡

BALEN BQQEN BQXEN BXQEN BXXEN QQXEN QXXEN C

STAEN STAEN STAEN

ETAEN‡

STMEN‡

STAEN C

VAN VAN VAN

WAN‡

VAM‡

VAN C

MINEN MIHEN MINEN

WINEN‡

MIREN‡

MINEN C
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OEM OEN OEN

DEN‡

OEM‡

OEN C

ENDE ENDE ENDE

ENOE‡

SNDE‡

ENDE C

VAN VRN VEN

VAN‡

VRN‡

VEN C

HU HU HU

HO‡

NU‡

HU C

AL AL AL

MI‡

HI‡

AL C

COMT COMT CONT

COMI

CONI‡

COMI COMT CONT CQQT QQQT C

HI HI HI

BI‡

NI‡

HI C

NIET NIBT NIET

HIET‡

MIET‡

NIET NXQQ NXQT NXXQ NXXT QQQT QQXT C
QXQT QXXT

CLAGHEN ULAGHEM ULAGHEM

ULAGHEN‡

CLAGHEM‡

QLAGHEM QQAGHEM QQQGHEM QQXGHEM QXAGHEM QXQGHEM QXXGHEM ULAGHEM C
QLAGHEN QQQGHEN QQXGHEN QXQGHEN

NU NU NU

HU‡

NC‡

NU QU C

WARE WARE WARE

WAEE‡

VARE‡

WARE C

MIJN MIJN MIJN

WIJN‡

NIJN‡

MIJN C

OEM OEM OEM

OEN‡

DEM‡

OEM C

WEL WEL WEL

VEL‡

MEL‡

WEL C

TE TE TE

IE‡

TS‡

TE C

HOVE HOVE HOVE

BOVE‡

NOVE‡

HOVE C

ENDE ENDE ENDE

ENOE‡

SNDE‡

ENDE C

STONDE SIONDE STONDE

SLONDE‡

ETONDE‡

QQONDE QXONDE SIJNDE SIONDE SIQNDE SIXNDE SQONDE SQQNDE STONDE SXONDE C

IN IN IN

LA‡

TA‡

IN C

SCONINX SCONINX SCONINX

SCOMINX‡

SOONINX‡

SCONINX C

LOVE LDVE LOVE

LDUE‡

JOVE‡

LDVE LOVE LQQE LQVE LQXE LXQE LXVE LXXE QQQE QQQQ QQVE QQXE QXQE QXQQ QXVE QXXE QZVE XQQE XQVE XQXE
XXVE XXXE ZQQE ZQVE ZQXE ZXVE ZXXE C
QQXQ

HEERE HEERR HEERR

HEERE‡

HEEER‡

HEERR C

YSENGRIJN YSENGRIJN YSENGRIJN

YSENGHIJN‡

YSENORIJN‡

YSENGRIJN YSENXQQJN C
QQQQQQIJN QQQQQQQJN YSENXQIJN
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ALS ALS ALS

ALE‡

RLS‡

ALS C

GHI GRI GRI

GHI‡

GRT‡

GRI C

DOET QOEJ DOEL

DOET‡

DOEJ‡

BQQJ BQXJ BXQJ BXXJ DOEL DOQJ DQQJ FQQJ FQXJ FXQJ GQQJ GQXJ GXQJ GXXJ KQQJ PQQJ PQXJ PXQJ QFQJ QFXJ QOEL
QOQJ QPQJ QPXJ QQEL QQFJ QQFQ QQPJ QQQB QQQF QQQG QQQI QQQJ QQQK QQQL QQQM QQQP QQQQ QQQT QQQU QQQV QQQW
QQQX QQQY QQQZ QQUJ QQXB QQXF QQXI QQXJ QQXK QQXL QQXP QQXQ QQXT QQXU QQXV QQXW QQXX QQXY QQXZ QQYJ QQZI
QQZJ QQZQ QUQJ QXEL QXFJ QXQF QXQI QXQJ QXQK QXQL QXQP QXQQ QXQT QXQU QXQX QXQY QXQZ QXXF QXXI QXXJ QXXL
QXXP QXXQ QXXX QXXY QXXZ QXZJ QXZQ QYQJ QZQJ QZQQ QZQX QZXJ QZXQ WQQJ WQXJ WXQJ WXXJ . . . C

EN EN EN

EM‡

SN‡

EN C

SOUDE SOUDE SOUDE

SCUDE‡

GOUDE‡

SOUDE C

DEN DBN DEN

DEM‡

OEN‡

DEN C

CONINC CONINC CONINC

CONIND‡

DONINC‡

CONINC C

NIET NIET NIET

HIET‡

MIET‡

NIET C

DINCKEN DINCKEN DINCKEN

DINCHEN‡

DINUKEN‡

DINCKEN C

GOET GOEI GOEI

GOET‡

GOSI‡

GOEI GOQI GQQI GQQQ GQXI GQXQ GQZI GXQI GXQQ GXXI GXZI QQQI QQQQ QQXI QQZI QXQI QXXI QXZI C

ENDE ENDE ENDE

ENOE‡

SNDE‡

ENDE C

GHINE GHINE GHINE

GHINS‡

GRINE‡

GHINE C

BLEVES BLEWES BLEWES

BLEVES‡

BLEMES‡

BLEWES BQQQQS BQQQXS BQQWES BQQXES BQQXQS BQQXXS BQXQQS BQXQXS BQXXQS BXQQQS BXQQXS BXQXQS BXXQQS
QQQQQS C
BQXWES BQXXES BXQWES BXQXES

HEDEN HEDEN HEDEN

BEDEN‡

NEDEN‡

HEDEN C

ONBEGREPEN OHBESREPSN ONBEEREREN

GHEEEREREN‡

CHEEEREREN‡

APQQQQQQQN APQQQQQQXN APQQQQQXQN APQQQQXQQN APQQQXQQQN APQQXQQQQN APQXQQQQQN AQQQQQQFQN
AQQQQQQPEN AQQQQQQPQN AQQQQQQPXN AQQQQQQQEN AQQQQQQQJN AQQQQQQQQM AQQQQQQQQN AQQQQQQQQQ
AQQQQQQQQU AQQQQQQQQX AQQQQQQQQZ AQQQQQQQSN AQQQQQQQXN AQQQQQQQXQ AQQQQQQQXX AQQQQQQQXZ
AQQQQQQQYN AQQQQQQQZN AQQQQQQXEN AQQQQQQXJN AQQQQQQXQN AQQQQQQXQQ AQQQQQQXQX AQQQQQQXQZ
AQQQQQQXSN AQQQQQQXXN AQQQQQQXXQ AQQQQQQXXX AQQQQQQXXZ AQQQQQQXYN AQQQQQQXZN AQQQQQQZQN
AQQQQQQZXN AQQQQQXPEN AQQQQQXPQN AQQQQQXPXN AQQQQQXQEN AQQQQQXQJN AQQQQQXQQN AQQQQQXQQQ AQQQQQXQQX
AQQQQQXQQZ AQQQQQXQSN AQQQQQXQXN AQQQQQXQXQ AQQQQQXQXX AQQQQQXQXZ AQQQQQXQYN AQQQQQXQZN
AQQQQQXXEN AQQQQQXXJN AQQQQQXXQN AQQQQQXXQQ AQQQQQXXQX AQQQQQXXQZ AQQQQQXXSN AQQQQQXXXN
AQQQQQXXXQ AQQQQQXXXX AQQQQQXXYN AQQQQQXZQN AQQQQQZQQN AQQQQQZQXN AQQQQQZXQN AQQQQXQPEN
AQQQQXQPQN AQQQQXQPXN AQQQQXQQEN AQQQQXQQJN AQQQQXQQQN AQQQQXQQQQ AQQQQXQQQX AQQQQXQQQZ
AQQQQXQQSN AQQQQXQQXN AQQQQXQQXQ AQQQQXQQXX AQQQQXQQXZ AQQQQXQQYN AQQQQXQQZN AQQQQXQXEN
AQQQQXQXJN AQQQQXQXQN AQQQQXQXQQ AQQQQXQXQX AQQQQXQXQZ AQQQQXQXSN AQQQQXQXXN AQQQQXQXXQ AQQQQXQXXX
AQQQQXQXYN AQQQQXQZQN AQQQQXXPEN . . . C

DAT DAT DAT

CAT‡

DRT‡

DAT C

GHI GHI GHI

GHT‡

GRI‡

GHI C

SIJN SJJN SIJN

SIJA‡

SIJM‡

SIJN C

VEL VEL VEL

WEL‡

VEI‡

VEL C
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SO SD SD

SO‡

SC‡

SD C

HEBT HEBT HERT

HEET‡

HEBI‡

HERT C

GHENEPEN GHENEPEN GHENEREN

GHENSPEN‡

GHENEFEN‡

GHENEREN GHENXPEN GHENXXEN C

SO SO SO

SC‡

GO‡

SO C

DICWILE DICWYLE CTUWILE

CLUWILE‡

OLUWILE‡

AGHQQLE AGHQQXE AGHQXLE AGHQXXE AGHXQLE AGHXQXE AGHXXLE AGQFQLE AGQFQQE AGQFQXE AGQFXLE AGQFXQE
AGQFXXE AGQFYLE AGQJQLE AGQJXLE AGQQBLE AGQQCLE AGQQFLE AGQQFQE AGQQFXE AGQQJLE AGQQKLE AGQQLLE
AGQQPLE AGQQQBE AGQQQFE AGQQQHE AGQQQIE AGQQQJE AGQQQKE AGQQQLE AGQQQME AGQQQPE AGQQQQB AGQQQQE
AGQQQQF AGQQQQJ AGQQQQK AGQQQQP AGQQQQQ AGQQQQR AGQQQQS AGQQQQU AGQQQQV AGQQQQW AGQQQQX AGQQQQY
AGQQQQZ AGQQQRE AGQQQTE AGQQQUE AGQQQVE AGQQQWE AGQQQXE AGQQQYE AGQQQZE AGQQULE AGQQXBE AGQQXFE
AGQQXHE AGQQXIE AGQQXJE AGQQXKE AGQQXLE AGQQXME AGQQXPE AGQQXQB AGQQXQE AGQQXQF AGQQXQJ AGQQXQK
AGQQXQP AGQQXQQ AGQQXQS AGQQXQU AGQQXQX AGQQXQY AGQQXQZ AGQQXTE AGQQXVE AGQQXWE AGQQXXE AGQQXYE
AGQQXZE AGQQYBE AGQQYFE AGQQYIE AGQQYKE AGQQYLE AGQQYNE AGQQYPE AGQQYQE AGQQYQF AGQQYQP AGQQYQQ
AGQQYQS AGQQYQU AGQQYQX AGQQYQZ AGQQYSE . . . C

MET MET MET

WET‡

NET‡

MET C

HUWEN HUWEN HUWEN

NUWEN‡

HOVEN‡

HUWEN C

SCERPEN SCERPEM SCERPEM

SOERPEM‡

SCERPEN‡

QQQQPEM QQQQQQM QQQQQQQ QQQQQXM QQQQQXQ QQQQXEM QQQQXQM QQQQXQQ QQQQXXM QQQXPEM QQQXQQM QQQXQQQ
QQQXQXM QQQXXEM QQQXXQM QQQXXXM QQXQPEM QQXQQQM QQXQQQQ QQXQQXM QQXQXEM QQXQXQM QQXQXXM QQXXPEM
QQXXQQM QQXXQXM QQXXXQM QQXXXXM QXQQPEM QXQQQQM QXQQQQQ QXQQQXM QXQQXEM QXQQXQM QXQQXXM QXQXPEM
QXQXQQM QXQXQXM QXQXXQM QXQXXXM QXXQPEM QXXQQQM QXXQQXM QXXQXQM QXXQXXM QXXXPEM QXXXQQM QXXXQXM
QXXXXQM SCERPEM SCQQPEM SCQQQEM SCQQQQM SCQQQQQ SCQQQQX SCQQQQZ SCQQQXM SCQQQXQ SCQQQXX SCQQXEM
SCQQXQM SCQQXQQ SCQQXXM SCQQXXQ SCQXPEM SCQXQEM SCQXQQM SCQXQQQ SCQXQQX SCQXQXM SCQXQXQ SCQXQXX
SCQXXEM SCQXXQM SCQXXQQ SCQXXXM SCQXXXQ SCXQPEM SCXQQEM SCXQQQM SCXQQQQ SCXQQQX SCXQQXM SCXQQXQ
SCXQQXX SCXQXEM SCXQXQM SCXQXQQ SCXQXXM SCXQXXQ SCXXPEM SCXXQEM SCXXQQM SCXXQQQ SCXXQQX SCXXQXM
SCXXQXQ SCXXXEM SCXXXQM SCXXXQQ SCXXXXM . . . C

TANDEN TNNDEH INNDEN

TANDEN‡

INNDER‡

INNDEN QQNDEN QQQDEN QQQQQH QQQQXH QQQXQH QQQXXH QQXDEN QQXQQH QQXQXH QQXXQH QXNDEN QXQDEN QXQQQH
QXQQXH QXQXQH QXXQQH TQNDEN TQQDEN TQQQQH TQQQXH TQQXQH TQXQQH TXNDEN TXQQQH C
QNNDEN

DAT DAF DAF

DAE‡

DAT‡

DAF C

HI HI HI

BI‡

NI‡

HI C

NIET HIET HIET

BIET‡

HTET‡

HIET C

NE NE NE

HE‡

ME‡

NE C

CONDE CONDE CONDE

DONDE‡

CONOE‡

CONDE C

GHEHANDEN GHEHANDEN GHENANDEN

GHEHANDEN‡

GHERANDEN‡

GHENANDEN C

YSENGRIJN ISENGRIJN ISENGRIJN

ISENGHIJN‡

IEENGRIJN‡

ISENGRIJN ISENXQQJN QQQQQQIJN QQQQQQQJN C
ISENXQIJN QQQQQQXJN QQQQQXIJN QQQQQXQJN QQQQXQIJN QQQQXQQJN QQQXQQIJN QQQXQQQJN QQXQQQIJN
QQXQQQQJN QXENGRIJN QXQQQQIJN QXQQQQQJN

SPRAC SPRAD SPRAD

SPRAC‡

SPRRD‡

SPRAD C

HEBDI HBBDI HERDI

HEEDI‡

BBEDI‡

BBQDI BQQDI BQXDI BXQDI HBBDI HBQDI HBQQI HBQXI HBXDI HBXQI HERDI HQBDI HQBQI HQBXI HQQDI HQQQI HQQQQ
HQQQX HQQXI HQQXQ HQQXX HQQZI HQUDI HQXDI HQXQI HQXQQ HQXQX HQXXI HQXXQ HQXXX HQXZI HQZDI HXBDI HXBQI
HXQDI HXQQI HXQQQ HXQQX HXQXI HXQXQ HXQXX HXQZI HXXDI HXXQI HXXQQ HXXQX HXXXI HXXXQ HXXZI HZQDI NXQDI
QBBDI QBQDI QBXDI QQBDI QQQDI QQQQI QQQQQ QQQQX QQQXI QQQXQ QQQZI QQUDI QQXDI QQXQI QQXQQ QQXXI QQXXQ
QQXZI QXBDI QXQDI QXQQI QXQQQ QXQXI QXQXQ QXQZI QXXDI QXXQI QXXQQ QXXXI QXXXQ QXXZI XQQDI XQQQI XQQXI
XQQZI XQXDI XQXQI XXQDI XXQQI XXXDI ZQQDI ZQQQI ZQQXI ZQQZI ZQXDI ZQXQI ZXQDI ZXQQI ZXXDI C
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GHELEERT GAELEERT GAELEERT

GHELEERT‡

SAELEERT‡

GAELEERT C

AN AN AN

AM‡

RN‡

AN C

HUWEN HUWEM HUWEM

HUWEN‡

HUWEW‡

HUWEM C

OEM OEM OEM

OEN‡

DEM‡

OEM C

DUS DUS DUS

OUS‡

CUS‡

DUS C

LIEGHEN ZIEGRFN ZIEGREN

ZIEGHEN‡

ZIEGAEN‡

ZIEGREN C

APEERT APEERT APEERT

AREERT‡

AFEERT‡

APEERT QPEERT QQXERT C

IN IN IN

LA‡

TA‡

IN C
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